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EPISODE 01: The 2 boys

1 INT. HOUSE OF ARTHUR AND MELOG - DAY

Overlay: Earth - House of Arthur Tchaikovsky and Melog
- January 17, 2050

ARTHUR is a 16-year-old blond boy.
MELOG is a 16-year-old alien. He has a human appearance
except for the red skin as if it were a sunburn, for
the huge belly that reaches under the neck and the lack
of hair and hair.
Both are orphans.
ARTHUR and MELOG are asleep on the floor, dirty and
sweaty, with a hangover, after spending the night
celebrating their 16th birthday (started at midnight).
The floor is covered with: 2 almost finished cakes,
half empty bottles of various spirits, smoked joints,
bottles and droppers of synthetic drugs.
The alarm rings.

ARTHUR
(with cotton mouth)

Melog... the alarm clock ... is ringing.
My head hurts

MELOG, without opening his eyes too much, turns off the
alarm clock and touches the floor with his hand to look
for a bottle of a synthetic drug.
As soon as he finds it he takes a drop with the dropper
and drops it on his tongue.
Then MELOG drops a drop on ARTHUR’s tongue.
ARTHUR stands up, fully awake and sober

ARTHUR
Melog?

MELOG
Yes, Arthur?

ARTHUR
(looking around)

Should we fix this mess before we leave?

MELOG
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We’ll never come back here again

2 INT. SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG, wearing their school uniform, are
standing in front of the desk.
PRINCIPAL is sitting behind the desk looking at them
perplexed.

PRINCIPAL
(reproachfully)

I know what others think, that ours are
modern armed forces, that we are not at war
with anyone, preventive peacekeeping missions
and similar bullshit.

PRINCIPAL
(calm and quiet, paternalistic)

Let’s talk clearly guys: do you really think
it’s a brilliant idea to put on a uniform,
point the gun and kill someone who has
another uniform?

MELOG
(know-it-all)

Yes. Especially if the one in the other
uniform is going to kill you.
Plus, if they send you to shoot him it means
that whoever ordered it had his good reasons.
Maybe I kill someone now that tomorrow would
have made a massacre

PRINCIPAL
You believe in nonsense. You turned 16 today.
You will also be of legal age but to me you
are two children. You don’t know the world,
don’t think you know everything. Arthur, are
you enlisting because you can’t say no to
Melog? Melog, do you want to enlist to return
to Vrokja? Do you do it to go home to your
family?

MELOG
Principal, are you kidding me? I was born and
raised on Earth, I am an Earthling just like
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anyone else in this school. My only family is
Arthur, that’s just here

ARTHUR
I confirm. And Melog is my family.

ARTHUR and MELOG give each other an high five

PRINCIPAL
Yes, of course. I meant that even if legally
you are a Earthling, you are a Homo
Sphaericus and maybe you would like to go to
discover your origins. Maybe you could go to
planet Vrokja as a tourist and ...

MELOG
(pissed off)

Principal, from adult to adult: what the fuck
are you saying?

PRINCIPAL stands up placing his hands firmly on the
table. He stares at MELOG defiantly

MELOG
After all these years in your school this is
how you see me: as a Homo Sphaericus. A calm
and good Homo Sphaericus: a meek little lamb
who wants to go home.
My mother may have been the most boring
Sphaericus scientist ever heard, but the man
who raped her, my father, was a Homo Sapiens.
He enjoyed drinking, taking drugs, punching,
stealing and killing. In short, a smart guy.
But he got himself killed before my mother
died in childbirth, I could have learned a
lot from him.
Nobody knows me besides Arthur, but you think
you know me. Tell me Principal, am I a
Sphaericus? Or am I a Sapiens in here?

MELOG points to his head.
PRINCIPAL does some computer operations off camera
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PRINCIPAL
Good. From this moment you are no longer my
students. Now you can go

3 EXT. RECRUITING CENTER/OUT OF THE DOOR - DAY

ARTHUR
So now we go inside and say "We enlist", no
even better, we go inside, we stare into his
eyes and then we say "Hey, we enlist", no,
no, no, no, we go inside, we go slowly
towards him and say “We are here to do our
duty”

MELOG
Maybe the part on duty is a bit excessive but
I like the style. Come on, let’s do it

4 INT. RECRUITING CENTER/RECRUITING DESK - CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR and MELOG enter with bold attitude

ARTHUR and MELOG
(heroic tone of voice)

We are here to do our duty

RECRUITMENT OFFICER
(absently)

I didn’t understand

ARTHUR
Hi, we would like to enlist

RECRUITMENT OFFICER
Which armed force?

MELOG
Space Marines, sir

RECRUITMENT OFFICER
Ok, one at a time, finger on the fingerprint
reader, look at the camera and, speaking
slowly and clearly, say "I enlist in the
Space Marines spontaneously and without being
forced"
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ARTHUR
(serious voice, looking at a camera)

I enlist in the Space Marines spontaneously
and without being forced

MELOG
(smiling, looking at camera)

I enlist in the Space Marines spontaneously
and without being forced

RECRUITMENT OFFICER
Perfect. From now on, you are both Marines.
Your first order is to reach the Lampedusa
spaceport by 09:00 UTC tomorrow. If you don’t
arrive on time, you are deserters, I think.

5 EXT. RECRUITING CENTER/OUT OF THE DOOR - CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR and MELOG exit the Recruiting Center.
MELOG takes 2 joints out of a breast pocket and hands
one to ARTHUR.
ARTHUR and MELOG light up them at the same time.

ARTHUR
Do you think we will miss the Earth?

MELOG
As long as we can also get high on Vrokja, I
don’t see what on Earth we should be missing

6 EXT. SPACEPORT/TRAIN STOP - DAY

Overlay: Earth - SpacePort of Lampedusa - January 18,
2050

ARTHUR and MELOG get off a train.
Train stop is full with thousands of YOUNG SOLDIERS IN
CIVILIAN CLOTHES (more boys than girls).
Many are excited, some are worried.
Some are accompanied by their families, others alone.
Tens of soldiers of the S.ARMY-SAPIENS-ROCKET-R1-P1-*
manage the sorting.
The route forks into 4 roads for the 4 armed forces:
Space Army, Space Navy, Space Air Force, Space Marines.
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Each of the streets is full of people, except the one
for the Marines where the only ones that day are ARTHUR
and MELOG
Each of the 4 streets has a huge 50m wide screen on
which a short video is projected.
In the Space Army video, a black muscle soldier in a
desert uniform drives a DPTAV (Desert Platoon Transport
Armored Vehicle) on the sand watching the Vrokja Sun
shine in the sky.
The motto is "We bring peace".
In the Space Navy video, a young red-haired sailor on
the bridge of a submarine observes the sonar as she
navigates the depths of Vrokja.
The motto is "We protect friends".
In the Space Air Force video, a pilot with oriental
features escorts a civil aircraft with his fighter.
The motto is “We defend the skies”.
In the Space Marines video, a short, black-haired man
in a jungle uniform stained with mud, sweat and blood,
has a laser rifle in one hand and a hunting knife in
the other.
The motto is "Ready to kill".
ARTHUR and MELOG go towards the Marines path and arrive
at a small building, the Marines Dressing Room

7 INT. SPACEPORT/MARINES DRESSING ROOM - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG enter

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
Well, you’ve arrived. Look at the camera, put
your finger on the sensor and say that you
are enlisting spontaneously.

ARTHUR
We already did it yesterday.

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
Did they inform you that the Space Marines
have a death rate 100 times that one of the
other 3 armed forces combined? Ever since a
certain politician, I won’t tell you who, has
raised a certain scandal in the Senate, you
know what I mean, we have an obligation to
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make you swear it twice before you leave
forever for Vrokja

ARTHUR
Forever?

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
(laughing)

Maybe you two will be back alive

MELOG
I enlist voluntarily and without being forced
in the Space Marines and I am aware of the
high mortality rate

ARTHUR
I enlist voluntarily and without being forced
in the Space Marines and I am aware of the
high mortality rate

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
Perfect. Now take a uniform from that pile
and a knife from that box.

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM points to a pile of uniforms
and a box of knives.
Uniforms are stained with dried blood and have gunshot
holes in their chests.
Knives are even dirtier.

ARTHUR
What about the laser rifle? What about
neutron grenades?

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
They will give you those on Vrokja, you do
not need them for the trip

ARTHUR and MELOG choose the uniform after having
discarded some visibly too tattered or dirty.
Then they choose the knife in the same way and put it
in the buckle.

MARINE AT DRESSING ROOM
Well, continue down the road to the Space
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Army rocket, they’ll give you a ride in the
outer capsule. Being made of glass, you will
be the only ones, of all those leaving today,
to see the space. A privilege that belongs
only to us Marines

8 EXT. SPACEPORT/LAUNCH PAD - DAY

30 rockets are ready for take-off: 20 of the Space
Army, 5 of the Space Navy and 5 of the Space Air Force.
Each rocket is different (in shape and color) according
to the armed force.
Some Space Army rockets are only troop transport
vehicles, so some have seats as in a normal airliner,
others load compartments for tanks, others carry
containers with supplies.
Those of the Space Navy are composed of 8 submarines
attached to each other that will separate as soon as
the rocket has entered the waters of Vrokja.
Those of the Space AirForce are flying motherships each
containing a swarm of mini fighters.
On a Space Army rocket, tens of meters high, there is
an outer glass capsule, which interrupts the smooth
profile of the rocket, 4 meters by 4 meters, with 16
seats and related safety belts. 2 of those seats are
occupied by ARTHUR and MELOG who stare into the ground
in front of them (the seats are perpendicular to the
rocket and pointing down)
All the rockets lift off at the same time with a roar.

9 INT. SPACEPORT/SPACE ARMY ROCKET’S INTERIOR - DAY

The take-off is not perceived by YOUNG SOLDIERS IN ARMY
UNIFORM inside the rocket due to a technology that
allows the acceleration not to be felt.
A few light objects barely move, the soldiers are calm
and quiet.

10 INT. SPACEPORT/SPACE ARMY ROCKET’S GLASS CAPSULE -
DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG are squeezed by acceleration, not
towards the seats, but towards the seat belts as the
glass capsule does not have anti-acceleration
technology.
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ARTHUR and MELOG hear the deafening roar of departing
rockets
ARTHUR and MELOG scream excited but happy

11 EXT. SPACE AROUND EARTH

The rockets begin to spin each on itself.
ARTHUR and MELOG feel the stomach upset.
After a few seconds the motion of the rockets opens a
blue Worm Hole so large that it allows the passage of
all 30 rockets.
Rockets enter and disappear

12 EXT. SPACE AROUND VROKJA

Overlay: Vrokja - Space - January 18, 2050

A Worm Hole appears in space.
Spaceships pop out and stop spinning. They separate
because each lands (or ditches) in a different place on
the planet.
ARTHUR and MELOG watch the planet Vrokja with
admiration. ARTHUR and MELOG see a Jungle, a Red desert
and some oceans but not the whole planet.

ARTHUR
(in a low voice, to the planet)

There you are at last.

The capsule is released and begins to plummet towards
the planet.
ARTHUR and MELOG scream again

13 EXT. JUNGLE/CORROSIVE RIVER - DAY

A parachute opens at an altitude of 1000 meters.
ARTHUR and MELOG see a clearing and it looks like the
capsule is about to land there.
A strong wind blows on the parachute causing the
capsule to land many kilometers away.
While landing, the parachute tears off with the trees
and the capsule bounces several times on the ground,
breaking with each hit.
Finally, the semi-destroyed capsule lands in a river of
a purple, dense and corrosive liquid.
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ARTHUR and MELOG are strangely unharmed.

MELOG
Huuu huuuuuu! Safe and sound after crashing
on Vrokja, in potentially hostile territory.
Armed with hunting knives. Is this the best
day of your life?

ARTHUR
Yes it is my roommate, or as I should say, my
comrade. We are not sufficiently armed for a
clash with hostile forces, so the tactically
most valid solution is to wait for the
current to take us to the shore and go down
to the beach. From there try to orient
ourselves.

MELOG
Dear “tactically most valid solution”, I’m
sorry to ruin your plans but you may not have
seen that the capsule is melting in this
purple river. I believe it is highly
corrosive. If we don’t jump to the river
bank, we’ll be dead in a few minutes.

ARTHUR
It’s about a couple of meters far, I might
try to jump there but you can’t: we need
something to move this kind of glass raft
we’re on.

ARTHUR and MELOG look under the seats.
ARTHUR finds a first aid kit.
ARTHUR opens it. Among other items, there is a bandage
gauze.
ARTHUR knots it to create a lasso with which to grab a
log on the shore.
ARTHUR in the first 3 attempts fails, on fourth he
manages to hook it.
Then ARTHUR and MELOG place both feet on the capsule
and forcefully pull the rope bringing the capsule
closer to the shore.
They jump away just before the capsule is completely
destroyed.
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ARTHUR
Melog, you let the first aid kit sinks. Maybe
we needed it

MELOG.
You didn’t tell me I had to get it. And then
we have the hunting knives and the jungle
seems uninhabited. Did you see in which
direction the base is?

ARTHUR
No

MELOG
(pointing)

Excellent. We march in a random direction.
Over there!

14 EXT. JUNGLE/LAIR OF THE PYTHON - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG have been walking uphill for some
time, they are tired and sweaty.
Suddenly ARTHUR steps on a huge python, 5 meters long
and 30 centimeters wide.
The python wraps them both, back to back and begins to
crush them.
From a series of cracks along the body, the heads of
his puppies emerge. These puppies pythons begin to bite
shreds of meat off ARTHUR and MELOG.
ARTHUR and MELOG try to scream in pain but are out of
breath because the python is crushing them.
ARTHUR struggles to move his right arm and pull the
knife out of the buckle.
When he succeeds, he sticks the python, first in the
body (to make him loosen his grip) and then gives the
final blow to the head.

MELOG
Nice shot!

MELOG takes his knife
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MELOG
I really want to see how you are made inside
ugly beast

MELOG opens the python with a long longitudinal cut.
There are thousands of puppies inside the python, which
run away frightened.
MELOG grabs some, decapitates them and hangs them on
his belt as a souvenir.

15 EXT. JUNGLE/HUT VILLAGE - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG continue walking until they reach a
village full of PILOSUS (MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN).
Their huts are made of wood and straw.
Homo Pilosus are 1 meter tall but incredibly muscular.
They are covered in red hair like an orangutan.
They wear rudimentary leather clothes.
They are armed with spears.
They see the snakes in MELOG’s belt

PILOSUS MAN 1
(screams in an incomprehensible

language)

Overlay: “He killed the sacred snake!”

PILOSUS MAN 1 throws the spear through MELOG’s belly.
Fat gushes from MELOG’s belly.
ARTHUR leaps against PILOSUS MAN 1 and cuts his throat.
The other PILOSUS MEN point their spears at ARTHUR

SOUND OF LASER RIFLE

One by one the PILOSUS (MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN) fall to
the ground dead with a hole in their head or chest.
Behind them, part of the Marine Squad is shown:
FRANCESCO, JONNE, HANS, PABLO

FRANCESCO
(speaking on the radio)

Aleksandra, we have recovered the 2 idiots,
you can land. Alert command that we have a
wounded Sphaericus.
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The Multicopter lands quietly and quickly vertically.

ARTHUR
Wow!

The multicopter side door opens
HANS and PABLO take a stretcher and use it to load
MELOG

JONNE
Corporal, I request authorization to carry
out secondary mission and return on foot

FRANCESCO
Granted

EVERYONE (except JONNE) go in the Multicopter.
ALEKSANDRA makes the Multicopter take off.
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EPISODE 02: Boots on the ground

16 INT. OUTPOST 42/INFIRMARY - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Space Marine Outpost 42 - January
19, 2050

(this scene mirrors the other one in the infirmary)

MELOG is lying on his bed still asleep after a surgery
he received.
MELOG has a drip in the vein from which he’s receiving
lipids.
MELOG opens his eyes and sees ARTHUR

ARTHUR
Good morning. Doctors said you need to
recover all the fats you lost, you should get
at least 5kg today. They don’t have any seal
fat, but you can choose between butter and
peanut oil.

MELOG
I’m happy to see you alive too, Arthur. Give
me the butter

ARTHUR hands a bar of butter to MELOG.
MELOG unwraps it and eats it in large bites.
FRANCESCO enters the room

FRANCESCO
Breakfast postponed. Sergeant James Smith
wants to see you now

MELOG gets up with difficulty and pain due to the
operation on his stomach

ARTHUR
Wait, I’ll help you

MELOG
I’ll do it myself

ARTHUR, MELOG and FRANCESCO exit
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17 INT. OUTPOST 42/BRIEFING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

JAMES
(drunk)

You killed a snake that was sacred for the
Pilosus.
Then you killed a Homo Pilosus.
Finally, you forced the rest of the Squad to
kill all the Homo Pilosus. They can be
considered extinct since yesterday.
Well done! These are the kind of men I want.
How much do you know about politics?

ARTHUR
Nothing, Sir

JAMES
Well, I’ll tell you what you need to know.
The Republic of the Earth is allied with the
Homo Sphaericus, like you, stitched Marine

MELOG
I am half Homo Sapiens, and I was born on
Earth, Sir.

JAMES
You have the guts to interrupt your Sergeant:
I like you. I was saying: all our armed
forces are allied with the red balls but the
red balls are not at war with anyone.
And one should ask: So what are the Marines
doing here?

JAMES checks out ARTHUR and MELOG
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JAMES
It’s not like on Earth, on this planet. It is
not even what the Earth was like 20 years
ago, before unification. There are no exact
boundaries. Here it is everyone against
everyone. There are minor conflicts between
tribes of the same species, but the real
conflicts are between different species.
Everyone thinks to be the lord of Vrokja.
Everyone wants to fuck the next one.

JAMES switches on a screen showing alliances that he is
going to explain

JAMES
The Space Navy is trying to avoid the war
against the Homo Maris.
They live in the sea, if you didn’t
understand by the name. The Space Navy has
nuclear submarines. The Homo Maris swim naked
and unarmed. And the Space Navy is losing the
conflict. Beggars!
The Space Air Force preferred to have an
Intelligence role. According to the Ministry
of Defense, bombing enemies may not be
appreciated by the public opinion.
The Space Army has decided to be a coward of
the situation: they are conducting
negotiations with the Homo Similis to enlist
them in a special division.
But Homo Similis hate Homo Sphaericus.
Everyone on this planet hates Sphaericus.
Red ball, why does everyone hate you?

MELOG
Because Homo Sphaericus are so boring that
they have given up on war in their
evolutionary history. Rather they freeze to
death at the North Pole
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JAMES
You look different. You are one who loves
war, I see it. In any case, I have not yet
said what the Marines are doing here.

JAMES shows on the screen a video of a group of
TERRIBILIS tearing up some prey

JAMES
Since the other armed forces will pretend to
be at war, the Space Marines have the
funniest task: we must exterminate all Homo
Terribilis, until the last. Blondie, do you
know what rules of engagement mean?

ARTHUR
Yes sir. It means what we can and cannot do
with the enemy.

JAMES
That’s right, recruit. My rules are simple.
If you come across a Homo Terribilis, kill
him. 5 of them, ask for backups. 10, well, in
that case you’re dead. Corporal, you have 6
days to teach these kids how to survive out
there, after which their first field mission
starts.

FRANCESCO
I only need 5 days

18 EXT. OUTPOST 42/FIRING RANGE - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG shoot laser rifle shots with bad aim,
always missing the target (sometimes a little,
sometimes a lot).
ARTHUR shoots in single shot mode and gets nervous
every time he makes a mistake.
MELOG shoots in burst mode not caring what he is
hitting and leaving holes even on the walls behind the
targets.
The laser beam is red.

19 EXT. OUTPOST 42/FIRING RANGE - NIGHT
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ARTHUR is left alone to shoot late into the night,
after several wrong shots he hits the bull’s-eye
perfectly and smiles

ARTHUR
(in a low voice, to himself)

Yes!

ARTHUR leaves

20 EXT. OUTPOST 42/FIRING RANGE - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG practice throwing neutron grenades
that explode releasing blue light in every direction.
ARTHUR never manages to get his grenades to the target,
MELOG instead throws them far

21 EXT. OUTPOST 42/FIRING RANGE - NIGHT

ARTHUR is left alone to throw grenades but continues to
be bad.

ARTHUR
(in a low voice, to himself)

Fuck!

ARTHUR goes away

22 EXT. OUTPOST 42/OBSTACLE MUD FIELD - DAY

ARTHUR is fast and crosses the path smoothly.
MELOG collapses exhausted after less than 50 meters

MELOG
(out of breath)

Can someone explain to me why we should learn
to run if we have a multicopter?

23 EXT. OUTPOST 42/HILL - NIGHT

ARTHUR, with his last strength, arrives on the highest
point of the hill. He stops to look back at the
outpost.
He smokes a joint before coming back
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24 EXT. OUTPOST 42/OBSTACLE MUD FIELD - DAY

ARTHUR trains to fight in the mud against HANS.
MELOG trains to fight in the mud against PABLO.
They are both defeated several times, but ARTHUR always
gets up

25 EXT. OUTPOST 42/OBSTACLE MUD FIELD - NIGHT

ARTHUR is on the ground wounded

HANS
My fists hurt, that’s enough, I can’t beat
you anymore

26 INT. OUTPOST 42/BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

FRANCESCO
Do you know what is the strong point of our
Commando? We are silent. Invisible. We land
on the enemy without them even suspecting our
existence. And when we get there we are very
quick to eliminate it. But I don’t think this
tactic works well with you. I’ve created a
new role specifically based on your ...
aptitudes.
You will be our bait. Today you will learn
how to attract Homo TERRIBILIS to you.
I will teach you what noises to make and
where to make so they hear you even
kilometers away. How to leave fresh tracks on
the ground for being chased. To piss in favor
of the wind to make them smell you from every
nook where the TERRIBILIS live.
Tomorrow I will teach you to hide, to be
silent and not to be sniffed.
Let’s say that one lesson is preparatory to
the other, so I urge you to pay attention.
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27 INT. NEWSCAST - DAY

The screen behind the ANCHORMAN shows a video of
TERRIBILIS who ambush and eat SIMILIS PEOPLE still
alive

ANCHORMAN
Yet another brutal and senseless attack by
the Homo Terribilis on Vrokja. The murderous
fury of these monsters had no mercy even
towards women and children. Our anger can no
longer be held in check. The report of our
sexy correspondent

28 EXT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/SQUARE AHEAD - DAY

SEXY JOURNALIST, dressed in an excessively provocative
way, interviews the MINISTER OF DEFENSE, very
embarrassed but also excited

SEXY JOURNALIST
Mr. Minister, another ugly ugly ugly Homo
Terribilis attack. But when will they all
finally be killed?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Very soon. You know, by law I couldn’t tell
you, but the attack is scheduled for next
Monday.

SEXY JOURNALIST
And will all all all of them die?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Everyone. I guarantee it

29 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ALEKSANDRA is piloting.
FRANCESCO, PABLO, JONNE, ARTHUR and MELOG are in the
back of the plane.
ARTHUR and MELOG are worried
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JONNE
You need some honey. I got it near the purple
river when we saved your life. You will
appreciate it

ARTHUR and MELOG eat a spoonful of honey each.

ARTHUR
My fear is gone

JONNE
I told you.
It is curious that on Earth drugs are always
from plants, such as cannabis, opium,
cocaine, or from fungi and molds, such as
alcohol, peyote and LSD.
But on Vrokja, bees produce drugs too!

30 EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Terribilis hunting area - January
24, 2050

Jungle is full of perfectly circular and equidistant
craters

31 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ARTHUR looks out from the wide open side door.

JONNE
Have you ever seen such precise holes?

ARTHUR
No, what are they?

JONNE
We have divided the whole jungle into
quadrants and in the center of each of them
we have thrown a lot of grenades. Landing in
a crater is easier than landing on trees. The
problem is that when it rains they become
artificial lakes, but today we expect good
weather
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32 EXT. JUNGLE/LANDING CRATER - DAY

The Multicopter lands in a shallow crater.
FRANCESCO, PABLO, JONNE, ARTHUR and MELOG exit

FRANCESCO
(pointing)

Jonne, take that path, get to the top of that
ridge and from there provide cover with the
sniper rifle.

JONNE
Received

FRANCESCO
Hans, put the booby traps in the points I
marked on this map

FRANCESCO gives a map to HANS

HANS
Received

FRANCESCO
ARTHUR, MELOG. You know the mission, you will
act as a bait following the path of this map,
always follow the line I drew and you will
have some chance of not dying today

FRANCESCO gives a map to ARTHUR

FRANCESCO
Pablo, come with me

PABLO
Received

FRANCESCO
(screaming)

Ready?
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ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, PABLO and
JONNE

(screaming)
Ready to kill!

FRANCESCO
See you in 6 hours

33 EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG walk among the trees.
Every now and then they sprinkle a few drops of urine,
which they have in a bag, on the trees.
ARTHUR nervously checks an electronic device (similar
to a radar but for the smell of the TERRIBILIS) on his
wrist.
MELOG also has the same device.

ARTHUR
It always says “0 Tracks”

MELOG
Let’s hope you’re wrong. It’ll be so boring
if we piss all over the jungle and we don’t
kill any TERRIBILIS

SOUND: BEEP

ARTHUR and MELOG both look at the display of the
device.
The display shows 1 point on which is written "9km"

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Corporal, we smelled 1 enemy at 9km of
distance.

FRANCESCO
(voice coming out of the radio)

How far are you from Rendez Vous?

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

4 km
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FRANCESCO
(voice coming out of the radio)

Perfect. Everything is going according to the
plan. As soon as he reaches you, kill him and
continue

ARTHUR and MELOG proceed at a normal pace for a while

SOUND: BEEP BEEP

ARTHUR and MELOG look at the display.
The display shows 3 dots (the old one plus 2 new ones,
each dot shows the distance)

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Corporal, 3 enemies approaching. The closest
is now at 6km. We are still 3 km away

FRANCESCO
(voice coming out from the radio)

If I were you I would hurry up then, I don’t
think you would be able to face 3 Terribilis
if they reach you

SOUND: BEEP BEEP BEEP

ARTHUR and MELOG look at the display.
The display shows 6 dots (the old 3 plus new 3)

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Corporal, now there are 6

FRANCESCO
(voice coming out of the radio)

Shit! Run the fuck! Run!

ARTHUR and MELOG begin to run with difficulty through
the trees.
Throughout the ride they hear many beeps.
ARTHUR continuously checks the screen to see the
distance
The display always shows more and closer dots
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34 EXT. JUNGLE/MAIN CRATER - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG arrive on the top of the crater, being
very large, they stop on the edge so as not to fall
inside.

SOUND: BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP

ARTHUR and MELOG look at the display.
The display shows many dots: the closest says 30
meters.
ARTHUR and MELOG throw themselves off the embankment
rolling and hurting themselves very badly.
ARTHUR and MELOG come up to the center.
ARTHUR and MELOG look up.
1 TERRIBILIS, a few meters from them, jumps high at
ARTHUR
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EPISODE 03: Action & Reaction

35 EXT. JUNGLE/MAIN CRATER - CONTINUOUS - SNIPER RIFLE
VIEW

The rifle’s optics frame the whole crater.
ARTHUR and MELOG are in the center.
Zoom in.
Many TERRIBILIS are coming down the crater escarpment.
A TERRIBILIS is about to hit ARTHUR and MELOG.
The viewfinder centers on the TERRIBILIS’s head.

36 EXT. JUNGLE/MAIN CRATER - DAY

SOUND OF LASER RIFLE

ARTHUR and MELOG see the TERRIBILIS fall in front of
them with a hole from the nape to the forehead

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Thank you, Jonne

37 EXT. JUNGLE/FOLIAGE - DAY

JONNE is lying on the ground, camouflaged in the
foliage.
He is holding the laser rifle with his eye on the
optics

JONNE
(speaking on the radio)

You’re welcome, ARTHUR

38 EXT. JUNGLE/MAIN CRATER - DAY

ARTHUR and MELOG get back to back.
ARTHUR shoots the TERRIBILIS coming from a north
direction.
MELOG throws the grenades south.
Some TERRIBILIS are shot from a distance by Jonne.
The Homo TERRIBILIS try to escape.
FRANCESCO and PABLO arrive from the east side of the
crater.
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HANS comes from the west side.
The TERRIBILIS no longer have any escape routes

FRANCESCO
(speaking on the radio)

Aleksandra: now!

The multicopter descends quickly and remains suspended
a few tens of meters above the ground.
ALEKSANDRA shoots lots of TERRIBILIS with accuracy and
speed.
Only a few TERRIBILIS manage to escape without being
seen.
When the fighting is over, there are hundreds of bodies
in the crater.
The Multicopter lands.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FRANCESCO, PABLO come aboard.

39 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ALEKSANDRA
How did it go guys?

ARTHUR
The best day of my life

40 INT. OUTPOST 42/DORMITORY - NIGHT

JONNE
Strangely, no one died today. We must party

JONNE opens a cupboard full of synthetic drugs in
dropper vials

JONNE
Gentlemen, what drug do you want? We have a
vast and valuable collection of amazing
products from the unique and inimitable Xulu
industries. We have greens, reds, grays,
whites, purples, pinks, fuchsia, yellows,
browns and oranges.
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MELOG
On Earth they only sell the greens, reds and
grays. I’ll take six drops of purple xulu

ARTHUR
And I’ll take four of yellow xulu. I have no
idea what effect it has but it inspires me.

ARTHUR, MELOG, JONNE, HANS and PABLO take drugs.

41 INT. OUTPOST 42/DORMITORY - CONTINUOUS

The scene is from the point of view of ARTHUR’s eyes.
The image has a filter that adds yellow color due to
the drug effect.
MELOG, JONNE, HANS and PABLO chat

42 INT. OUTPOST 42/DORMITORY - CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR is in a semi-confused state and with lost eyes.
His eyes turned yellow.
ARTHUR undresses completely and rubs his penis on
various surfaces or objects.
MELOG, JONNE, HANS and PABLO laugh at him.
ARTHUR exits

43 EXT. OUTPOST 42/MULTICOPTER PARKING - NIGHT

The Multicopter is parked (helicopter head in front).
ALEKSANDRA is inside the multicopter on the pilot seat

ALEKSANDRA
(groans with pleasure)

ARTHUR approaches the multicopter.
ARTHUR rests his forehead against the front glass.

44 INT. MULTICOPTER - CONTINUOUS

ALEKSANDRA is completely naked and has her eyes closed.
ALEKSANDRA is masturbating her vagina with the cloche
handle.
ALEKSANDRA opens her eyes
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ALEKSANDRA
If you want to jerk off, go ahead, I’m not
offended

ALEKSANDRA drops a few drops of pink Xulu on her
clitoris.
ALEKSANDRA closes her eyes.
ALEKSANDRA continues to masturbate with the cloche
handle.

45 EXT. OUTPOST 42/MULTICOPTER PARKING - CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR masturbates and ejaculates on the glass of the
multicopter.
ARTHUR heads for Firing Range

46 EXT. OUTPOST 42/FIRING RANGE - NIGHT

ARTHUR lazily picks up some grenades and throws these
almost well.
Then ARTHUR throws one grenade too close.
The explosion threw him several meters away.

ARTHUR
(screams in pain)
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EPISODE 04: A long journey

47 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/GENERIC OFFICE - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - January 25,
2050

EMPLOYEE 1 and EMPLOYEE 2 watch ARTHUR and MELOG shoot
the TERRIBILIS on a monitor, filmed by the multicopter
camera.
EMPLOYEE 1 indicates MELOG

EMPLOYEE 1
I like his smile

EMPLOYEE 2
The smile?

EMPLOYEE 1
Yes, in this frame, look how he smiles at the
camera, it’s so natural, so happy.

EMPLOYEE 2
It looks like an idiot to me.

EMPLOYEE 1
It doesn’t matter. This image communicates
triumph, communicates victory, communicates
cooperation. A Sapiens and a Sphaericus on a
mountain of corpses smiling with the gun in
hand.

EMPLOYEE 2
But the Sphaericus looks down, in this frame

EMPLOYEE 1
We can always do a montage with two different
frames in which both are smiling upwards. And
if you don’t like the torn-in-the-mud uniform
we can always clean it up.

EMPLOYEE 2
Maybe you’re right. What if we edit the image
by putting on them officer uniforms?
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EMPLOYEE 1
Not very credible. Too young… well… we can
always age them a little. Let’s put some
beard here, some muscle there and turn them
into two unblemished and fearless veteran
heroes

EMPLOYEE 2
And if somebody accuses us of killing
innocent people or something? Two against
thousands feels more like genocide than
battle

EMPLOYEE 1
After the report of a few days ago with
people being mauled alive? No one will have
anything to say.

EMPLOYEE 2
Yes, it can go. The minister will like it

48 INT. OUTPOST 42/INFIRMARY - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 42 - January 25, 2050

(this scene mirrors the other one in the infirmary)

ARTHUR is lying on his bed still asleep after a surgery
he received.
ARTHUR has a drip in the vein from which he’s receiving
nourishment.
ARTHUR opens his eyes and sees MELOG

MELOG
Not even a week and we’ve both been under the
knife, huh?

ARTHUR
What? Where?

MELOG
Don’t you remember? Yesterday you were very
stoned and you went to play with the grenades
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ARTHUR
What have I done?

MELOG
You made a big bang, you scared us a lot, and
you forced the Space Marines doctors to come
here. They’ve been up all night to mend you.

ARTHUR
Am I serious?

MELOG
Come on, don’t be a sissy. You just said
goodbye to your feet. But the new ones they
implanted seem identical to the previous
ones. Maybe the color changes a bit. But you
should also run faster, useful if we find in
a situation like yesterday

ARTHUR looks at his new synthetic feet

ARTHUR
MELOG, they are completely white. Looks like
they got them from a statue

MELOG.
Well yes, they take on your natural skin
color in a few weeks. Come on, stand up and
show all marines in the barracks you’re okay.
By the way, it seems that the High Command
gave you a gold medal for losing your feet in
battle

ARTHUR
But MELOG, I didn’t lose them in battle

MELOG
Who cares! Just say thank you, ok?

49 EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Terribilis hunting area - February
14, 2050

3 wounded TERRIBILIS, escape and leave the scene, while
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loosing blood.
ARTHUR comes next, while is following the tracks of
blood and footprints, as well as looking at the
distance on the display

50 EXT. CAVERN OF TERRIBILIS/ENTRANCE - DAY

The 3 TERRIBILIS arrive at the cavern entrance.
They turn and see ARTHUR staring at them.
They’re scared.

ARTHUR
You just realized you took me to your nest,
right? You are thinking that now I will
exterminate all your fellows, right? Do you
feel guilty? You should

ARTHUR fires 3 shots and kills them.
ARTHUR enters the cavern

51 INT. CAVERN OF TERRIBILIS/INTERIOR - DARK

ARTHUR enters the cavern.
Tens of TERRIBILIS MALES are injured. Thousands of
TERRIBILIS FEMALES (they have a human aspect) take care
of the males.
Thousands of TERRIBILIS children (they too have a human
aspect) play with each other.
ARTHUR kills all adult males but spares women and
children.

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Corporal, I absolutely have to show you
something. I send you the coordinates

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

All right, we arrive

52 INT. CAVERN OF TERRIBILIS/INTERIOR - DARK

MELOG, HANS, FRANCESCO and PABLO enter the cavern.
ARTHUR is playing with some TERRIBILIS CHILDREN.
The TERRIBILIS WOMEN look at him worried.
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ARTHUR
I think I have discovered a clear example of
sexual dimorphism. Adult males become the
beasts we have killed in recent weeks, while
females and children are indistinguishable
from us Sapiens, indeed, they seem even more
peaceful. I would say that this tribe is
still in prehistoric times. They also have a
rudimentary form of cave art

ARTHUR indicates graffiti depicting hunting scenes

FRANCESCO
ARTHUR?

ARTHUR
Yes?

FRANCESCO
The children will grow up. Half of them will
become a blood-starved beast like the corpses
you are deliberately ignoring. The other half
will become an adult female and will give
birth to others. Many of the females here are
pregnant. You know what needs to be done,
right?

ARTHUR
(sad voice)

Yes, Sir

FRANCESCO
Tell me Marine, did they tell you that
civilians are not killed in war, right?

ARTHUR
Yes, Sir

FRANCESCO
Did you believe it?

ARTHUR
No, Sir
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FRANCESCO
We have to exterminate them all. Orders from
Sergeant Smith. Which takes them directly
from the Space Marine High Command. Which
takes them from the Ministry of Defense.
Which takes them from Parliament. Which takes
them from the voters. It’s clear?

ARTHUR
Yes, Sir.

ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FRANCESCO and PABLO kills all the
TERRIBILIS present with rifles and grenades.

53 INT. OUTPOST 42/DORMITORY - NIGHT

ARTHUR
Give me a bottle of black Xulu

JONNE
The black Xulu is strong. You risk having
foggy memories of the whole day of today

ARTHUR holds out his hand with an open palm

JONNE
I understand what you don’t want to remember

54 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - February 14,
2050

A round table with 6 seats. Each has a qualification
tag in front of it for:
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
SPACE ARMY GENERAL
SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
SPACE MARINES GENERAL
SPD DIRECTOR

The 3 GENERALS, SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL and the SPD DIRECTOR
are waiting MINISTER OF DEFENSE
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A satellite photo of Vrokja is on a big screen: to the
east the jungle, in the center a mountain range that
goes from north to south, to the west a red desert.
The mountain range is interspersed with some valleys.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE enters and sits at his place

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Why was I called?

SPD DIRECTOR
We have taken an article from the servers of
a newspaper, it will be published in a few
hours. He is very critical of the work of the
Space Marines in the mission against the Homo
Terribilis that took place from January to
today. They claim that beside the killing of
a few thousand Terribilis, an undefined
number of these escaped from the jungle
through a valley in the mountains. From there
they would have reached the west side and
then the Great Red

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
What?

SPD DIRECTOR
The Great Red, the desert disputed between
various populations of Homo Similis and
almost all of the Homo Mutantis. There, given
the lack of Marines on that side, the
Terribilis would have carried out some
carnage.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Were there many civilian casualties?

SPD DIRECTOR
Very few actually, but some of those have
been filmed and spread on the web

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Mr. Minister, give us the coordinates of
those monsters and we will eliminate them all
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SPD DIRECTOR
Admiral, you are having difficulty keeping
the Homo Maris at bay, in your own
environment: the ocean. And do you want to
solve a problem in the desert?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The Great Red is entirely under the control
of the Space Army. We are training the
Similis we have enlisted in the Similis
Corps. While solving the problem of Homo
Mutantis they can also deal with Homo
Terribilis

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
How many tribes have we convinced to enlist?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
3

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
How many have we contacted?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
(ashamed)

87

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Mr. Minister, the Space Air Force is the only
one who has the means to

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
To what? To drop a thermobaric missile
against a single enemy from a fighter jet at
a height of 20km killing all civilians within
kilometers?
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SPACE MARINES GENERAL
It was my men who made those beasts flee. And
my men will hunt them down. If they have to
trespass into Homo Mutantis territory they
will do so without fuss. If they see us as
saviors so much the better, if they attack
our troops we will also have the casus belli
to label them as enemies and at that point no
one will care more about what the Terribilis
have done. Can I give you some advice, Mr.
Minister?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
I’m all ears

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
We demonstrated our speed last month when a
few days after the Terribilis attack we put
the boots on the ground and gave them a good
lesson. Judging by how many times they have
shown the photo of the two Marines on the
pile of corpses on television, I would say
that there has been a return of image for the
government. Tomorrow morning, announce this
new war campaign in defense of the Mutantis.
Tell the press that the Terribilis attacked
them because they are few and have no allies.
Say they need us. Beat that article

55 INT. OUTPOST 42/DORMITORY - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 42 - February 15, 2050

ARTHUR wakes up and notices that he is alone.
He grabs his head because of the severe headache.
He takes a drop of gray Xulu and exits

56 EXT. OUTPOST 42/MULTICOPTER PARKING - CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR comes out of the barracks and sees all the other
Marines (even the superiors).
HANS is cooking the meat on the barbecue.
MELOG is kneading and frying.
JONNE is mixing various bottles of Xulu together.
FRANCESCO is making 2 sauces.
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JAMES is drunk and is making cocktails.
ALEKSANDRA is sitting with her legs dangling out of the
door side of the multicopter.
PABLO is doing fitness

HANS
Sleeping beauty has woken up. Veal, pork,
soogooll or bortuf?

ARTHUR
I want both the bortuf burger and the
soogooll hot dog

FRANCESCO
Sweet or spicy sauce?

ARTHUR
Sweet please

ARTHUR receives a plate with what he asked for.
ARTHUR goes to sit next to ALEKSANDRA

ARTHUR
You let me sleep late

ALEKSANDRA
MELOG tried to wake you up but with what you
took last night it was impossible.
But you woke up in time for the farewell
party at the base

ARTHUR
Farewell party?

ALEKSANDRA
Yes, tomorrow morning we are moving to
Outpost 84, in the middle of the desert

ARTHUR
For you it should change little: you never
get off the multicopter. By the way, why
don’t you ever get off?
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ALEKSANDRA
(angry)

The pilot must never abandon her vehicle

ARTHUR
Well, sometimes she can, say…

ALEKSANDRA glares at ARTHUR

ARTHUR
… ok, she can’t. But do you know that the
corporal’s sauce is really good?

ALEKSANDRA
And you haven’t tried the spicy one yet!

JAMES passes out drunk.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, ALEKSANDRA, FRANCESCO, JAMES,
JONNE and PABLO laugh

57 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/LIVING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Torot’s Villa - February 21, 2050

ROBERT is seated.
TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1 is standing
TOROT arrives and sits down.

TOROT
Here he is my favorite fish out of water,
Captain Robert Dick!

ROBERT
Witty

TOROT
I knew you got another mutiny. Are you
getting used to it?

ROBERT
There’s really no right to privacy on this
planet, huh?
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TOROT
No. When it comes to my business, no. I
always know everything that happens on
Vrokja. Even what happens underwater

ROBERT
Then you will also know that I have requested
and obtained a new submarine and a new crew,
they will arrive in a few weeks.

TOROT
Don’t rush Captain, enjoy the beauty of
Vrokja. I’ll find another sea dog for my
business

ROBERT
No need. Our agreement is still valid for me.
You will have your Homo Maris, as agreed.

TOROT
Alive

ROBERT
Alive and in excellent health

TOROT
What are you going to do this time?

ROBERT
I will not make the mistake of the last time.
We will not attack them directly but I will
make them flee to the surface. Out of the
water they are more vulnerable. I will let
you have the coordinates of the point where
they will emerge in advance. Your men will
only have to find themselves with boats and
nets on the high seas, at the given point. It
will be a pleasant morning of fishing for
your poachers

TOROT
So let’s toast to the fishing of Homo Maris

58 EXT. DESERT - DAY
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Overlay: Vrokja - Great Red - March 1, 2050

HANS drives the quad.
ARTHUR sits in the back.
They are following the footprints of Homo TERRIBILIS in
the sand

59 EXT. CAVERN OF TISHA AND RISHA/ENTRANCE - DAY

ARTHUR
Jonne, do you hear me?

JONNE
(from the radio, croaking)

A little, you have gone too far

ARTHUR
The footprints of the Terribilis have led us
to the entrance of a cavern. We enter

JONNE
(from the radio, croaking)

Received

60 INT. CAVERN OF TISHA AND RISHA/INTERIOR - DARK

ARTHUR and HANS enter and discover various corpses of
naked women.
They go deeper and deeper (and find more and more
corpses), until the end of the cavern.
2 TERRIBILIS are going to kill TISHA and RISHA (both
naked and terrified women)
ARTHUR and HANS kill the TERRIBILIS.

ARTHUR
(to Hans)

Why are they all naked?

HANS
Maybe they wanted to persuade the Terribilis
not to kill them with a striptease.
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ARTHUR
(to the girls, speaking slowly)

We come in peace

TISHA and RISHA approach ARTHUR and HANS

TISHA (woman)
Hello handsome warrior. My name is Tisha

RISHA (woman)
And I am Risha

ARTHUR
I am ARTHUR and this is Hans

TISHA kisses ARTHUR while RISHA kisses HANS.
TISHA undresses ARTHUR while RISHA undresses HANS.
TISHA and ARTHUR have sex while RISHA and HANS have
sex.
Then they switch girls and go back to having sex.
While ARTHUR, HANS, RISHA and TISHA are still having
sex, FRANCESCO, PABLO AND MELOG enter

FRANCESCO
Jonne thought you were dead, as you stopped
answering after telling him you were entering
a cavern full of TERRIBILIS. You have
abandoned your mission, you had sex with
civilians, you have left the guns and
grenades on the ground unattended, moreover
with your back towards the entrance. If it
hadn’t been us to come here, you would now be
the 2 stupidest corpses in the universe.

TISHA goes towards FRANCESCO while RISHA goes towards
PABLO.
Nobody looks at MELOG.
TISHA undresses FRANCESCO while RISHA undresses PABLO.

FRANCESCO
MELOG, would you mind going back up and
reporting to Aleksandra that everything is
under control here? The radio is screened and
Jonne and Aleksandra are so worried
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MELOG
Very happy, Corporal

FRANCESCO
Then if you want to come back for sex too...

MELOG
I would avoid, Corporal

MELOG goes away lighting a joint.
The orgy goes on for at least 1 hour, TISHA and RISHA
have sex with the ARTHUR, HANS, FRANCESCO, PABLO.
When everyone is exhausted, TISHA and RISHA slowly turn
into very muscular men

ARTHUR
Why are their pussies closing up? Why is the
clitoris swelling? Where did those muscles
come from? Why are boobs disappearing? Why
are they completely changing their whole
body?

TISHA (man)
Because are we Mutantis

RISHA (man)
Didn’t you know?

FRANCESCO
(to the Marines)

We all agree not to report what happened
today, okay?

ARTHUR, HANS and PABLO nod

61 EXT. RASALIA, SQUARE - NIGHT

Overlay: Vrokja - Rasalia - March 1, 2050

TISHA and RISHA are speaking to the assembly of
RASAIAL’ELDERS
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TISHA (man)
(to Risha, in a low voice)

Let me speak , it is better if I explain what
happened so that they can understand

RISHA (man)
(to Tisha, in a low voice)

Ok, but don’t overdo it as you usually do

TISHA (man)
Wise and venerable elders, this morning you
have assigned a sacred mission to me, to my
friend Risha and to other valiant fighters
who have fallen today. I am here to tell you
what happened. The story I will tell you is
all true, but I will understand if it seems
impossible to you. We left this morning at
dawn, when the sun still wasn’t burning, to
look for who had killed and torn to shreds
the families of our friends. We thought we
would find brutal killers, or ravenous
animals. But we were wrong. Our friends have
been killed by the monsters

RASALIA’S ELDER 1
Do not try to fool us Tisha, monsters do not
exist, they are just stupid legends that are
told to children to scare them

TISHA (man)
Maybe the monsters of the stories do not
exist. But these do. And they are much worse.
When you look at them you don’t understand if
you are facing a man or a beast. They run on
all fours, but they also stand up, they have
sharp claws and sharp teeth like a desert
puma and ...

RASALIA’S ELDER 2
Maybe it was a desert puma. Once the cousin
of the aunt of ...
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TISHA (man)
He wasn’t a fucking puma! The pumas are not
covered in fur ...

RASALIA’S ELDER 2
Of course the pumas have fur. When I was
young I used to go hunting for

TISHA (man)
No! It wasn’t a puma! He had hair like a
monkey but with longer hair.

RASALIA’S ELDER 3
Maybe it was a chimpanzee?

TISHA (man)
No, he was much bigger than a chimpanzee.

RASALIA’S ELDER 4
Maybe a gorilla?

TISHA (man)
No, bigger

RASALIA’S ELDER 3
A giant gorilla?

TISHA (man)
No, smaller but ...

RASALIA’S ELDER 4
Ahhhhh, a baby giant gorilla

TISHA (man)
No, you don’t understand anything about this
animal. Gorillas eat plants, they don’t gut
people

RASALIA’S ELDER 3
As a kid, I once saw gorillas eating insects,
maybe ...
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RISHA (man)
Tisha and I haven’t seen any animals, Tisha
is lying to try not to worry you . We have
seen the demons of the desert

TISHA looks at RISHA questioningly

RISHA (man)
It is nice to think that the stories we tell
around the fire are invented, but the demons
of the desert exist and are coming here to
Rasalia, to eat us all. They are not animals:
they are the spirits of the ancient assassins
returned to life with a monstrous body to
finish the job. Animals can be killed,
captured, eaten and sold. But not those
creatures. We tried with fists and sticks. We
also tried with sharp stones but it was
useless. When we thought we couldn’t make it,
strange beings appeared with magical weapons.

TISHA (man)
(softly)

Risha, what the fuck are you saying?

RISHA (man)
Only the magical weapons of these beings can
kill monsters

KARROK
(loudly, from a distance)

How do these magical weapons work?

TISHA (man)
They are like sticks from which a red fire
comes out

RASALIA’S ELDER 2
Torches?

RISHA (man)
Magic torches that burn you even if you are
far from the torch, and whoever holds it does
not even feel the heat
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KARROK
(loudly, from a distance)

What happened after these beings killed the
monsters ?

RISHA (man)
The beings have put away their magical
weapons. Tisha and I tackled them with our
bare hands. They were 10. Actually 20. We
defeated them all, they became beautiful
girls with huge boobs and we fucked them all.
Am I right Tisha?

TISHA (man)
Yes, that’s exactly how it went

KARROK
(loudly, from a distance)

Why didn’t you bring back one of those
magical weapons?

RISHA (man)
Well, of course. I mean, it wouldn’t have
been fair, would it?

RASALIA’S ELDER 1
Risha, Tisha, I can see in your face that you
have been fucked good.

RASALIA’S ELDER 5
Are you calling my son a liar?

RASALIA’S ELDER 1
I’m not calling anyone a liar. Sometimes
young people don’t want to admit they’ve lost
a fight, that’s all.

RASALIA’S ELDER 5
But if he says it wasn’t like that, then
you’re calling him a liar

RISHA (man)
And no one can call my best friend a liar. If
he says it went like this, it went like this
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RASALIA’S ELDER 2
Actually it was you who said it went like
this, not him

RASALIA’S YOUNG MAN 1 approaches from the bottom

RASALIA’S YOUNG MAN 1
You made up everything for me. Maybe you are
the killers who killed the other

TISHA punches RASALIA’S YOUNG MAN 1.
A fight begins and in a few minutes almost all the
young people are fighting each other.
KARROK walks away without hitting anyone as he thinks
to himself
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EPISODE 05: Innocent

62 INT. SPACE ARMY GENERAL'S OFFICE - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Space Army Headquarters - March 2,
2050

SPULLAGOF
General, we will never accept such a
proposal. The only reason why we Sphaericus
have agreed to share our technology with you
Sapiens is so that you, in return, bring
peace to Vrokja.
You were able to bring Peace to Earth and we
calculated that you would have a good chance
of bringing it to all continents of Vrokja as
well.
We would not even have contacted you if we
didn’t have this Shared Will.
And now you are proposing the exact opposite.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Ambassador, let me explain

SPULLAGOF
Please General

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Why didn’t you think about bringing peace by
yourself? Why did you ask for help from us
earthlings? Why didn’t you ask for help from
the Similis or the Mutantis?
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SPULLAGOF
I have never appreciated rhetorical
questions, but I will answer you anyway. The
first reason is that we are frowned upon all
over the planet Vrokja, if we had not
migrated to the Vrokjan North Pole 500,000
years ago it is highly probable that other
vrokjan humans would have made us extinct,
similar to how in the past Sapiens on Earth,
and Similis on Vrokja, have made other human
species go extinct.Many of them even reject
the idea that we are human beings, even after
the evidence provided by your anthropologists
about our evolution since Homo
Heidelbergensis.
Evidently they don’t care about the motto “We
are cousins”. The second reason is that no
Sphaericus would put his life in danger to go
against certain death. Our diplomatic
missions on Earth are already a high risk
that people like me take every day

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
You forgot the third reason. It’s not just
you dislike war, you can’t do it because you
can’t understand it

SPULLAGOF
I agree with you. We have enormous
difficulties in understanding such an
irrational phenomenon. No one should play a
negative sum game, yet you do.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Because in 500,000 years the part of your
brain that included the exaltation of War has
atrophied and died. But this part is very
active in all the other Homo. Chimpanzees
also wage war, even if on a smaller scale.
When it comes to waging war, or even just to
understand the motives of a people, no one is
better suited than us earthlings. Am I right?
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SPULLAGOF
This is partly true. We have studied some
fragments of your history, the wars that you
have had on Earth, especially in the last
centuries, have no comparison with the
Vrokjan conflicts. But we contacted you
because you were no longer at war, you had
laid down your arms all over the planet
Earth, you were already on the verge of
merging your nations into a single nation.
We contacted you thinking you were on the
same path we took 500,000 years ago. Now you
come here to propose to arm the Homo Similis
and you hope it makes sense to us. You say
that you are a war expert, you certainly are
of the Sapiens way of waging war, but I am
beginning to doubt your ability to value
other humans. Do you know what are the
reasons that push a Homo Similis? Or a Homo
Mutantis? Or a Homo Maris? Or a Homo Montis?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I’ll be honest: About Mutantis, Maris and
Montis, I have no idea what they want. But I
understand the Similis very well.

SPULLAGOF
Your DNA has minimal changes, we know. But
they have many cultures, even in blatant
contradiction to each other, they cannot all
want the same thing.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
But there is one thing that all humans always
want and to have it they would do any
madness: the uniform

SPULLAGOF
The uniform? Can’t they sew them themselves?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The uniform is not just a piece of cloth sewn
for a soldier. The uniform is the symbol of
being part of something bigger. The uniform
represents the idea that it is right to die
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for a cause. The uniform makes the unknown
become brothers. Wearing and honoring your
uniform is what all soldiers want

SPULLAGOF
I’m not convinced

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Let’s put it this way: when we wear a uniform
we feel something similar to what you call
Social Will. Seen? I can also understand your
culture despite half a million years of
distance

SPULLAGOF
Ah, I understand. In any case it is called
Shared Will, not Social Will. Let’s take the
idea for granted and go further. If they turn
into rebels and wage war against you instead
of wage war for you, what would you do?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Don’t worry: they will only have individual
weapons, such as rifles and grenades, and
DPTAV, I mean the Desert Platoon Transport
Armored Vehicle. If they turn into rebels, a
single carpet bombing would be enough to
eliminate them all.

SPULLAGOF
And your public opinion would appreciate it?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
No. It’s just the contingency plan. The main
plan always remains to use the barbarians to
wage war on the barbarians.

SPULLAGOF
What?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
That is to use the Similis to first stabilize
the disputed areas with strong fragmentation,
then go a little at a time to reunify the
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smaller states, then the larger empires, and
finally create a single Vrokjan Republic.

SPULLAGOF
(worried)

Single?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Single, but without the North Pole. The North
Pole will remain autonomous

SPULLAGOF
Okay. On the basis of the information in our
possession and on the mandate of the Shared
Will, I authorize you to give weapons and
light vehicles to the Similis.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I was sure you would have understand. Before
I wrap up, I’d like to ask you for a little,
let’s say, personal favor.

SPULLAGOF
Please tell me

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I would like to take my family on vacation to
Vrokja, and, among the various continents, I
would also like to show them the Vrokjan
North Pole, the land of the Sphaericus

SPULLAGOF
I’m sorry, it’s not possible.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
May I ask why?

SPULLAGOF
It goes against our Shared Will

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I understand. I wish you a good day

SPULLAGOF
And I wish you a good day
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SPULLAGOF walks away while grabbing his phone. He
writes and send this message

SPULLAGOF’S PHONE MESSAGE
Message to be delivered quickly on Vrokja.
Request 1: Assessing probability Space Army
invades Vrokjan North Pole.
Request 2: Assessing Probability Space Army
sends spies to the Vrokjan North Pole.
Request 3: Provide notification of receipt of
this message
Request 4: Provide response to Spullagof of
requests 1 and 2

63 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ARTHUR, HANS, FRANCESCO and PABLO are wearing merchant
clothes instead of uniforms. The guns are hidden in the
suit

FRANCESCO
Ok guys, let’s review the briefing. What we
know is that a fight broke out in Rasalia 20
days ago, we do not know the reason and
especially if it can be connected in some way
to the hostilities between Mutantis and
Similis, to the sightings of Terribilis or
some other reason. We are here to investigate
and not for war purposes. I know it’s
something we don’t know how to do, but we’ll
make it right. Hans and Arthur enter through
the North entrance.

ARTHUR and HANS nod

FRANCESCO
After that Pablo and I will enter through the
South entrance.

PABLO nods
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FRANCESCO
(speaking on the radio)

Jonne, are you already in position?

JONNE
(voice from the radio)

Yes, from this morning at dawn

FRANCESCO
Aleksandra and Melog will fly over the city
without being seen. They will be the eyes, we
will be the ears.

MELOG nods

64 EXT. RASALIA/OUT OF THE CITY - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Rasalia - March 21, 2050

The Multicopter lands.
ARTHUR and HANS get out.
The Multicopter takes off.
ARTHUR and HANS stare to admire Rasalia from afar.
ARTHUR and HANS go to the Rasalia

HANS
You know ARTHUR, I really want to fuck a
couple of Mutantis girls

ARTHUR
All you have to do is make them give up Hans.
But if they make you give up, then you have
to grow your vagina

65 EXT. RASALIA/STREET - CONTINUOUS

Dozens of RASALIA BRAWLERS (men) fight each other.
Everyone, when defeated and hit in the balls, turns
into a woman and is fucked by the one who defeated her.
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ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Sir, we went through the hall. It seems to be
on the set of a porn or a boxing match

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Also here at the South entrance is the same
situation, guys. Melog, are there any areas
of the city without fighting?

MELOG
(voice from the radio)

Negative, sir

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Ok, let’s try to pass for locals and not get
noticed. Don’t do anything they wouldn’t do.

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Received

HANS throws a smoke grenade into a building and lurks
next to the door.
All the RASALIA BRAWLERS (men), who were inside
fighting, come out intoxicated.
As soon as each of them comes out, HANS hits him in the
face and in the balls with the butt of his rifle.
Every RASALIA BRAWLERS (men) turns into a woman.

HANS
I love this job

ARTHUR takes off his pants and underpants

ARTHUR
Me too

HANS is undressing too.
ARTHUR and HANS have sex with all the RASALIA BRAWLERS
(women)

66 EXT. RASALIA/STREET - CONTINUOUS
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ARTHUR, HANS, many RASALIA BRAWLERS (men) and some
RASALIA BRAWLERS (women) are asleep naked in the
street.
Occasionally some men wake up, get dressed and leave.
A woman wakes up, looks at her body and screams in
terror.
ARTHUR wakes up with a headache expression

ARTHUR
Hans, there is a woman screaming

HANS answers without opening his eyes

HANS
Fuck her

ARTHUR
I don’t have the strength

HANS
So kill her

ARTHUR
It seems excessive to me

The woman walks away

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Arthur, Hans, are you awake?

ARTHUR and HANS
(speaking on the radio)

Yes sir

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Have you learned anything from the local
culture?

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

A lot sir
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FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

I mean aside from how they fuck, have you
learned anything else?

ARTHUR
(on the radio)

No sir

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

I appreciate honesty. Pablo and I, on the
other hand, have established relationships
with the locals. It seems that the novelty of
the city are two foreign warriors, both
blond, who defeat any warrior who tries to
face them and who have gigantic orgies while
taking drugs with droppers. In your complete
idiocy, you have done a great job. The
fighting between the Rasalians is almost
completely over since you have been here.
They worship you as if you were gods. You
have induced such a sense of inferiority that
even the bravest fighters want to be defeated
by you. You also seem to have left quite a
few pregnant.

ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Pregnant? It’s impossible

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Did you use a condom?

ARTHUR
(on the radio)

No Sir

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Have you seen any girls not transform
themselves back into men, even after many
hours?
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ARTHUR
(speaking on the radio)

Some. The last one just a moment ago

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Congratulations to both of you. You will be a
dad in 9 months

HANS
(laughing)

The first Sapiens-Mutantis crossing in
history. Maybe someone will experiment with
it

67 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

MELOG straddles the side door and looks down with
binoculars

MELOG
This is Melog interrupting the
congratulations to inform you that there is a
column of DPTAV approaching. There are at
least a hundred. Expected arrival at the
North entrance in 5 minutes.

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

Can you read what’s written on the DPTAV?

MELOG
Space Army ... Similis Corps ... Desert
Division ... 1st Regiment. So they’re ours,
right? Nothing to worry about?

68 EXT. RASALIA/STREET - DAY

FRANCESCO
(voice from the radio)

No, something is not right. Arthur, Hans,
leave the position and hide

ARTHUR and HANS climb onto the roof of a house to hide.
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The DPTAV (Desert Platoon Transport Armored Vehicle)
enter the city.
Every DPTAV brings a SQUAD (composed by 1 CORPORAL and
up to 7 PRIVATES) of the S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R1-*.
All soldiers of the S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R1 come out
They, with the laser rifle and grenades, kill every
RASALIA BRAWLERS (men) in Rasalia.
RASALIA BRAWLERS (men) die without having time to
surrender.
ARTHUR has a look of dismay.
HANS has a look of joy.
ARTHUR notices it

69 INT. SUBMARINE/BRIEFING ROOM

Overlay: Vrokja - Rasalia - March 21, 2050

ROBERT enters.
All the SAILORS stand at attention, side by side.
EVERYONE (except MAYA) is wearing a navy uniform and a
navy hat.
MAYA is completely naked but she wears the navy hat

ROBERT
Sailors, rest

The SAILORS lower their right hand but all stand rigid.
ROBERT begins pacing up and down watching the sailors.

ROBERT
I welcome you to Deep Fighter 21. I want you
to know that each of you will be like a child
to me. And I want you to see a father in me,
not a superior. We’ll be one big happy family

ROBERT stops in front of MAYA

ROBERT
Someone finally realized we like women in the
Space Navy. In the last submarine I
commanded, the on-board escort was a man, and
moreover an ugly one. Nobody ever wanted to
fuck him

Giggles among the SAILORS
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ROBERT
I’m serious. He was constantly begging to be
fucked in his hairy, smelly ass. And then
when you least expected it, you get his balls
a centimeter off your face.

Laughing laughter among the SAILORS

ROBERT
The on-board escort is essential for the
morale of the crew. And your beauty makes me
hope well

MAYA
(shouting)

Sir, thank you Sir

ROBERT
These formalisms are useless. I don’t demand
them from other sailors, could I expect them
from you? Tell me: what is your sexual
experience?

MAYA relaxes

MAYA
Well, I lost my virginity at 12 fingering
myself. A few weeks later I had sex with my
neighbor. And since then I don’t remember
ever having a day without sex

MAYA runs a finger across ROBERT’s chest

MAYA
When it comes to sex, I like everything,
everything, everything. Men, women, old,
young, alone, in a group. Would you like to
test me, my captain? But be careful: I give
addiction

ROBERT
Lead me to your room, little slut

70 INT. SUBMARINE/MAYA’S ROOM
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Sex between ROBERT and MAYA

71 INT. SUBMARINE/ROBERT’S ROOM

SOUND: knock at the door

ROBERT
Come in

SUBMARINE ENGINEER enters

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
Here I am

ROBERT
Close the door

SUBMARINE ENGINEER closes the door.
ROBERT opens a box and takes out a cubic electronic
device with a 40cm side.

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
Is this what I think it is?

ROBERT
Yes. But we’ll just call it "Device".
Obviously you don’t have to remember that the
Device ...

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
It’s covered by military secret. But not so
secret: I have heard about it since I was at
the academy.

ROBERT
Because it is not for us that it must be
secret.

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
But for the Sphaericus
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ROBERT
Precisely. But before having the divers
install it, I have to ask you to make a
modification. An even more secret one than
the object itself.

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
Which modification?

ROBERT
This object is incredibly quiet to the human
ear. Less than a slight buzz and so it must
stay. But you have to make it deafening to
the ears of Homo Maris. For them it will have
to be like the engine of a rocket at take off

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
What do the Homo Maris have to do with this
mission?

ROBERT
Nothing for the Space Navy. But our ocean
roommates tend to be a bit of a noser. And I
don’t want their curiosity to make our
mission fail. I don’t even want to kill them.
I just need that to make them run away

SUBMARINE ENGINEER
I understand. On the other hand, the ocean
here is so deep that it is not clear why they
should be right on the bottom. I’m going to
make it so loud for them they’ll all migrate
to the surface

ROBERT smiles

ROBERT
Perfect engineer. Perfect

72 INT. SUBMARINE/DIVING ROOM

Overlay: Vrokja - Deep Fighter 21 - April 11, 2050
DYLAN, CARL and BORIS are putting on their mechanized
diving suit.
ROBERT looks at them
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ROBERT
Is everything 100% clear? Have you
established the roles? The mission cannot
fail for any reason

DYLAN
(showing Device, drill and screws)

Yes, I will install the Device on the seabed.
I will fix it with this drill and these 4
screws. Then I will turn it on by pressing
this button

CARL
I will his escort on the right side

BORIS
Me on the left side

ROBERT
(shouting the motto)

We protect friends!

DYLAN, CARL, BORIS
(shouting the motto)

We protect friends!

ROBERT exits.
DYLAN, CARL and BORIS end up getting dressed.
CARL opens a hatch in the bottom and dives.
DYLAN dives.
BORIS dives

73 EXT. DEEP OCEAN

DYLAN, CARL and BORIS are swimming.
DYLAN holds the Device in his hand and has a drill and
screws in his belt.
CARL and BORIS are armed with harpoons and look around

74 EXT. SEAFLOOR

DYLAN, CARL and BORIS are standing on the bottom.
They communicate via the radio microphone that is
installed in the helmet.
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2 Homo Maris arrive: MARIS ALOOF and MARIS INTRIGUED
MARIS INTRIGUED approaches DYLAN, CARL and BORIS.
CARL and BORIS point their harpoons at MARIS INTRIGUED

DYLAN
Don’t worry guys, I don’t think he has any
bad intentions. He’s just intrigued. I doubt
a lot of people come down here often

CARL
I’m not comfortable with mermaids eating men
around

DYLAN
I think they eat whale carcasses and similar
stuff

CARL
We’ll tell your mother when she asks why you
were eaten alive

MARIS INTRIGUED swim around DYLAN, CARL and BORIS.
DYLAN leans the Device against the seafloor.
DYLAN inserts 4 screws into the Device and turns on the
drill.
The drill is very noisy even if underwater.
MARIS INTRIGUED is clearly annoyed by the noise of the
drill and moves away a few meters.
DYLAN turns on the device.
MARIS INTRIGUED puts his hands to his ears and makes a
grimace of pain

DYLAN
Damn, for them it’s louder than the drill.
Maybe it’s best if we shut it down and report
to Captain

BORIS.
Are you crazy Dylan? The Captain was very
clear on the importance of the mission.
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DYLAN
Evidently the Captain does not know that the
Device is annoying for them. In these oceans
we are their guests. Let me see if I
understand how to turn off

BORIS
Leave the Device there, you risk to break it
and they make us refund it

MARIS INTRIGUED hits the Device in an attempt to break
it

DYLAN
No, stop, wait, don’t do this!

BORIS
He can’t hear you, he has no radio

DYLAN makes the gesture to stop with his hands at MARIS
INTRIGUED
MARIS INTRIGUED continues to hit.
CARL shoots and kills MARIS INTRIGUED.
MARIS ALOOF runs away
CARL shoots at MARIS ALOOF too but misses the shot

DYLAN
What the fuck have you done?

CARL
A "Thank you" is enough. Don’t worry I won’t
tell the Captain that you were going to make
the mission fail.

BORIS
Let’s go before other arrive

75 INT. SUBMARINE/DIVING ROOM

DYLAN, CARL and BORIS have stripped off their diving
suit.
DYLAN and CARL are still verbally fighting
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DYLAN
(screaming)

You’re just a killer, that’s what you are!

ROBERT enters

ROBERT
Outcome of the mission?

BORIS
Complete success. Dylan installed the Device
perfectly

ROBERT
And why am I feeling the bad mood between
Dylan and Carl?

BORIS
Carl had to choose between Dylan’s life and
that of a civilian.

ROBERT
I see he made the right choice. It’s bad to
have to kill a civilian. I know, because it
happened to me. Many times. Take this advice:
all 3 go fuck Maya and forget about this

CARL
I wanted nothing more

76 INT. SUBMARINE/MAYA’S ROOM

MAYA has sex with CARL and BORIS at the same time
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EPISODE 06: Rebels

77 INT. SUBMARINE/DIVING ROOM

Overlay: Vrokja - Deep Fighter 21 - April 25, 2050

DYLAN, CARL, BORIS, DIVER 1, DIVER 2, DIVER 3 put on
their diving suit

ROBERT
Sonar detection saw many traces of Homo Maris
and after what happened there last time I
thought it was safer to send you in 6 rather
than 3. You choose the roles

ROBERT exits

CARL
"The friend of the fish" will bring the
Device

DYLAN
Carl, stop calling me "the friend of the
fish", you are really getting on my nerves.
Why do I always have to be the one who puts
the Device on the seafloor and you are the
ones who escort?

CARL
Because I have no intention of diving unarmed

BORIS
Me neither. And I doubt the 3 newbies. So
it’s up to you. You have 5 personal security
escorts and you complain

DYLAN
It’s the device you are escorting, not me

CARL
True, but as long as you have it in your
hand, you are the one who must not die

DYLAN, CARL, BORIS, DIVER 1, DIVER 2, DIVER 3 dive
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78 EXT. SEAFLOOR

DYLAN, CARL, BORIS, DIVER 1, DIVER 2, DIVER 3 reach the
seafloor.
Hundreds of MARIS emerge from behind some rocks
surrounding them

CARL
(screaming)

We are under attack!

CARL shoots and kills a MARIS
BORIS shoots and kills a MARIS
All MARIS attack the 6 divers with bare hands.
DYLAN drops the Device. He is scared and unarmed.
DIVER 1, DIVER 2, DIVER 3 also begin to shoot with
harpoons to defend themselves.
The fight lasts several minutes in which all the MARIS
attack trying to break the suits of the divers to drown
them.
DIVER 1, DIVER 2, DIVER 3 die (one at a time) but also
many MARIS die

BORIS
(screaming)

Retreat!

DYLAN, CARL, BORIS flee
The MARIS do not chase them

79 INT. SUBMARINE/DYLAN’S ROOM

DYLAN is sitting on his cot. He’s got symptoms of PTSD
and stares into emptiness

DYLAN’S FRIEND
Hey man, all right?

DYLAN
(without looking at his friend)

Yes, sure
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DYLAN’S FRIEND
Look, you’re not the first I see with this
look and you won’t be the last. Take advice
from someone older than you. Go to Maya when
these things happen

DYLAN has a fit of anger and grabs DYLAN’S FRIEND by
the collar

DYLAN
Kill and fuck, kill and fuck, is that what
you’re telling me to do? Should I go get a
good fuck to celebrate that 3 of ours and
hundreds of them are dead? Who did you take
me for? For Carl? For Boris?

DYLAN’S FRIEND
No. Quite the opposite. Go to her, and, well,
cry

DYLAN releases DYLAN’S FRIEND

DYLAN’S FRIEND
I, when I think everything is shit, I go to
her, she hugs me, she cuddles me. I burst
into tears. It makes me feel loved. And then
in the end, we make love, if we feel it

DYLAN
Let’s try

80 INT. SUBMARINE/MAYA’S ROOM

DYLAN is curled up in a fetal position and cries as
MAYA cuddles him

MAYA
It’s okay little sailor, it’s okay . You are
now safe with your Maya. No one can harm you
as long as you are in my arms

81 INT. CAVERN OF THE EXILES - DARK

Overlay: Vrokja - Cavern of the exiles - May 1, 2050
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There are thousands of MUTANTIS EXILES, mostly elderly
and children.
The few adults are almost all injured.
People are all crowded into a small space.
They have lost everything.
They are hungry.
The cavern stinks.

KARROK
We are pretending to be saved, but we are
only choosing our grave.

PALLOK
Come on Karrok, don’t say that. We can handle
it

KARROK
Be realistic Pallok. Thousands of people in
the same cavern. 0 food. 0 blankets. The only
water is a stream that barely gushes. New
people arrive every day fleeing the massacres
of the Space Army. And most of those who
could fight are dead.

PALLOK
The elders are proposing to march along the
Great Red and look for a city that will
welcome us

KARROK
The cities of the Great Red are falling one
by one. And even if there was one that still
resists, we won’t even reach it. A crossing
Space Army patrol would see and exterminate
us

PALLOK
I’m afraid you’re right

KARROK
If we had their weapons it would have been
different.
We would have slaughtered them. We are
stronger than them. We know how to fight
better.
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We need those weapons, Pallok. We need laser
rifles. And neutron grenades

PALLOK
We really need them

KARROK.
Let’s go get them Pallok!

PALLOK
Where would you like to go get them, Karrok?

KARROK
From the invaders. Let’s go secretly tonight,
take them and kill them. Easy, right?

PALLOK You
You mean ... you and me?

KARROK
Yes, Pallok. You and me. Tonight. If we start
at sunset and run we can reach Rasalia in a
few hours. Without the injured and the old to
slow us down. Here we go. We rob them. We
kill them. We can do it.

PALLOK
What if they kill us?

KARROK
Do you prefer to die of thirst in the desert?
Or that they find us and slaughter us one at
a time? Do you want to see your people
succumb overwhelmed by these cowardly
invaders?
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PALLOK
I am not a fighter, Karrok. Every time I’ve
faced someone I’ve become a girl. An
incredibly beautiful girl, everyone tells me.
Half the people I know have fucked me, heck!
I’m still a man only because I never got
pregnant. And your idea is crazy. Completely
insane. Two unarmed idiots who challenge
thousands of invaders with weapons they don’t
even know how to use

KARROK
We will not be unarmed. I have two daggers.
I’ll lend you one

PALLOK
Ah well, if we have two daggers, nobody stops
us.

KARROK AND PALLOK
(laugh)

PALLOK
You convinced me. This is not where I want to
die. Let’s go

82 EXT. DESERT - DAY

KARROK and PALLOK walk in the desert for hours

83 EXT. RASALIA/OUT OF THE CITY - NIGHT

KARROK and PALLOK are hidden behind a dune.
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 marches back
and forth

PALLOK
Karrok, do you see that soldier going back
and forth?

KARROK
Yes, Pallok. He’s got the weapons we need
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PALLOK
Kick me in the balls, Karrok

KARROK
What do you want?

PALLOK
Do as I tell you. I’ll do the only thing I
know how to do.

KARROK
Okay Pallok. But don’t scream

PALLOK puts his hand in front of his mouth.
KARROK gives him a very strong kick in the balls.
PALLOK becomes a beautiful woman and undresses.
PALLOK goes to the
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 in a sexy way.
PALLOK and the private kiss each other.
KARROK, without being seen, cut the private’s throat.
The blood dirties PALLOK

KARROK
Clean the blood from your face, we have an
entire regiment to slaughter before the sun
rises
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EPISODE 07: A new job

84 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - May 2, 2050

SPD DIRECTOR
Mr. Minister , I believe that the Space Army
has shown serious shortcomings in the
training of the Similis, in particular as
regards the maintenance of the acquired
positions. The Rasalia massacre is proof of
this. The commission they are sending to the
site will not be able to give a complete and
reliable analysis, due to the obvious
conflict of interest: I therefore propose to
proceed with a joint and impartial analysis.
In a short distance from the city there is an
outpost of the Space Marines ... 84 if my
memory does not deceive me.
Am I right, General?

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
You are right

SPD DIRECTOR
We could have the Marines at this outpost
handle the investigation.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
This is madness

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Director, thank you for your suggestion. But
I think the best thing is a joint commission.
General, order outpost 84 to send their best
Marines to support the Space Army in
investigating what happened in Rasalia

85 INT. OUTPOST 84/BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 84 - May 3, 2050

ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, JONNE and PABLO listen to
FRANCESCO and JAMES
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FRANCESCO
This is what we know.
Of the 1000 soldiers who occupied the city,
about 300 were killed in a few hours, without
anyone noticing.
All corpses have the same neck wound. In
addition, uniforms, weapons and equipment are
stolen. The Space Army is sending their
specialists right now to investigate what
happened tonight. Although they have not yet
reached the place, they argue that the city
was probably attacked by an army of assassins
who specialize in killing everyone with the
same technique. How such killers would have
come and gone is a mystery. However, the High
Command of the Space Marines does not believe
a word of what the High Command of the Space
Army says. And here we come in. I personally
believe that this mission was carried out by
a small commando, certainly less than 10 men.
It wouldn’t surprise me if we were talking
about Rasalia’s Mutantis, back after escaping

ARTHUR
Let’s assume a mission to take revenge?

FRANCESCO
Sure revenge is a factor not to be
overlooked, but they also took away 300 laser
rifles and 3000 neutron grenades, which makes
me think it was a well-planned attack. We
have seen how easily the Similis have
slaughtered the almost unarmed Mutantis, but
if they fight on equal terms the fight will
be uncertain
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JAMES
(drunk)

There is a lesson we are refusing to learn.
Every time we win, things get worse. Every
time we defeat an enemy we create a stronger
enemy. We went to war because a group of Homo
Terribilis had eaten some civilians. We
hunted down the Terribilis and exterminated
them only to find ourselves at war with the
Mutantis. To defeat the Mutantis, who fought
unarmed, we armed the Similis, who have now
been robbed of those same weapons. I am 70
years old and I have been fighting since I
was 20. I fought for Her Majesty the Queen of
England as a young man and for the President
of the Earth Republic as an old man. I have
killed enemies on all continents. Whenever we
defeated an organization, a worse one was
born in its place. I killed terrorists only
to see them multiply.
I’ve won wars that it would have been better
to lose. Now the Mutantis have taken 300
rifles and 3000 grenades. The Space Army will
not stand by and watch. I make you a
prophecy: by the end of the year there will
be millions of deaths. Try to not be on the
list of victims

JAMES vomits drunk and falls asleep

FRANCESCO
I don’t know how long this investigation will
last and I don’t want to be deprived of my
best men.
Hans, Arthur, Melog: you will go to the
investigation

ARTHUR
Thank you for the honor Sir.

EVERYONE stares at ARTHUR perplexed

86 INT. RASALIA/SPACE ARMY TENT - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Rasalia - May 4, 2050
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The S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R2-COLONEL,
the Sergeants of the S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R2-*,
ARTHUR, HANS and MELOG are around a table.
ARTHUR stares at the tattoos on the hands of many
Similis

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R2-COLON
EL

The coroner has determined that the cause of
death is the same for all soldiers. Each of
them was eliminated with a precise and sure
blow of the dagger inflicted from the right
side that severed the jugular and flooded the
lungs with blood. None of the soldiers
shouted the alarm or reported traces of a
struggle so we assume that they were all
surprised from behind. According to our first
analysis, behind this attack there could be
some sect or tribe that only kills following
some specific ritual. Therefore our 300 men
would be killed in a lightning fast and
well-organized large-scale attack. We
estimate it was carried out by at least 5,000
fighters. The fact that they took the guns
away is a very clear message. They wanted to
communicate their intention to make our army
disappear entirely.

It is a blatant declaration of war by an
enemy army with strong discipline and
hierarchy.

ARTHUR
Mah

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R2-COLON
EL

Something doesn’t convince you, Marine?
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ARTHUR
Well. Nothing convinces me in truth. I met
the Mutantis, they are neither organized nor
displicinated. They do not have an army, nor
the ability to arrange 5,000 people to
equally target 300 well-armed soldiers. Also
I understood that your men were all around
the city, so the enemy would have to surround
the whole city without being seen.
Impossible. This is the work of one man, a
mad murderer who deliberately killed all
these soldiers by hitting them in the back
for the sole desire to do so. After doing so,
he hid the weapons somewhere to take them
away later as soon as things calmed down.
None of the soldiers raised the alarm, so
they knew him well. The killer is one of your
men. In my opinion it is still here. As far
as I know, he could be one of you too, even
if it looks more like a raider than an
officer

EVERYONE looks at the other suspiciously

87 EXT. RASALIA/OUTSIDE THE SPACE ARMY TENT -
CONTINUOUS

ARTHUR and MELOG are smoking a joint together with
FURUT and LUSUT (2 of S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R2
PRIVATES)
HANS looks at them in silence.

FURUT
By the way, we haven’t introduced ourselves
yet. My name is Furut, and I come from the
city of Yotasha, he is my fellow soldier and
best friend Lusut, of the tribe of The
Sixteens. As you may have guessed, he is
silent, but I speak enough for both of us.

LUSUT confirms with a nod
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ARTHUR
I am Arthur, he is Melog and that is Hans.
And we are all 3 earthlings. We come from a
small region of the planet Earth called
Europe

FURUT
Lusut and me would have been enemies if we
met years ago. Both the free cities and the
tribes of the nomads of the Great Red were
fighting each other, some conflicts lasted
interrupted for centuries, inherited from our
fathers and the fathers of the fathers for
generations. Maybe I would have killed Lusut
or he would have killed me if we had clashed
on the battlefield, given the eternal
conflict between my city and his tribe. Then
you earthlings arrived, with your army, your
spaceships, your power. You have imposed
Cease-fire on us. Concept that at the
beginning we had difficulty understanding
since we do not use fire to fight but to cook

ARTHUR, MELOG and HANS make a veiled smile at the joke

FURUT
As I said: you earthlings have saved the
peoples of the Great Red, you have given us
the opportunity to join your army and learn
how war is really fought. You have made us
understand which is the real enemy to be
destroyed: the Homo Mutantis. They are our
real enemy, we Similis must be one great army
united by a common dream: to eradicate the
Homo Mutantis from this planet!

HANS
This is reasoning

ARTHUR
What do the tattoos, that many soldiers have
on the backs of their hands, mean?
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FURUT
I’m very glad you ask Arthur, it’s something
our people are quite proud of. For years we
have switched to writing using the Latin
alphabet, also to write words that do not
have a translation in your languages, but we
have preserved the use of our ancient
ideograms for sexual tattoos. You must first
read the ideograms on the back of the right
hand and then those on the left hand, usually
the first tattoo gives a more serious
description of the person and his way of
life, while the second adds a note of irony.
I show you: do you see this round symbol next
to my thumb? Represents love. This other
symbol represents the confrontation. This
short line represents life. This symbol here
next to the little finger is a bit like your
exclamation point. If I had to translate it,
I think my tattoo would say: "I smash the
asses of my enemies"

ARTHUR
Ahhhhhh

FURUT
No, wait, I’m not done. Now you have to see
the other hand to grasp the irony of the
thing

FURUT shows his left hand

FURUT
Says: “But also to friends”

ARTHUR laugh loudly

ARTHUR
Fantastic. And what do Lusut’s hands say?

FURUT
They say “I love fucking young and attractive
girls” and “But also fucking the old and ugly
ones”
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EVERYONE laugh loudly

ARTHUR
This thing is fascinating, please go ahead.
Tell me about someone else

FURUT
Ok Arthur, do you see that soldier over
there? His tattoos say "I’m a father. I have
a wife and 5 children" and "But sometimes I’m
a little unfaithful"

ARTHUR
You are saying that the man’s wife knows that
he cheats on her every time she sees his
hands?

FURUT
Yes, practical right? Oh, look. See that
sergeant punching a punching bag? His tattoos
say: “I love to jerk off” and “when I spy
from behind the bushes”

LUSUT gestures with FURUT

FURUT
Lusut has just made a very interesting
proposal. Since you are an interesting type,
we would like to show you a secret place. It
is a place that only Lusut and I know and we
have never mentioned it to anyone before.

We don’t want anyone to know what’s there
because if they did, all the other soldiers
would want to go too and we want it to remain
our secret oasis.
If you agree to come, you will not have to
say anything to anyone, we will say that we
are going on a normal patrol tour, we will
take an DPTAV without being seen and then off
in the middle of the Great Red. Do you like
it?

88 EXT. DESERT - DAY
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ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FURUT and LUSUT cross the desert
in an DPTAV (Desert Platoon Transport Armored Vehicle).
They are all euphoric

89 EXT. DESERT/5 PLANTS - DAY

ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FURUT and LUSUT get out of the
DPTAV  and look at 5 plants.

ARTHUR
What do these plants feed on? Where do they
get their water from?

FURUT
Now you will see

FURUT takes off his pants and underwear.
The plant smells his penis.
The stem bends to look for it.
The plant opens a hole.
FURUT’s penis enters the hole.
The plant begins sucking him while it also injects him
with a narcotic substance.
FURUT has an expression of pleasure from both the
blowjob and the substance.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS and LUSUT do the same.

90 EXT. RASALIA/OUT OF THE CITY - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Rasalia - May 8, 2050

Many S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-* patrol the perimeter
very frightened

91 INT. TUNNEL/INSIDE - DARK

KARROK, PALLOK and other MUTANTIS REBELS dig a tunnel
under Rasalia.
Every few meters they put a grenade stuck on the tunnel
ceiling.
At the end they pass a wire inside all the grenades
(from the farthest to the closest)

92 EXT. TUNNEL/OUT OF THE ENTRANCE - DAY
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KARROK gives a tug on the wire to trigger the grenades.

93 EXT. RASALIA - CONTINUOUS

The whole city implodes and collapses.
Thousands of deaths in the city

94 EXT. TUNNEL/OUT OF THE ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS

MUTANTIS REBELS
Karrok! Karrok! Karrok!
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EPISODE 08: Questions

95 EXT. DESERT/5 PLANTS - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Great Red - 9 May 2050

ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FURUT and LUSUT are on the ground,
dehydrated (hollowed out skin, etc.) and unconscious.
Plants are still sucking fluids out of their penis
while receiving substances.
MELOG wakes up, removes the plant from his penis, takes
a drop of gray Xulu.
He unplugs ARTHUR, wakes him up and gives him a drop of
gray Xulu.

ARTHUR
(with dry throat)

How many hours have we been attacked?

MELOG
At least 5 days. Let’s wake up the others

96 INT. NEWSCAST - DAY

The screen behind the ANCHORMAN shows the rubble of
Rasalia

ANCHORMAN
Vrokjan cruelty has no limits. After the
attack by the Terribilis against civilians a
few months ago, this time our brave troops
have been attacked by an even more
treacherous and cowardly enemy. The Homo
Mutantis, whom the Space Army was protecting,
decided to blow up and sacrifice their own
city, just to hit us without being seen. They
dug an underground tunnel and filled it with
explosives, because they knew they could
never loyally defeat our glorious troops.
Many are wondering: Would we be prepared if
Homo Mutantis dug such a tunnel under an
earthly city? Could New York, Brussels,
Beijing, Camberra be hit by the Mutantis at
any moment?
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The screen behind the ANCHORMAN shows ARTHUR and HANS,
both on a stretcher, with a drip in the vein. The video
barely show the stretchers with MELOG, FURUT and LUSUT
just for a glimpse

ANCHORMAN
One moment! The wounded one is a war hero.
Director: freeze frame

The video freezes on ARTHUR

ANCHORMAN
I confirm, he is the brave Marine who had
defeated the Terribilis by risking his own
life. I’m glad he survived but look at those
bastards how they cut him down. We will make
them pay for this

97 EXT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - May 16, 2050

MINISTER OF DEFENSE enters last.
The others are present

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
So?

SPD MANAGER
Karrok. Our agents say that the leader of the
rioters is called Karrok, he was from Rasalia
but now he leads all the Homo Mutantis who
survived the disorganized attacks of the
Space Army.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
At least we have a name to give to the press.
I would like to understand how it is that
every time only the secret services have the
answers to my questions. Does anyone even
have a plan?
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SPD DIRECTOR
We need more information on the battlefield.
I took the liberty of triple our undercover
agents on Vrokja.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Well done. Anyone have a real plan?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Mr Minister, this war scenario has a lot of
similarities with the Second World War. You
couldn’t go straight to hit Berlin, Rome or
Tokyo at the time, right?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Continue

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The allied armies, after the landings in
Sicily and Normandy, had to conquer one city
at a time, to go back to the nerve centers of
power and defeat Hitler, Mussolini and Shōwa.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Shōwa who?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The Japanese Emperor

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Continue

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
We must conquer, pacify and stabilize all the
cities of the Great Red. Only when the Great
Red acts as a single entity we can defeat
Karrok and his troops.
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SPACE MARINES GENERAL
Mr. Minister, I must express my dissent on
this plan. It is too costly both in terms of
time and human life. I propose a search
operation designed to hit the enemy’s head
directly rather than the whole body. My
Marines can find and kill Karrok in no time,
without even being spotted. They will be so
quick that no one will even remember Karrok’s
name

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
(thoughtfully)

Mmm

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Mr. Minister, while not criticizing the plans
of colleagues, let me propose mine. My plan
does not involve any use of ground troops but
only targeted attacks from our fighters. We
can defeat Karrok without putting anyone’s
life in danger. Sure, hitting the enemy with
a fighter is more expensive than hitting him
with a rifle, but isn’t the life of our
soldiers our dearest asset?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Admiral, do you by any chance have a plan
too?

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
(embarrassed and improvising)

Of course. Just give us the coordinates of
this Karrok and our brave sailors will be
more than happy to eliminate him today

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Admiral, you are having difficulties with the
Homo Maris

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
There was a certain resilient that, on the
other hand, we expected
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Admiral, you are having a hard time killing
mer. From inside your submarines. I don’t
think you could be more successful in the
desert. By the way, what about the missing
submarine?

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
(in a lying tone)

Don’t worry, the situation is back entirely
under our control.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Good admiral, good. I approve the Space Army
plan but I also want a lot more information
from the SPD. This time you all will
collaborate, understood?

EVERYONE (except MINISTER OF
DEFENSE)

Yes, Mr. Minister

98 EXT - MINISTRY OF DEFENSE, CORRIDOR 1 - DAY

SPD DIRECTOR takes his mobile phone. He writes and send
this message

SPD DIRECTOR’S PHONE MESSAGE
Send agents to interrogate Space Army and
Space Marines members. Report directly to me

99 EXT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/CORRIDOR 2 - CONTINUOUS

SPACE MARINES GENERAL takes his mobile phone. He writes
and send this message

SPACE MARINES GENERAL’S PHONE
MESSAGE

Report any suspicious movement of the Space
Army and SPD as required by the chain of
command

100 INT. OUTPOST 84/BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 84 - May 17, 2050
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FRANCESCO
Sir, I have a problem. Over there are some
SPD interrogators who say they have the
authority of the Minister himself to
interrogate our men. And we got a message
from the High Command telling us to keep the
SPD and the Space Army under control. What do
I do?

JAMES
Do you know what we did when we were given 2
orders in blatant contradiction to each
other?

FRANCESCO
Did you only perform one of the 2? In this
case I would execute ...

JAMES
We would execute them both. And luckily we
didn’t ask ourselves if it made sense

FRANCESCO
Sure Sir

101 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 1 - DAY

ARTHUR is handcuffed to a chair.
The interrogation started a long time ago

SPD QUESTIONER 1
Ah! Let’s hear, how could you not have died
of thirst for 5 days and 5 nights in the
desert, while plants sucked sperm and piss
from your cock?

ARTHUR
What the fuck do I know! But do I look like a
botanist to you? They will have some
mechanism that has done things to keep us
alive, right?

102 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 2 - DAY
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MELOG is handcuffed to a chair.
The interrogation began a long time ago

MELOG
(in a drug addict’s voice)

I didn’t think getting my dick sucked was so
much fun.

SPD QUESTIONER 2
Didn’t you know?

MELOG
(in a drug addict’s voice)

No, there aren’t any plants on Earth that
suck it out of you. That is, at most there
are women on Earth who suck it. Or even the
men who suck it. But no plants.

SPD QUESTIONER 2
And did they suck you on Earth?

MELOG
(in a drug addict’s voice)

That’s disgusting, no. Why would one put
one’s cock in another person’s mouth, it’s
disgusting

103 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 3 - DAY

HANS is handcuffed to a chair.
The interrogation began a long time ago.

HANS
(laughing)

Is that all? Do you just handcuff me, yell a
little and make some empty threats? At the
very least I expected you to break my arm and
then threaten to break the other

SPD QUESTIONER 3
I have no intention of breaking an arm during
an interrogation

HANS
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I do have!

HANS frees himself from the handcuffs and jumps on the
SPD QUESTIONER 3 who falls to the ground.
HANS continues to beat him while he is helpless.
HANS breaks one of the arm of SPD QUESTIONER 3

104 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 4 - DAY

LUSUT is not handcuffed.
The interrogation began quite a while ago but LUSUT
only expresses himself with gestures.

SPD QUESTIONER 4
Wait, was this the gesture to say yes or to
say no? Ok, I don’t give a fuck, you may have
also found the holy grail, I broke to
decipher your gestures

105 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 5 - DAY

FURUT is not handcuffed.
SPD QUESTIONER 5 has been watching and listening for
quite a while taking notes

FURUT
And it is for these reasons that I have just
listed that the Space Army has not understood
anything about how we Homo Similis think. And
if I have more time I’ll also explain what
the Space Army didn’t understand about Homo
Mutantis

SPD QUESTIONER 5
I don’t have any commitments all day. Go
ahead, please

106 INT. OUTPOST 84/GENERIC ROOM 5 - NIGHT
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SPD QUESTIONER 5
(speaking to a radio)

I didn’t find what we were looking for, but
maybe I found something better. I’m giving
you a message: it must arrive on Earth as
soon as possible

107 INT. SPACE MARINES GENERAL'S OFFICE - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Space Marines HQ - May 18, 2050

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
Here I am. Did you want to see me?

SPD DIRECTOR opens a file and extracts, one at a time,
and very slowly, photos of girls.
On each there is a name, a place and a date.
SPACE MARINES GENERAL looks worried

SPD DIRECTOR
Do you recognize them? Can you tell me what
they have in common?

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
All girls I made love with?

SPD DIRECTOR
No. All the girls you raped. There is also
the place and date of the rape. This one said
that while you raped her, you stepped on her
face with your boots.

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
I was young, I was not even 20 years old

SPD DIRECTOR
Insignificant detail.
You know it would be a real shame if people
found out it

GENERALE SPACE MARINES
I like straightforward conversations. Tell me
why you came to blackmail me and that’s it.
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SPD DIRECTOR
In outpost 84 there are some guys that
interest us: 4 Space Marines and 2 Similis of
the Space Army. You will write that the
Similis have been transferred at their
request to the Space Marines

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
Okay

SPD DIRECTOR
And of course they will take orders directly
from us from today

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
I suspected it

108 INT. OUTPOST 84/BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 84 - May 19, 2050

FURUT speaks in front of the others.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS and LUSUT listen in the front row.
FRANCESCO listens from the back of the room.

FURUT
Ok, marines. I will be brief. Apparently the
High Command has requested to transfer Lusut
and me from the Space Army to the Space
Marines, which makes me too happy. The Space
Army was a real bore. Marines, ready to kill!

ARTHUR, HANS, MELOG
Ready to kill!

FURUT
I also entered with the rank of Corporal, you
3 and Aleksandra have been appointed as my
subordinates. Corporal Arena will continue to
run Outpost 84, and will continue to have
Jonne and Pablo as subordinates. Corporal I
took off 4 out of your 6 marines, I am sorry
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FRANCESCO
You’re following your orders: don’t
apologize. And then I’m more pissed off just
because you take away the multicopter and my
pilot, I give gladly to you these 3 fools

EVERYONE (except FRANCESCO)
(laugh)

FURUT
Ok. Anyway guys I don’t want you to see me as
a boss. It’s still me: I’m the same Furut who
gave you 5 days of blowjobs and dehydration

EVERYONE (except FURUT)
(laugh)

FURUT
Ah, one last detail: the Space Marines said I
won’t have to report to Sergeant James Smith,
nor to the High Command, but only at the SPD

FRANCESCO
What? And to whom of the SPD will you have to
report?

FURUT
I’m not allowed to say that Corporal Arena

FRANCESCO
Go away

109 EXT. OUTPOST 84/MULTICOPTER PARKING - CONTINUOUS

FRANCESCO, PABLO and JONNE watch the multicopter go
away

PABLO
Corporal, don’t just look at the negative
aspects. Look at the positive ones

FRANCESCO
Which one?
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PABLO
Pro 1: Jonne and I are left, that is, the 2
most faithful Marines Vrokja has ever seen

FRANCESCO
Ok ...

PABLO
Pro 2: We don’t have to put up with that
asshole Hans

FRANCESCO
Pablo, Hans is not an asshole. I am an
asshole. Hans is a sadistic and racist
psychopath

PABLO
Pro 3: We are all fond of Arthur and Melog,
it would have been bad to see them die. Which
obviously will happen: those 2 have never had
any chance of survival

FRANCESCO
Can you imagine them now under the orders of
Furut? What will he do after the plants? Will
he take them to orgies with mushrooms and
lichens?

PABLO
Pro 4: We never liked flying, and those fools
left us the Quad

FRANCESCO
For 3 people. 4 if we also count Sergeant

JONNE
I’m going on foot, you know I prefer it

PABLO
See? A quad all to ourselves. And fuck the
Sergeant, we see so little that I even forgot
that he existed
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FRANCESCO
(in a low voice, looking at the sky)

Don’t get killed kids
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EPISODE 09: The villa

110 EXT. TOROT’S VILLA - NIGHT

Overlay: Vrokja - Torot’s villa - May 19, 2050

A gigantic villa, with swimming pools, electrified
fences and watchtowers.

111 EXT. TOROT’S VILLA/MULTICOPTER PARKING - CONTINUOUS

The Multicotterro lands.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FURUT and LUSUT exit.
TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1 await the Marines

TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1
The pilot is not coming?

FURUT
She only cums when she fingers herself. Take
me to your boss

TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1
What?

FURUT
It was a joke. Take me to your boss

TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1
Mr. Torot will receive you when he wants to
receive you. For now he invites you to have
fun at his party

112 EXT. TOROT’S VILLA/GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

The ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, FURUT, LUSUT reach all the
TOROT’S GUESTS (about 200 people) at the outdoor party.
Some eat, others dance, others dive into the pool.
Almost all of them are drunk or stoned or both.
Food is served by liveried TOROT’S WAITERS.
TOROT’S STRIPPERS perform.

SOUND: screams of 2 TERRIBILIS
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ARTHUR turns around in terror.

113 EXT. TOROT’S VILLA/CAGES - CONTINUOUS

Left cage contains: TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER, 1 TERRIBILIS
FEMALE, 2 TERRIBILIS CHILDREN

Right cage contains: TERRIBILIS MALE WINNER, 1
TERRIBILIS FEMALE, 2 TERRIBILIS CHILDREN

The 2 females and the children always look human

ARTHUR approaches the left cage.
The TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER jumps on his own TERRIBILIS
CHILDREN

ARTHUR
NO!

The TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER licks his own TERRIBILIS
CHILDREN.
The TERRIBILIS CHILDREN laughs

ARTHUR
Ah. You are a good dad. I didn’t expect it.

The TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER turns to stare at ARTHUR.
The TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER is calm.
MELOG approaches and hands ARTHUR a joint.
ARTHUR takes it and lights it up.

MELOG
They are really horrible beasts, aren’t they?

ARTHUR
Not entirely. Thus, in cages, they make me
tenderness

TOROT’S GUESTS and TOROT’S STRIPPERS approach the
cages.

TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1
Are you all ready for battle? Our girls will
come by to collect the bets
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TOROT’S STRIPPERS collect the bets.
TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1 removes the grate that separates
the 2 cages.
The 2 TERRIBILIS MALES begin a deadly fight as the
audience cheers them on.
TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER, while fighting, shows
expressions of fear, especially when he looks at his
children.
TERRIBILIS MALE WINNER kills TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER.
TOROT’S GUESTS scream even louder.
TERRIBILIS MALE WINNER kills the TERRIBILIS CHILDREN of
TERRIBILIS MALE LOSER.
The mother bursts into tears, in a very human way.
After that the TERRIBILIS MALE WINNER forcibly mates
with her.
ARTHUR is shocked.

114 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

FURUT and TOROT have been arguing for hours.
ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS and LUSUT sit in silence.
On the walls, hunting trophies of Vrokjan animals.
Party is almost over outside

TOROT
So this is the deal I can come up with: I
will help the SPD find troops to use against
the Mutantis and you, and that nice
multicopter, will be my couriers. I will give
you a list of cities to visit, and for each
one I will tell you who to ask for troops and
who to bring my goods. The Great Red is full
of cities that hate Mutantis. With their
support, the Space Army will have no
difficulty defeating the Mutantis

FURUT
The SPD wants the Space Army to be kept out
of this story. The troops you provide us will
attack only when the SPD orders it and if it
orders it
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TOROT
As you wish. Nothing changes to me for what
you use them or against whom you send them. I
don’t even care who wins this war, I just
need it to last as long as possible

FURUT
The longer the war lasts, the more you can do
what you want without any nosy intruding, am
I right? Those 2 little families of
Terribilis out there are certainly not the
only humans your hunters have captured.

TOROT
You’re a smart guy. Last clause: a couple of
mine will have to come with you

FURUT
Deal

TOROT
Great. Do you need to communicate the
agreement with the SPD?

FURUT
No. I have the necessary authority to sign
the agreement

TOROT
Excellent

TOROT
(speaking to TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1)

Go get 5 whores for my friends

MELOG
For me no thanks, I have already given with
plants and I would like to avoid

ARTHUR
Maybe we can give the whore for you to
Aleksandra since she is a lesbian
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HANS
Is she a lesbian? She never told me in all
these years

ARTHUR
She told me maybe the first time we chatted

115 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/BEDROOM 1 - NIGHT

LUSUT sodomizes FURUT, while FURUT has sex with TOROT’S
PROSTITUTE 1 , while TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 2 licks LUSUT’s
anus hole.

116 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/BEDROOM 2 - NIGHT

HANS tortures TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 3, twisting her
nipples and clitoris with his fingers.
He hits her in the stomach with the butt of his rifle

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 3
Please, please stop, I can’t take it anymore.
Can we just have sex please?

HANS
But we have just begun

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 3
Please, I do anything in bed. I’ll give you
my ass too, but don’t hit me anymore, please

HANS
(grabbing the barrel of the rifle)

Of course you’ll give me your ass. But we put
this on. You better stay calm or we risk a
shot and to pierce your guts. Not that I
would mind

117 INT. TOROT’S MANSION/BEDROOM 3 - NIGHT

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY
Have you ever been fucked by a girl?

ARTHUR
Never
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TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY shows ARTHUR a wearable
strapon made of stone

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY
Would you like to try?

ARTHUR
Will it hurt?

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY
Relax, little soldier. Close your eyes and
enjoy your first anal fuck

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY fucks ARTHUR in the ass.
ARTHUR writhes and grabs the sheets as he screams in
pain

118 INT. MULTICOPTER - NIGHT

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 5 and ALEKSANDRA have sex.
ALEKSANDRA inserts various parts of the multicopter
inside herself and the other girl (cloche, etc.)

119 EXT. TOROT’S VILLA/GARDEN - NIGHT

MELOG is alone and looks at the stars lying on the
ground. He smokes joints and takes drops of xulu

120 EXT. MOSCOW/RUBBLE - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Moscow - January 17, 2026

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD) and ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER are
lying on the ground, hidden in the snow, in white
military uniforms.
ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)’s uniform is a bit loose.
ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD) looks through binoculars
(pointed at the camera).
ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER looks through the sniper rifle
(pointed at the camera).

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
The Black Hawk has landed. 2 have gone down,
no wait .... 3 soldiers
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ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
I bet I can eliminate all 3 without them
noticing

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
I really want to see

121 EXT. MOSCOW/BLACK HAWK PARKING - CONTINUOUS -
SNIPER RIFLE VIEW

3 RUSSIAN PRIVATES are smoking, looking in various
directions.
The one on the left is hit.
Then the one in the center is hit.
Then the one on the right one has time to turn in the
direction of the.
Then he is hit too.

122 EXT. MOSCOW/RUBBLE - CONTINUOUS

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
I’m sorry dad, the third has noticed. I think
you’re getting slow

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
Ready for your first flying lesson?

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
I can’t wait.

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD) and ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER leave
the sniper post

123 EXT. MOSCOW/BLACK HAWK PARKING - CONTINUOUS

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD) and ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER reach
the Black Hawk helicopter.
RUSSIAN PRIVATE 4 appears from behind, about to kill
ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER when ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD) draws
a gun and shoots him.

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
Didn’t you count 3?
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ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
(crying)

Sorry Dad

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
Hey princess, there’s nothing to cry about.
Sometimes you don’t see a soldier, I hadn’t
seen him either. And then you saved my life

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER hugs and kisses ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR
OLD)

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
Do you feel guilty for having killed a
person?

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
A little

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
Do you know why they died?

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
Because we killed them?

ALEKSANDRA’S FATHER
No, because they got off the helicopter.
Never get off the helicopter until you are
sure you are safe. Got it?

ALEKSANDRA (8 YEAR OLD)
Got it. Never get off

124 INT. MULTICOPTER - NIGHT

ALEKSANDRA wakes up sweating.
TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 5 is about to leave

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 5
I was going to have a drink, would you like
to go with me?

ALEKSANDRA
Never get off
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TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 5
As you like

125 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/BEDROOM 3 - DAY

ARTHUR wakes up with TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY in his
arms.
He kisses her on the forehead

MELOG
(off stage)

Arthur, come on, we are all ready

ARTHUR
I’m coming

126 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ARTHUR sits ahead next to ALEKSANDRA

ARTHUR
Ale

ALEKSANDRA
Tell me

ARTHUR
I think I have fallen in love

ALEKSANDRA
(worried)

With me?

ARTHUR
Fuck no!

ALEKSANDRA
Thank goodness, you scared me. And who is
her?

ARTHUR
The girl I was with last night. Her name is
Serry, and she’s not like the others
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ALEKSANDRA
You mean that it’s your first time having sex
with someone different from a Mutantis
warrior?

ARTHUR
No. I mean, yes. That wasn’t what I meant.
This is actually my first time having sex
with a NON Mutantis girl. Well, the only one
if we don’t count a blowjob on Earth and 5
days of sucking plants

ALEKSANDRA
I agree not to count them

ARTHUR
Then she was the first girl. She fucked me in
the ass with a stone strapon

ALEKSANDRA
Wonderful! Sometimes I put the cloche in my
ass.

ARTHUR looks at the cloche trying to figure out if it’s
dirty with feces.

ALEKSANDRA
Did you like it?

ARTHUR
The best thing ever experienced

127 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

On board, in the back of the multicopter: MELOG, HANS,
FURUT, LUSUT, TOROT’S HUNTER 1, TOROT’S HUNTER 2
(ARTHUR still sits ahead next to ALEKSANDRA)
Flying with the side door open.
The rifles are all stowed away and no one is armed.

FURUT
(calmly)

Hans, proceed
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HANS grabs TOROT’S HUNTER 1 and throws him out the side
door

TOROT’S HUNTER 2
(screams of fear)

FURUT
The other too

TOROT’S HUNTER 2
Please no

TOROT’S HUNTER 2 looks for someone’s gaze.
FURUT and LUSUT are calm.
HANS is excited.
MELOG is perplexed.
ARTHUR and ALEKSANDRA are still conversing in front and
ignore them.

HANS
I like being begged.

TOROT’S HUNTER 2
Please Please Please Please Please Please
Please Please Please Please Please Please

HANS
But I like killing many times more

HANS and TOROT’S HUNTER 2 fight to launch each other
out of the multicopter.
No one intervenes.
HANS wins and throws him out.
HANS has a conspicuous erection visible through the
pants

FURUT
Great. Arthur, Aleksandra, also you listen to
me

ARTHUR turns.
ALEKSANDRA remains focused on the commands
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FURUT
Let’s make one thing clear. We don’t take
orders from a crime boss like Torot and
neither of us wanted his henchmen in our
business

ARTHUR
Us?

FURUT
Us. We are a team, Arthur

MELOG
Yes, come on. I like it

FURUT
And I’ll tell you another thing. We do not
take orders from the SPD. We will carry out
the mission that the SPD has entrusted to us:
to create an army from scratch.
But not because they asked us to, but because
it is what the Great Red needs right now.

MELOG
I actually heard that the Great Red has a
constant need for new corpses for biological
processes, ah, no, you meant metaphorically.
That is, you are not really talking about the
desert itself, but about the peoples who live
on it. Ok, it makes sense

EVERYONE laughs

FURUT
That’s right Melog. At the moment it’s not
just one cancer and one cure, but 2 cancers.
Do you know what I mean?

ARTHUR
The Karrok rebels and ... the Space Army?
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FURUT
Precisely. They are 2 opposite diseases but
both extreme. Karrok is a rebel, he will be
able to inflict all the blows he wants, he
could even defeat the Space Army on the
battlefield, but he will never be able to
rule the Great Red. Mutantis are too broken
up, their cities don’t even have a government
or anything like that. Not to mention that
half of the Mutantis live in so-called mixed
cities. I knew many Similis who had a
Mutantis as a neighbor and I guarantee you
that they are completely devoid of discipline

MELOG
What about the Space Army?

FURUT
The opposite. Too much discipline. The Space
Army could also defeat Karrok and his
Mutantis on the battlefield but will never
rule the Great Red. The Space Army inherited
the Earth mentality, even in the Similis
Corps. On Earth, maybe it is normal that
billions of people all have the same culture.

ALEKSANDRA
(without turning around)

The Earth has been so united for a few
decades, listen who has seen them divided for
her entire childhood
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FURUT
I trust you. Here on Vrokja we are not only
divided between species, but the majority
species, the Similis like me and Lusut, is
divided into an infinite number of
populations on different continents. And even
if we only focus on the Great Red, there is
no single population. My city and the tribe,
of which Lusut is a part of, have been at war
for centuries. I am very happy that this is
no longer the case, but I would not want to
have to adopt Lusut’s customs and he would
not want to adopt mine. Am I right?

LUSUT
(mimes a blowjob and a plant)

FURUT
Ok Lusut, the tradition of sucking plants I’m
very happy to have learned, I grant you. But
do you remember when I let you try the
typical Yotashana cuisine?

LUSUT
(mimics vomiting)

HANS
So what do we do if neither too much unity
nor too little is good?

FURUT
A federation. Here’s what we’ll do.
Aleksandra: let’s leave the desert. Route to
Radder!

ALEKSANDRA
Aye Corporal Furut
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EPISODE 10: Allied and enemies

128 INT. CAVERN OF THE EXILES - DARK

Overlay: Vrokja - Cavern of the exiles - May 19, 2050

KARROK
I already asked to put your life in danger
more than once, but I have to ask you to do
it again.

PALLOK
No problem my friend

KARROK.
I need you to be my ambassador and go in
search of allies. If we are alone soon the
Space Army will annihilate us

PALLOK
Just tell me where you want me to go

KARROK
Is the city of Vetrameco still a friend of
the Mutantis?

PALLOK
Hard to say. I haven’t heard of Homo
Magnauxors in so long that I wouldn’t be
surprised if someone had them extinguished.

KARROK
No, those girls are tough, I’m pretty sure
they’ll be still alive and ready to fight.

PALLOK
It will take me at least a month to reach
them and another to return: you will have to
resist with the forces you have until my
return

KARROK
All right. Hurry up, please

129 INT. SUBMARINE/MAYA’S ROOM
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Overlay: Vrokja - Deep Fighter 21 - 1 June 2050

DYLAN and MAYA are having sex.
They both have an orgasm.

DYLAN
I love you!

MAYA
I love you too Dylan

DYLAN
I’m sure you tell everyone

MAYA
Because it’s true every time. I loved every
single man and woman with whom I made love.

DYLAN
Is it possible?

MAYA
Yes. For me there is no sex without love. I
only have sex with those I love. That is,
with anyone. Whenever I see a man or a woman,
I fall in love with them. For me, sex is not
a mechanical act. And it’s not a job, even if
I’m paid to be here, of course. For me, sex
is everything. It’s the most beautiful thing
in the world, the only thing I really want.
And only a submarine full of desperate men
can give me all the love I need.

DYLAN
Your life looks great

MAYA
It is only under 2 conditions. First: you
have to accept yourself for who you are.
Second: You have to send to hell all those
who hate you for who you are. Which in my
case is quite a long list
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DYLAN
Who could ever hate a girl like you?

MAYA
Well, the girlfriends and wives of the men I
had sex with, for example.

DYLAN
Ok, this is plausible

MAYA
People who fuck a little

DYLAN
Only envy

MAYA
My parents

DYLAN
Why on earth?

MAYA
"Mom, Dad, I’m going to be a whore in space"
is not the typical phrase a parent expects.
And then, thinking about it, I did them a
great favor by leaving

DYLAN
I don’t believe you, no one would ever want
to see his daughter go away. And I’m sure you
miss them

MAYA
I doubt it. I would not be surprised if after
my departure they told my relatives that I am
dead. Let’s say that lately I had become an
embarrassment for them, especially after
that, no nothing

DYLAN
After what? Come on, tell me
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MAYA
Okay, I’ll tell you. So, it was my
grandfather’s funeral, and everyone was super
sad. I was super sad too

DYLAN
Don’t tell me you were having sex with your
grandfather

MAYA
Yeah, too, but that’s not the point of the
story. Suddenly I see one of my cousins, one
I haven’t seen in years

DYLAN
Ok

MAYA
We are left alone

DYLAN
I think I understand how the story ends

MAYA
Well I gave him a blowjob in front of
grandpa’s coffin

DYLAN
I’m sure your grandfather would have approved

MAYA.
Indeed he would! And just as he came into my
mouth, my parents and other relatives came
back and yelled like crazy

DYLAN
Even your cousin’s parents?

MAYA
No, he was already an orphan at that time.

DYLAN
Poor him
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MAYA
I always felt sorry for him. A nice guy who
always found himself in situations he didn’t
understand, and never for his fault. But I’m
glad it was my mouth that made him lose his
virginity.

DYLAN
You have a huge heart. What happened to your
cousin?

MAYA
I have no idea. I just hope he hasn’t gotten
into trouble

130 EXT. NATOKA/SQUARE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Natoka - June 1, 2050

SIMILIS CHILDREN (both sexes) and MUTANTIS CHILDREN
(boys only) play chasing each other.
KARROK and ASDRU watch them play with a worried smile.

KARROK
We are immensely grateful to all of you for
what you are doing. We will never forget it

ASDRU
It was the right thing to do. I would be
lying if I said that the whole population was
in favor. Between the city of Natoka and that
of Rasalia there has never been good blood.
Also, some merchants believe that without you
the Great Red would be a more peaceful place.

KARROK
But that’s not what you think

ASDRU
Well, surely your cities would be more
peaceful without you.

KARROK and ASDRU
(both laugh)
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ASDRU
The point is, I don’t care. I don’t care
about this war. I don’t care about the
stability of the Great Red. I don’t care that
you are Mutantis and we are Similis, until a
few decades ago we didn’t even know we were
two different species.

KARROK
So why are you helping us?

ASDRU
Because these are children

KARROK
Ah. Only for this?

ASDRU
Yes. You Mutantis adults will die under fire
from Space Army laser rifles.
The Desert Division is going around city by
city: it is a real genocide and you will have
no escape. You have chosen to die fighting
rather than as sheep. That’s honorable. It’s
much more of a Similis behavior than a
Mutantis one. But you die in any case, this
is something that will happen and certainly a
little mayor like me can’t do anything about
it. But the extermination of children is
something I cannot accept. And I couldn’t
live peacefully knowing that I didn’t use all
my strength to prevent it. When the Space
Army will come, because it will come, we will
deny ever helping you. We will say that you
are the scum of the desert and that you must
be crushed like cockroaches. But we will hide
your children in our homes. If they manage
not to change sex in front of the Space Army
soldiers, no one will be able to recognize
them.

KARROK
So I really hope none of them change sex in
front of a soldier
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131 INT. NATOKA/HOUSE OF NULUL - CONTINUOUS

NULUL just saw and heard the conversation between
KARROK and ASDRU from the window

NULUL
(to himself, in a devious voice)

They won’t recognize them ... unless I warn
them first
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EPISODE 11: Visions

132 EXT. RADDER/BONFIRE - NIGHT

Overlay: Vrokja - Radder - June 1, 2050

FURUT, LUSUT, ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS, GOYALE (tribal
chief), LEYAGO (Shaman) and RADDERIAN PEOPLE have been
arguing around the fire for hours.
RADDERIAN PEOPLE wear clothing similar to Native
American (but with Vrokjan animals feathers instead of
Earth animals)
RADDERIAN WARRIORS, in addiction, wear the dried
scrotum of slain enemies as a necklace.
In the distance ALEKSANDRA inside the parked
multicopter

GOYALE
You have come to talk and we have been to
hear you. You say that you are great warriors
but you do not have the balls of your enemies
hanging around your neck

FURUT is nervous but tries not to show it

HANS
(to FURUT ears, low voice)

What a jackass

GOYALE
You say there is a war on and the greatest
army of all time would have taken the field.
You say these armies would exterminate entire
cities using the ... how did you say boy?

FURUT
(in the tone of someone who has been

repeating the same concept for hours)
Laser rifles. Neutron grenades.
DPTAV...armored vehicles.
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GOYALE
An army that does not cut the balls from the
corpses of the enemies. Would that be an army
to be afraid of?

RADDERIAN WARRIORS laugh

GOYALE
Also if I understand correctly, this army is
made up entirely of Homo Similis and is
fighting against the Homo Mutantis. Well. An
Earthling came to us last summer. What was
his name?

LEYAGO
He was called an-thro-po-lo-gist

GOYALE
Well. An-thro-po-lo-gist said that we are
definitely Homo Similis. So this army is made
up of strong warriors like us. I can not wait
to meet them

FURUT
You will meet them. When they come to kill
you

RADDERIAN WARRIORS loudly protest

GOYALE
Your words are poison. You come here and
insults my people

FURUT
Then kill me

RADDERIAN WARRIORS shut up.
ARHUT, MELOG, HANS and LUSUT exchange concerned looks.
HANS puts his hand on a grenade he wears at his right
chest.

FURUT
Kill me now. And you won’t have to worry
about my poisonous words anymore.
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GOYALE stares FURUT in the eyes

FURUT
At least you won’t have to worry about my
words for at least another couple of weeks.
Then they will decide to exterminate you. And
they will be your problem, not me anymore.

GOYALE
If they come to duel, our Field of Blood will
be happy to feed on the blood of the fallen.

RADDERIAN WARRIORS cheer

FURUT
But they will never come to duel. They are
too cowardly, and you are too far away to
move all the troops with the DPTAV.

GOYALE
And how do they hope to defeat us?

FURUT
Just with the push of a button. Do you know
what a thermobaric missile is?

GOYALE
I guess another weapon of you cowards

FURUT
(pointing)

See that mountain? If you ordered your men to
destroy it, would they succeed?

GOYALE
No
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FURUT
A single thermobaric missile can do that. He
can turn that mountain into a fireball,
leaving only ash and smoke. Not only do you
die, but there will be no trace of your
village, your Field of Blood, the graves of
your ancestors. All destroyed by a single
missile.

GOYALE
Then we will kill the warrior carrying the
missile

RADDERIAN WARRIORS cheer

FURUT
The missiles fly

GOYALE
They fly?

FURUT
(almost pedantic)

Yes, they fly

LEYAGO
There is no calm. Without calm, no decisions
are made. We all now take goat blood. It will
give us calm and serenity.

GOYALE
Yes, let’s all drink a cup of goat blood

LEYAGO nods to LEYAGO’S ASSISTANT.
LEYAGO’S ASSISTANT goes to get some bowls which she
fills with a phosphorescent green liquid.
The bowls are distributed among everyone, even the
Marines.
EVERYONE drink

133 EXT. DESERT - DAY

This scene is a dream of ARTHUR.
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ARTHUR is alone in the desert and looks around in
despair.

ARTHUR
(screaming)

Where are all of you?

Suddenly MELOG is also in the scene.
MELOG lying on the ground, gushing fat from a wound.
MELOG laughs.

MELOG
(laughing)

We were right to enlist. Dying in war is
beautiful! Who dies in war becomes a hero

ARTHUR gets scared and runs away.
ARTHUR bumps into HANS and a TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4
SERRY.
HANS is raping TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY

ARTHUR
Don’t hurt her, Hans!

TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY stops crying.
She turns to ARTHUR and begins to laugh.
ARTHUR runs away again and the ground begins to swallow
him up to his throat.
TALKING TERRIBILIS appears in front of him.
ARTHUR tries to push it away.
FRANCESCO appears and blows up TALKING TERRIBILIS with
a grenade.
Shreds of blood and flesh cover ARTHUR’s face.

FRANCESCO
Arthur, if you don’t kill, you will die.

Drunk JAMES appears with a bottle of scotch in his
hand.
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JAMES
We will all die. If the Jungle failed, the
Desert will kill us. Or the valleys. Or the
mountains. Everything on this planet wants to
see the Marines dead.

ALEKSANDRA appears in the parked multicopter.
ALEKSANDRA is naked and masturbates in front of
everyone

ALEKSANDRA
Come on Marine! Jerk off while I finger
myself, ah yeah, you can’t, your cock is in
the sand. You’re in the sand

ARTHUR is immersed in the sand
PABLO and JONNE appear too.
EVERYONE surrounds ARTHUR (including HANS, MELOG,
TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY even if they were left
behind).

EVERYONE (except ARTHUR)
(in rhythm, pointing to ARTHUR)

You are in the sand! You are in the sand! You
are in the sand!

ALEKSANDRA
The sergeant is right: we’re all going to
die. But it is not the desert that will kill
us. Do you know what will kill us?

ARTHUR
No!

TALKING TERRIBILIS returns intact and puts a hand on
ARTHUR’s shoulder

TALKING TERRIBILIS
(speaks in MELOG’s voice)

Hey man. You know very well what will kill
us.
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ARTHUR
(crying)

Thermobaric bombs?

FURUT appears.
FURUT has a very flashy and fake detonator remote
control in his hand. There is only one giant red button
that says: "Extinction of life on Vrokja"

FURUT
Exactly. It was such an obvious answer.

FURUT pretends to press the button more than once.

ARTHUR
Please FURUT, don’t do it

FRANCESCO
Kill Furut. It’s an order!

ARTHUR
I can’t Corporal, I’m unarmed

HANS
You’re not unarmed. Haven’t you figured out
what the only weapon we have yet?

ARTHUR
What is it?

HANS
Your cock

ALEKSANDRA
Tear out your cock

ARTHUR gets up and out of the hole effortlessly.
ARTHUR pulls his penis out of his pants.
Screaming in pain, he tears out his penis.
No blood comes out.
In his hand, his penis turns to stone (identical to the
one with which TOROT’S PROSTITUTE 4 SERRY penetrated
him).
He uses his stone penis to punch FURUT in the face and
kill him.
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The remote control falls and the red button is pressed.
A thermobaric missile shoots a few inches above
ARTHUR’s head and detonates a distant mountain.
It creates a giant mushroom cloud.
Shockwave kills everyone

134 EXT. RADDER/BONFIRE - NIGHT

ARTHUR wakes up.
Everyone else (MARINES, GOYALE, LEYAGO, RADDERIAN
WARRIORS, RADDERIAN PEOPLE) fidget in their sleep with
nightmares

ARTHUR
Fuck you!

ARTHUR falls asleep again

135 EXT. RADDER/TREE - DAY

This scene is a dream of GOYALE.

GOYALE is tied to a tree.
GOYALE’S FATHER stares at him

GOYALE
Why did you tie me to a tree, father?

GOYALE’S FATHER
What did I tell you before I died?

GOYALE
Not to make your own mistakes

GOYALE FATHER
And what was one of my mistakes?

GOYALE
You did not believe the foreigners

GOYALE’S FATHER
And what did this lead to?
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GOYALE
Many died. We lost the ancient hunting
grounds that we had defended for centuries

GOYALE’S FATHER
And what did you do tonight?

GOYALE
I did not believe foreigners

GOYALE’S FATHER
So you know what to do

GOYALE
Untie me from this tree, father

The tree and the ropes disappear

GOYALE’S FATHER
Which tree?

136 EXT. RADDER/EXTINGUISHED BONFIRE - DAY

ARTHUR is awakened by MELOG.
MARINES, GOYALE and RADDERIAN WARRIORS are preparing to
leave

MELOG
Good morning heavy sleeper. Let me guess, did
you have a terrible nightmare?

ARTHUR
Worst of all

MELOG
It seems to be normal when you drink the
blood of the goats of this valley. Everything
on this planet wants to see the Marines
stoned

ARTHUR is dumbfounded, recognizing a piece of his dream
phrase ("Everything on this planet wants to see the
Marines dead").
ARTHUR and MELOG approach the other MARINES in front of
the Multicopter.
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ALEKSANDRA is inside the Multicopter

FURUT
Ok Marines, last night I woke up from the
induced nightmare and completed the deal with
the Chieftain. I understood that it would be
enough for me to promise them the ancient
hunting grounds. Once the war is won, it will
all be theirs.

ALEKSANDRA
Did you ask him from where to where these
“ancient hunting grounds” should be? Not a
good idea to find out later that for them the
“ancient hunting grounds” coincide with the
entire central continent, including Marine
bases.

FURUT
It would be a blast! No, I think it’s
something smaller, in any case I didn’t ask
for it and I don’t care. When the war is
over, if they’re still alive, we’ll come up
with something. Now let’s go to the war plans

ARTHUR
Are we going to attack the Mutantis of
Rasalia and the other cities of the Great
Red?

FURUT
No

HANS
Are we going to attack the Space Army?

FURUT
Not even. We will conquer the city-state of
Vadilonia

HANS
I have no idea what it is, but I like the
plan
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ALEKSANDRA
But it’s a long way away. It takes days with
the multicopter

FURUT
Many more since we will go by foot. Almost a
month

ARTHUR, MELOG, HANS
Noooo

LUSUT
(gestures that he is not happy either)

ALEKSANDRA
When you say go by foot ...

FURUT
Aleksandra and Melog, you will follow us from
above to give us notice in case of an attack
and to guide us in the course of battle.

MELOG
Thank goodness. Walking kills me

137 EXT. RADDER - DAY

FURUT and GOYALE are in the front row.
LUSUT, ARTHUR and HANS immediately behind.
Then the RADDERIAN WARRIORS.
They march leaving only women and children in the
valley

138 EXT. GREAT DUNE/BELOW - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Great Red, the Great Dune - June 15,
2050

A column of DPTAV (Desert Platoon Transport Armored
Vehicle) stops in front of a dune at least 500 meters
high.
The insignia on the vehicles read “Space Army - Similis
Corps - Desert Division - 9th Regiment”.
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-COLONEL and
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-P1-SERGEANT come out of one of
the armored vehicles.
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-COLONEL looks at the dune with
binoculars, even though it is right in front of him.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-P1-SE
RGEANT

Sir, if I may ask, why did we stop right
here?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-COLON
EL

Because this must certainly be the point
where the SPD advised us to place the camp

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-P1-SE
RGEANT

Are we taking orders from the SPD?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-COLON
EL

I said “advised”, not “ordered”. And the only
one giving orders is me. However no,
officially we should not have any
relationship with the SPD but follow the
whole hierarchy up to the General in charge
of the entire Space Army, from there to the
Minister of Defense, from him to the Director
of the SPD and from there to the field
agents. It would take forever, even if we had
real-time connections to Earth, and we don’t
have. So, if any SPD spy has any advice for
us, I’m happy to listen to them. When you
will be in my place, you will understand

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-P1-SE
RGEANT

Certainly Sir

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-COLON
EL

Give orders to set up camp. I want my cot
assembled by evening.
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-P1-SE
RGEANT

Immediately Sir

139 EXT. GREAT DUNE/ON TOP - CONTINUOUS

KARROK and a few other MUTANTIS REBELS spy on the Space
Army camp from above the dune

KARROK
So so so... the SPD kept its word and sent
the Space Army straight into the trap. I was
convinced it was a trick to catch me

MUTANTIS REBEL 1
If you thought it was a trick, why did we
come anyway?

KARROK
I had to figure out who I can trust. Better
to go at the risk of falling into a trap than
not going at all and never knowing if the
information was correct. Now I know who can
be trusted on this planet.

MUTANTIS REBEL 2
And who can we trust?

KARROK
No one obviously

MUTANTIS REBELS
(Laughs)

140 EXT. GREAT DUNE/BELOW - NIGHT

The camp has been set up.
All S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-* sleep except a few on
guard.
Rifle shots fired from afar silently kill them, one at
a time.
No one wakes up

141 EXT. GREAT DUNE/ON TOP - CONTINUOUS
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KARROK nods and, without making a sound, the MUTANTIS
REBELS begin to descend from the great dune.
KARROK remains there

142 EXT. THE GREAT DUNE/BELOW - CONTINUOUS

MUTANTIS REBELS have surrounded the camp.
They throw grenades towards the tents.
Some S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-* die instantly, others
manage to get out of the tents but are killed by rifle
shots.
Others manage to get out and grab weapons and fight.
After the battle all the S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R9-*
died

143 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - June 17, 2050

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
General, are you implying that there's good
news in the loss of another desert regiment?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Mr. Minister, this time Karrok made a serious
mistake, perhaps the mistake we needed to win
the war.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
And what would it be?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
He stole our DPTAV

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
General, so who killed 3,000 of our soldiers
now also have their entire warfare arsenal?
Do you really want to make fun of me?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Now we can find them without problems

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
I suppose DPTAV had some kind of GPS alarm
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S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
They actually have it ... but of course it
only works on Earth, there is no GPS signal
on Vrokja. 0 satellites, 0 internet. We only
have a few radio repeaters here and there,
and they don’t always work.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
So what?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
There is another way to find hundreds of
armored vehicles racing in the desert.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Which one?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Just looking out of a plane, am I right,
General?

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Well, in principle yes

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Okay, problem solved

MINISTER OF DEFENSE goes to the door

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
And don’t lose any more Desert Regiment

MINISTER OF DEFENSE exits

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
I was just saying theoretically, it will take
days to analyze all the Great Red by hand

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Your men are safe in the skies. Mine die in
the sand
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SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
My pilots will start the search as soon as
possible
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EPISODE 12: Trap Cavern

144 INT. SPACE AIR FORCE FIGHTER - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Fly over the Great Red - June 20,
2050

FEMALE JET PILOT is driving her Fighter over the
Desert, watching from the window what’s underneath.

FEMALE JET PILOT
(to herself)

What the fuck is that?

145 EXT. TRAP CAVERN/OUTSIDE - DAY

In the middle of the desert, the stolen DPTAV have been
placed in such a way as to create an arrow indicating
the entrance to a cavern. Others form a symbol.

Overlay over the symbol: "Fuck us all"

146 INT. OUTPOST 16/BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 16 (Space Army) - June 21,
2050

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENERAL is showing an aerial
photo of the Arrow of parked DPTAV at 4 colonels

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

Does anyone have something to say?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R10-COLO
NEL

Sir, I’m afraid it’s a trap
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

It’s obviously a trap. The Mutantis are
waiting there to kill us and no one has ever
thought, neither us nor them, that it is
really an invitation to an orgy. Anyone has
something clever to say?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R11-COLO
NEL

Sir, it’s just a question of what kind of
trap. The simplest trap would be to fill
everything with explosives and then blow us
up once inside. But that’s not the trap they
made

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL.

What makes them say?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R11-COLO
NEL

That point is in the middle of nowhere. If
Karrok’s entire army arrived there with the
DPTAV, he couldn’t have left by foot.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

Ok

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R12-COLO
NEL

The most elementary thing would be to bomb
the entrance to the cavern from a distance
but even that would not work

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

And why?
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R12-COLO
NEL

Because surely Karrok will have thought about
it and will have put his troops in depth.
Maybe with water, food and everything you
need to withstand months and months in the
event of a siege. He may have left some
expendable members at the start and along the
way to slow the advance, but I’m sure the
bulk of the army is well safe.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

Yes, surely he has done so

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

You are all wrong

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

How, please?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

You’re not thinking like the Mutantis. Above
all, you are not thinking like Karrok. True,
Karrok loves explosives, and ambushes, and he
knows how to win outnumbered. But he’s not
kidding us here. He doesn’t want us to waste
time bombing empty emplacements, and he
doesn’t want a war of attrition. He wants a
fight. He wants to be face to face with us.
From what we know every time his men fought
he was with them on the front line. I’m sure
that bastard is in there waiting for us.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

And what strategy do you propose?
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Play with their rules. Enter the caverns.
There is a problem: they know these locations
much better than we do. For them, going to a
cavern is like going on vacation for us. They
spend months there from an early age. 5 of us
will die for each of them who we will kill

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

5 of mine for each of them? It is
unacceptable.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL.

We will only need to send 10 times the amount
of troops. Obviously our troops are not
enough, but as soon as the colonels of the
other regiments arrive...

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

So you really don’t want to understand, huh?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

What? Understand what?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R10-COLO
NEL

Regiments 1 to 9 have all fallen in the last
6 weeks

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Sorry, I didn’t know. I was at the
battlefront all the time and ...
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENE
RAL

Colonels, send all your men to enlist new
troops. I don’t care what they do or say, I
want each soldier to come back with at least
3 other soldiers. Whoever brings the most
will be promoted, based on the number of
comrades. Whoever wears the least, well, it
will mean that they will have the honor of
being part of the front line. And this also
applies to you 4. You have 3 days. Then we go
to eliminate the mutantis scum once and for
all

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-DIV.GENERAL exits

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R10-COLO
NEL

(to S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLONEL)
Fuck you! Why do you never keep your mouth
shut? If I die because of you ... I’ll kill
you.

147 EXT. TRAP CAVERN/OUTSIDE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Trap Cavern - June 27, 2050

Thousands of S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R(10 to 28)-*
soldiers look fearfully at the entrance to a cavern.

9 Soldiers Enter:
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-SERGEANT

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE1
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE2
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE3

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-CORPORAL
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-PRIVATE1
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-PRIVATE2
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-PRIVATE3
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148 INT. TRAP CAVERN/ENTRANCE - DAY

2 MUTANTIS REBELS are motionless, attached to the
ceiling with ropes and camouflaged with clothing the
color of the rocks.
All S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-* don’t see the 2
MUTANTIS REBELS

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Clear entrance, we go to analyze the
situation more in depth

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Is the route suitable for the DPTAV?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Negative. The ground is too rocky. But it is
very broad, we can advance in a large
formation

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Traces of explosives or traps?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
For now nothing like that

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Go ahead and report continuously
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Received

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-* go on

149 INT. TRAP CAVERN/TOP OF THE CLIFF - DARK

All S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-* arrive in front of
the cliff.
They see some ropes that have been left to go down.
They don’t see 2 other MUTANTIS REBELS camouflaged
among the rocks

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Dead end. We are facing a cliff. There are
ropes already attached. Probably left by the
Mutantis

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
What can you see from up there?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Only another cavern

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Go down and continue the exploration

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Everything seems to scream "It’s a trap"
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
We already know that it’s a trap. You are
expendable and you have been ordered to
search the entire cavern

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Received

All S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-* go down with ropes

150 INT. TRAP CAVERN/CROSSROADS - DARK

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Can you hear me? I repeat: can you hear me?

SOUND: Radio interference noise

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

It is useless to insist Sergeant. These rocks
and the zigzag path we did, block the signal.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

I have no idea what to do

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

Maybe it is better to go back to where the
radio was working and tell us to follow us.
At least up to this point we know the cavern
is safe.
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(pointing to
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-PRIVATE3)
Yes, great idea. Alpha Squad, take the left
tunnel, Beta squad, take the right tunnel,
you escort me to ask backup

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-SERGEANT and
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-BETA-PRIVATE3 move away.

The remaining 2 CORPORALS and 5 PRIVATES look at them
with hate.

151 INT. TRAP CAVERN/BOTTOM OF THE CLIFF - DARK

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

(speaking on the radio)
Can you hear me?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Yes, Sergeant

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

The cavern is safe as far as we could explore
without losing radio contact. There are only
2 small tunnels left to visit but I have
already sent 2 squads to explore. I am
waiting for all of you here at the bottom of
the cliff, so I am a radio link between you
and my subordinates ahead.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

(voice from the radio)
Okay, Sergeant, we are coming

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-B
ETA-PRIVATE3

Sergeant, we cannot act as a radio link
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

Why?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-B
ETA-PRIVATE3

(pointing to the Sergeant radio)
In the Desert Regiments private soldiers
don’t have a radio. Neither Corporals have
one. That’s the only one we have

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

Ah, yeah. In any case it is better if we wait
here, right?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-B
ETA-PRIVATE3

Certainly, Sir

152 EXT. TRAP CAVERN/OUTSIDE - DAY

Thousands of S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R(10 to 28)-*
soldiers begin to enter the cavern on foot

153 INT. TRAP CAVERN/ENTRANCE - DAY

The 2 MUTANTIS REBELS still hidden see a few soldiers
enter and smile pleased.
Then they see thousands enter and have an expression of
terror

154 INT. TRAP CAVERN/TUNNEL - DARK

4 Soldiers move cautiously:
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE1
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE2
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-PRIVATE3

They suddenly see MUTANTIS REBEL 4 (nude woman).
The 3 PRIVATES smile at her
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL don’t.
She gestures for them to come closer.
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The 3 PRIVATES go towards her.
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL seesa few
MUTANTIS REBELS camouflaged among the rocks and shoots
them.
The MUTANTIS REBELS fall to the ground with a thud.
Then shoot her.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

Try to use your brain more and your cock
less. Let’s keep looking

155 INT. TRAP CAVERN/BOTTOM OF THE CLIFF - DARK

Most of the S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R(10 to 28) had come
down from the ropes.
Some are going down, others are preparing to go down.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Sergeant, are you telling me you sent 7 men
to scout and no one returned? And did you
consider this place safe?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-S
ERGEANT

Well, it is so far

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL comes
running.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

Colonel, I ask permission to speak

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Granted
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

I come from the Alpha Squad, we explored the
left tunnel. We’ve had some close contact
with the Mutantis. We killed about twenty of
them, losing only 2 of ours, despite being
outnumbered

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Finally some good news. What about the Beta
Squad that took the other tunnel?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

I have had no contact with them. But on the
other hand I understood Karrok’s strategy

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Let’s hear

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

The cavern is full of hidden Mutantis, I
wouldn’t be surprised if there were any
looking at us right now.

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-SERGEANT and
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLONEL look around worried

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

The Tunnels split into 2, 3 or 4 bifurcations
continuously. Their strategy is to divide us
into smaller and smaller groups, and when
there are few of us left, like we were in
only 4, a female-looking Mutantis attracts us
completely naked and a male-looking one try
to kill us

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

But it didn’t work on you
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S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-ALPHA-CORPORAL shows the
backs of his tattooed hands.

Overlay on right hand: I like being kissed by a
muscular man
Overlay on left hand: But more if he fucks me in the
ass

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

I understand. What do you suggest?

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-P1-A
LPHA-CORPORAL

Even if it is a trap, it’s a too good
opportunity to miss it.
Let’s do as they want: let’s divide into
smaller and smaller groups, until we
completely fill every nook and cranny. But
with eyes open and cock in the underpants

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R13-COLO
NEL

Well, let’s proceed.

156 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

RADDERIAN WARRIORS have been marching for days.
The multicopter is hovering in the air above.
MELOG, looking out from the open side door, looks down.
ALEKSANDRA is next to him.

ALEKSANDRA
What’s news?

MELOG
Let’s see ... Arthur was stung to the balls
by a kind of wasp, wait a minute ... he’s
stripping in the middle of the desert ... I
think Hans is mocking him

ALEKSANDRA
No wonder
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MELOG
Now Arthur got a knife, wait I don’t
understand

ALEKSANDRA
If he kills that jerk Hans, he does me a
favor

MELOG
No, it looks like he’s pointing it at his
balls, let me zoom in more, oh fuck, the wasp
inoculated something inside his scrotum

ALEKSANDRA
Uh, won’t he be crazy enough to surgery with
a knife to his own balls?

MELOG
He’s doing it. He’s incising his scrotum,
sticking a finger inside. I think, from the
expression he has, that it’s not pleasant for
him. A Radderian passed out looking at him.

ALEKSANDRA
I want to see it too.

ALEKSANDRA takes a second binocular

ALEKSANDRA
He is looking for something, either he can’t
find his balls or he’s looking for something
else

MELOG
Look, he’s taking out something

ALEKSANDRA
It looks like a egg. The wasp must have put
it. He made a cut too small, he won’t be able
to get that thing out

MELOG
Naaa, he can, he can
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ALEKSANDRA
You were right. He made it. How disgusting

ALEKSANDRA and MELOG stop watching

ALEKSANDRA
You would never admit it, but you care for
each other very much.

MELOG
Yes, that’s right. He’s my only friend since,
hey, always? And he also has never had so
many friends. We are each other’s family. But
we’re not gay or anything. We like girls

ALEKSANDRA
I don’t doubt that he likes girls. But you
don’t like them, do you?

MELOG
I do not know

ALEKSANDRA
Melog ,have you ever been attracted to a man
or a woman? Of any human species, I mean

MELOG
No, never. Maybe I’m asexual. We had an
openly asexual classmate at school in
Brussels. Maybe I’m like her

ALEKSANDRA
Look, I know you consider yourself a Homo
Sapiens, but have you ever thought you might
like a Homo Sphaericus girl?

MELOG
A Sphaericus girl? No, never ever. In my
opinion, even those who are 100% Sphaericus
don’t like Sphaericus women. Among the
Sphaericus it is all settled at the table.
They only mate when they decide to have
children. Or, just in the case of my mother,
when a Homo Sapiens rapes her
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MELOG laughs loudly.
ALEKSANDRA looks at him seriously

ALEKSANDRA
Ok, maybe you are asexual like your classmate

157 EXT. VETRAMECO/SQUARE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Vetrameco, city of Homo Magnauxor -
July 1, 2050

GARAT and MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 1 (older than Garat) are
fighting with their bare hands.
An crowd of MAGNAUXOR WOMEN looks at them and cheers.
GARAT kills MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 1 by ripping her head off
and raising it as a sign of victory.
All MAGNAUXOR WOMEN scream for joy.
GARAT breaks down the door of the house of MAGNAUXOR
WOMAN 1.
After a few minutes she comes out dragging 30 MAGNAUXOR
MEN by the penis.
GARAT rapes one in front of the crowd.
PALLOK arrives in town.
EVERYONE is astonished by his presence

PALLOK
Who’s in charge here?

GARAT
(pointing to the woman killed and

without stopping the rape)
She was in charge up to 10 minutes ago. I am
in charge from now on. Can’t you see I’m
raping her husbands?

PALLOK
Very well. I have urgent matters to discuss
in private. Where can we talk?

GARAT
To talk about what? That as soon as I’m done
with him, will you be next?

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN laugh
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PALLOK
No, to talk about your problem: the fact that
you are three meters tall and your really
numerous husbands are one meter and twenty
tall, at most.

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN look at PALLOK with hostility.
GARAT stops raping.
GARAT lifts PALLOK by the neck with one hand.

GARAT
Perhaps you have thought that if a foreigner
comes here he has some sort of immunity. Or
that we would never hurt anyone who insults
us because they don’t know our culture. Well,
you are very wrong. You just insulted us all.
Prepare to die.

GARAT throws a very strong punch in the balls of
PALLOK.
PALLOK becomes a female.
GARAT drops him to the ground in disgust.
PALLOK becomes male again

GARAT
What a disgusting creature are you?

PALLOK
I’m a Homo Mutantis, but I’m not here to talk
about that. I am here to tell you that you
are all about to be killed.

GARAT
Killed by you?

PALLOK stands up

PALLOK
No. Killed by the Space Army

GARAT
We don’t have conflicts with the Space Army,
what should the earthlings have to do with
us?
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PALLOK
Maybe they never told you about the Similis
Corps. It is a corps of the Space Army,
composed only of Homo Similis, and created
with a single purpose: to extinguish those on
Vrokja who are not Sapiens or Similis.

GARAT
The Space Army only wants to conquer the
Great Red, and the events of those who live
in the desert don’t interest us here at
Vetrameco

PALLOK
Sure, right. As soon as they have conquered
the desert, they will disband the army and
send everyone home. They won’t try to conquer
every single piece of land, no, no. As you
will settle for these 30 husbands and not
kill any other woman for more. Quite right?

GARAT
And why should they attack us? Maybe they
will cross the mountains and go to fight in
the jungle?

PALLOK
In the jungle there were only Homo
Terribilis, but the Marines made them almost
extinct. And then there is nothing to conquer
in the Jungle

GARAT.
Maybe they will go to war on another
continent. This is not the only one
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PALLOK
Leaving the central continent without boats?
Come on, don’t joke. When they have finished
conquering the Great Red, they will have
nothing to do but conquer the cities of the
mountains. If I were at the head of an army
of Similis, and I had just completed the
extermination of an entire species, namely
the Mutantis, would I attack a city in the
mountains at random? Or a city of the Great
Red controlled by other Similis, such as
Strumton? Or a city of valleys like Ob
Festoko? Or I would attack Vetrameco, where
the women are 3 meters tall and the men 1
meter and something.

GARAT
(hesitant tone)

You can’t know it

PALLOK
They are exterminating my people, because
they see us as different from them. They are
called “Similis” because “The bad copy of the
Earthlings” sounded bad. And nobody likes
Earthlings, am I right?

GARAT
Nobody likes Earthlings, maybe just those
crazy Sphaericus

PALLOK
You’re right. So at this point you have 2
possibilities. You can not believe a single
word of mine and kill me now to wash away the
offense received. You will live your life as
the Queen of Vetrameco until a younger and
stronger one kills you

GARAT
You have courage man
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PALLOK
(almost yelling)

Or you can join me and Karrok in this war.
Gather the army, get it off this mountain.
Take these women to fight in the greatest
battle Vrokja has ever seen

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN
(shouting)

WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR!

GARAT
(shouting louder than the others)

WWWWWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRR!

PALLOK smiles
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EPISODE 13: Women

158 EXT. VADILONIA/IN FRONT OF THE WALLS - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Vadilonia - July 1, 2050

FURUT and GOYALE lead the ARMY OF FURUT (RADDERIAN
WARRIORS).
LUSUT, ARTHUR, HANS are immediately behind.
The city walls are made of stone and very high.
The Multicopter flies over the City to acquire
information.
The city seems to be entirely populated by women
(because the men are safe in a building in the center
of the city)

GOYALE
Shall we attack?

FURUT
I prefer to talk first. We have no hostile
intentions towards them

ARTHUR
Then we shouldn’t have come under their walls
with an army.

FURUT
I think you’re right, Arthur. Let’s hope we
haven’t sent the wrong message

159 EXT. VADILONIA/ABOVE THE WALLS - DAY

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1
Why are we not attacking yet?

VADILONIAN ARCHER 2
They are too far away, we would only waste
arrows

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1
Certainly you others would. I can hit anyone
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VADILONIAN ARCHER 2
Don’t be silly

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1
How much do you want to bet?

VADILONIAN ARCHER 2
If you can hit one of those Radderians at
random, I’ll make you fuck one of my husbands

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1
What if I get the Chieftain?

VADILONIAN ARCHER 2
I’ll let you fuck them all. But if you fail,
I’ll fuck one of your

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1
I’m there

VADILONIAN ARCHER 1 shoots the arrow.

160 EXT. VADILONIA/IN FRONT OF THE WALLS - DAY

The arrow pierces the head of GOYALE who instantly dies

HANS
Attack!

HANS runs towards the gate of Vadilonia, while shouting
and firing his rifle at the VADILONIAN ARCHERS on the
walls, some of whom fall below.
RADDERIANS WARRIORS follow HANS running.
FURUT, ARTHUR and LUSUT remain behind.

FURUT
Hans, what the fuck! Arthur, Lusut, let’s
follow them

FURUT, ARTHUR and LUSUT follow the others running.
Thousands of arrows are fired and many RADDERIANS
WARRIORS die instantly or are trampled by others during
the race towards the closed doors.
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When the RADDERIANS WARRIORS impact against the tall
wooden doors, these unhinge and fall backwards,
destroying some buildings in Vadilonia.
RADDERIANS WARRIORS enter

161 EXT. VADILONIA/PAVED STREETS - DAY

Various combat actions, with bows, swords, shields and
spears.
RADDERIANS WARRIORS and VADILONIANS (VADILONIAN ARCHERS
+ VADILONIAN HOPLITE WOMEN)(VADILONIAN ARCHERS +
VADILONIAN HOPLITE WOMEN) are in equal forces.
The battle lasts an hour.
FURUT, ARTHUR, HANS and LUSUT, also participate in the
clashes but are slightly advantaged because they have
laser rifles.

162 EXT. VADILONIA/PAVED STREETS - DAY

FURUT (alive) is lying on the ground

FURUT
(shouting on the radio)

Aleksandra, we are about to be annihilated.
Attack! Now!

The multicopter descends very quickly in vertical
flight and stops a few centimeters above the ground.
ALEKSANDRA opens fire from the multicopter while MELOG
throws some grenades from the open side door.
The VADILONIANS (VADILONIAN ARCHERS + VADILONIAN
HOPLITE WOMEN) surrender and throw down their weapons.

FURUT
(shouting)

Radderians, cease fire.

RADDERIAN WARRIOR 1
What fire?

FURUT
(shouting)

Radderians, stop fighting.

EVERYONE stops fighting.
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VADILONIAN HOPLITE 1 and VADILONIAN HOPLITE 2 approach
the glass and stare at ALEKSANDRA.
Then they look in amazement at MELOG

VADILONIAN HOPLITE 1
Is this yours?

ALEKSANDRA
Pretty much

VADILONIAN HOPLITE  2
You fight side by side with men?

ALEKSANDRA
Yes, always

VADILONIAN HOPLITE  2
Against women?

ALEKSANDRA
No, never

VADILONIAN HOPLITE  1
Can we trust your friends?

ALEKSANDRA
Yes

FURUT approaches

FURUT
Noble warriors, as we are no longer killing
each other, maybe it’s time to clarify what
happened. We did not come to move war on you,
but only to ask you if you wanted to join my
army.

VADILONIAN HOPLITE 1
If the army is yours, why is she driving this
thing?

FURUT
A gift from me, for my strongest warrior
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VADILONIAN HOPLITE 1
If we fight for you, how many slaves will we
have?

FURUT
The entire Space Army. Or at least those who
will remain alive

VADILONIAN HOPLITE 1
Defeated fighters as slaves. Great. We don’t
like weak slaves here in Vadilonia

163 INT. MULTICOPTER - NIGHT

ARTHUR, HANS, ALEKSANDRA, MELOG, LUSUT listen to FURUT

FURUT
The idea is to attack the Mutantis with these
2 armies

LUSUT gestures

FURUT
That’s right Lusut, we have lost too many
Radderians and they have lost too many
Vadilonian. An attack like this would be
suicide

LUSUT makes another gesture

FURUT
Strumton you say? I don’t know, on foot by
here is a pain in the ass, we also have
injuries

HANS
If the wounded slow us down I can kill them
tonight in their sleep

FURUT
Surely it would make us shorten our march by
a few days. Ok, Hans kill them but don’t get
caught. You others, get a good sleep:
tomorrow we leave for Strumton.
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FURUT falls asleep exhausted.
HANS exist while playing with the knife

ARTHUR
What is Strumton?

164 INT. TRAP CAVERN/HQ ROOM - DARK

Overlay: Vrokja - Trap Cavern - July 3, 2050

KARROK is arguing with his most trusted warrior chiefs
in front of a map on a table depicting the cavern.
The colored pins indicate the soldiers of the Similis
and the Mutantis

KARROK
We have been fighting in this cavern for a
week and the situation is not going well at
all. How did they manage to create 15 new
Desert Regiments from scratch in just a few
days?

KARROK’S CAPTAIN 1
They are so desperate that they have enlisted
from the age of 14. We are killing kids

KARROK’S CAPTAIN 2
A kid with a laser rifle or neutron grenade
immediately ceases to be a kid. It’s a threat
to the life of all of us. Especially to the
life of our children and our elderly

KARROK’S CAPTAIN 3
Being short of men, we had to ask our wives
to descend into the danger of the battlefield
as bait for those uniformed beasts. And we
asked our children to hide in other houses,
as if there was something to hide in our
nature. This, for me, was a dishonor that I
bear as a burden
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KARROK’S CAPTAIN 4
But why can’t we give up on them? I just want
to go back to Rasalia and rebuild my house
from scratch. I want it identical to how it
was before the war, no more, no less.

KARROK
You are all right. Everyone. Millennia of
evolution have shaped us to surrender to the
enemy. And it is obvious that it is the right
thing to do. But we can’t do the right thing
here. We have to do the wrong thing. Follow
me

KARROK and KARROK’S CAPTAINS exit

165 INT. TRAP CAVERN/OUT OF HQ ROOM - CONTINUOUS

KARROK speaks to a multitude of MUTANTIS REBELS

KARROK
Today, we will die

MUTANTIS REBELS look perplexed
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KARROK
All Mutantis inside this cavern will die
today. The only ones to be saved will be
those who are not here today to fight: our
children. There is a problem. Those soldiers,
when they finish killing us, will go house to
house to find our children. To kill every
single Mutantis. They don’t care that we are
the most peaceful humans on both planets,
they want to eliminate us. But we will stop
them. We will kill so many, but so many, that
the few survivors will no longer have the
strength to fight and when the battle is over
they will return home to cry. They must
understand that it is too dangerous to
disturb us. We have to do it. For our
children.

MUTANTIS REBELS
For our children!

KARROK
With our sacrifice, our children will grow.
And they will read our deeds. How, before we
were exterminated, we, the Mutantis, fought.
How, wounded and badly armed, we fought. How
we killed every soldier we could. How happy
we ran towards death.

KARROK
(screams)

To death!

MUTANTIS REBELS
(screams)

To death!

MUTANTIS REBELS stand up and rushes towards the
direction where the enemy is in the distance

166 INT. TRAP CAVERN/NARROW PASSAGE - DARK

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R19-P5-* and MUTANTIS REBELS
fight in a narrow passageway of the cavern that is very
reminiscent of the trenches of the First World War.
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The fights are also similar.
Some soldiers and some mutantis use the rifle.
Others fight with their bare hands because they lost
their weapon.
Many corpses.
Broken rifles, damaged by grenade explosions, lie on
the ground.
KARROK is very energetic, fights hard and incites
others

167 INT. TRAP CAVERN/MEDIUM SIZE AREA - DARK

S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R19-P5-ALPHA-PRIVATE1 is about to
kill a MUTANTIS REBEL when his head is ripped clean
from behind.
Behind the soldier, MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 2 holds the head in
her hands and throws it at
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R19-P5-ALPHA-PRIVATE2 in the
face, causing him to faint from the blow.
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R19-P5-ALPHA-PRIVATE3 shoots her
but misses her aim.
She kills him by ripping off his head.
Then she steals his rifle.

168 INT. TRAP CAVERN/LARGE SIZE AREA - DARK

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN run against the
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-*, some firing from stolen
rifles, others with their bare hands.
The soldiers are frightened and are decimated in the
battle

169 INT. TRAP CAVERN/NARROW PASSAGEWAY - DARK

KARROK and S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R28-P8-SH-PRIVATE4
fight with their bare hands.
KARROK is about to be killed.
S.ARMY-SIMILIS-DESERT-R28-P8-SH-PRIVATE4 dies from
laser rifle shot

170 INT. TRAP CAVERN/NARROW PASSAGEWAY - CONTINUOUS

PALLOK just saved KARROK by firing his rifle.
Besides PALLOK, some MAGNAUXOR WOMEN
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PALLOK
We won!

KARROK
What? We won?

PALLOK
All dead. From the first to the last. There
are no more Desert Regiment

KARROK
There are no more, now

PALLOK
What optimism! Come on, enjoy the victory
with the others.

171 EXT. TRAP CAVERN/OUTSIDE - NIGHT

All MUTANTIS REBELS and MAGNAUXOR WOMEN have a giant
bonfire party.
Some MUTANTIS REBELS get hit in the balls to change sex
and get fucked as women by other MUTANTIS REBELS.
Other MUTANTIS REBELS have sex with the MAGNAUXOR
WOMEN.
A drunken MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3 expels a tiny egg from her
vagina

172 EXT. TRAP CAVERN/OUTSIDE - CONTINUOUS

KARROK and PALLOK are speaking in front of the bonfire

KARROK
But... if it took you 40 days to reach them,
alone, how did an entire army got here in 3
days?

PALLOK
Well, on the way back we were downhill. And
they carried me in their arms to not have to
keep up with me.
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KARROK
Is that all?

PALLOK
Ok, there was also a shorter path that I
didn’t know anything about.

KARROK and PALLOK burst out laughing

KARROK
I put you in danger by sending you to
Vetrameco. The Magnauxors could have killed
you.

PALLOK
I thought so at some point. Garat was about
to tear my head off because I had stopped her
rape of the husband of her enemy

KARROK
Nice girl. But if I didn’t, none of us would
be alive now.

PALLOK
True. It’s all right. Let’s enjoy the party

KARROK
You have to go to another city for me

PALLOK
In case the Space Army will attack us again?

KARROK
For when they certainly will

PALLOK
They finished the troops

KARROK
At the risk of resorting even to the Earth
troops, I’m sure they will attack us.
Tomorrow morning you leave for Sdubo Florp
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PALLOK
Sdubo Florp? Never a near place. Or a quiet
place

KARROK
Near? Our neighbors are right here in front
of you. Almost decimated.
Quiet? We don’t need quiet people. We need to
ally ourselves as soon as possible with Sdubo
Florp’s Venenumphallus

PALLOK
Ok, I’m leaving tomorrow morning

KARROK
Thanks my friend
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EPISODE 14: New players

173 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - 5 July 2050

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Someone here has decided to really spoil my
summer. Are you telling me that the entire
Desert Division has been decimated?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
There are very few survivors at the moment:
some soldiers have managed to escape and
report. But we are talking about less than 30
people in total. From what we know the Desert
Division was about to annihilate the Mutantis
when another army arrived to give support to
the Mutantis.

Our men got stuck in a pincer movement, with
Karrok’s men inside the cavern and the
Magnauxors warriors outside

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Magna what?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Homo Magnauxor. Our anthropologists say they
are a minor species of Vrokja, so far seen
only in the city-state of Vetrameco.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Of course. And what are these men like?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The men of the Magnauxor are 1 meter and 20
tall, frail and helpless. They are not the
problem. Their women are the problem. They
are 3 meters tall and strong enough to tear
off a head with their own hands. If hit in
non-vital places by a laser rifle they seem
to feel no pain
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
The Desert Division annihilated by unarmed
women. I hope that it will not be known to
general public

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The Space Army can get rid of Mutantis and
Magnauxor in one fell swoop. Mr. Minister,
Space Marines, Space Air Force and Space Navy
use Earth troops. We tried to use the Similis
in order to reduce earthling losses, but the
Similis proved not to be up to par. Just
authorize me to use ground troops on Vrokja.
Or declare unconditional surrender

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Earth troops authorized to make contact with
the enemy

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
To which degree of danger?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Highest grade

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I transmit the order

174 INT. RASALIA/RUBBLE OF A HOUSE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Rubble of Rasalia - July 7, 2050

SPD SPY 1
Are you getting a taste for commanding, huh?

KARROK
Not at all. Half of mine want to rebuild
Rasalia and live in peace, another half want
to propose to the Similis, who have not
joined the Space Army yet, to ally with us,
and another half wants to exterminate them
all.
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SPD SPY 1
3 half?

KARROK
You know what I mean

SPD SPY 1
And the Magnauxor?

KARROK
They just want to catch males to rape, but
they are very disappointed because they find
non-Magnauxor males too ugly and tall

SPD SPY 1
By the way, where did the Magnauxors come
from?

KARROK
You ask many questions

SPD SPY 1
Now you don’t trust me anymore?

KARROK
I don’t trust anyone

SPD SPY 1
In theory you do well. In any case, I just
came to warn you. The Space Army will attack
you. They will also use Earth troops

KARROK
I knew they would!

SPD SPY 1
The attack will be in 11 days

KARROK
I only have 11 days to prepare the defenses?
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SPD SPY 1
No. You have 11 days to hide thousands of
people. Rasalia is the first thing they will
attack, I don’t know why you have been so
stupid to come back. If a Space Air Force
fighter sees you, and passes the information
over to the Space Army, they’d probably hit
you sooner

KARROK
But you said the Space Air Force has other
plans and can’t think of us

SPD SPY 1
True. But people change their minds. I
wouldn’t waste a second if I were you. And
don’t make the same mistake of putting them
all in one cavern. Really. It was a huge
nonsense

KARROK
Where should I put them?

SPD 1 SPY
Scattered in many different houses, as you
did for the children. And hit the Space Army
in small groups, maybe composed of 2 people,
like the first time you hit Rasalia.

KARROK
Okay, we’ll do this. We will hide in the
houses and fight a little at a time

SPD SPY 1
Not you. You will have to hide much better.
Go north, only there you will be safe

KARROK
Should I ask my warriors to fight while I
flee?
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SPD SPY 1
Yes. Or you can ask your warriors to fight
with your corpse, as the entire Space Army is
printing photos of your face. In my opinion,
whoever shoots you will have a nice
promotion.

KARROK
Okay thank you. You can go

SPD SPY 1 exits

KARROK
(softly, speaking to himself)

I wonder if they’ll give that promotion to
you after you shoot me. To avoid the risk, I
go South instead of North

175 EXT. NATOKA/SQUARE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Natoka - July 18, 2050

The city of Natoka is full of
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-* from Earth.
ASDRU, the mayor, welcomes them.
NULUL is overlooking the window of his own house

ASDRU
Friends from Earth, I welcome you to our
city. It is a small town, but we are a
welcoming population. Tell me what I can do
to make you feel at home and I will.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

Deliver us all the Mutantis and Magnauxors
you hide, and we will let you live

ASDRU
I gladly would, but we don’t have any.
Magnauxors are 3 meters tall and hate
cowards. Do you really think we could hide
them?
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

The Mutantis? We know they’ve been here

ASDRU
Yes, some have been here in the past, but I
haven’t seen them in weeks

NULUL
Mayor tells the truth about adults. But we
are full of Mutantis children

ASDRU
Don’t listen to him. He hates me just because
they elected me instead of him as mayor.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

How do we recognize Mutantis children?

NULUL
Simple. Take a boy and kick him in the balls.
If he becomes a girl, he’s a Mutantis. If he
remains a kid, apologize, he is one of us.

ASDRU
What madness. These are lies. There are
thousands of children in this town, no one
would kick every single child in the balls,
right? Am I Right?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLONEL picks up a MUTANTIS
KID 1 (boy).
He kicks him the balls.
The kid becomes MUTANTIS KID 1 (girl)

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

(to NULUL)
Thanks good man

NULUL smiles.
ASDRU stares at him with hate
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

(shouting in all directions)
Bring all the children in town: both Similis
and Mutantis. So maybe we also avoid breaking
down the door of all your houses

176 INT. SDUBO FLORP/AUDIENCE HALL - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Sdubo Florp, Audience Hall - 1
August 2050

PUSPIL (The King) is on the throne
PALLOK in front to him
Many VENENUMPHALLUS MEN in the room

PUSPIL
You don’t need to introduce yourself, Pallok,
emissary of Karrok. I already know all about
your skirmishes with the Space Army

PALLOK
Skirmishes?

PUSPIL
Yes, skirmishes, not battles. You and Karrok
don’t even know what real war is. You’ve had
a couple of good insights, I recognize it.
You were good at understanding that a pussy
is always the best bait for a soldier who
hasn’t fucked for months

Some VENENUMPHALLUS MEN giggle

PUSPIL
You understood that with your few troops you
would have done better to hide in caverns
than to attack them in the open field. Sure,
anyone would have gotten there, but I never
expect sensible choices by Mutantis

Others VENENUMPHALLUS MEN giggle
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PUSPIL
But if you knew War, as I do, you wouldn’t
have made the mistake of thinking you could
defeat the Space Army by yourself

PALLOK
Maybe we won’t do it alone, but for this very
reason I came here to offer you an alliance
with us

PUSPIL
You came here, of course, but only to make
other mistakes. Last month you went to the
Magnauxor in Vetrameco. Thinking that they
are an ally to contact before us is already a
mistake. But Thinking that we want to be your
allies or Magnauxors allies, it is really
madness

PALLOK
The Magnauxors have torn off the heads of our
enemies. What did you do?

PUSPIL
I enjoyed the show from the comfort of my
throne. My informants made me laugh out loud
as they told me about your desert battle
parodies. I know that Magnauxors are tall and
have this great passion for cutting off
heads. But that’s not war. When you fight,
you use the hunting knives or rifles stolen
from the enemy, some of you don’t even know
how to aim. We fight using only one weapon,
which is part of us, from the day we come
into the world. We are warriors, you are
clowns

PALLOK
I know why you need to insult us

PUSPIL
Why?
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PALLOK
(aloud, to be heard by everyone)

Because everyone discriminate against
Venenumphallus people

PUSPIL
Do you hope to touch us and maybe make us cry
tears?

PALLOK
Discriminated for millennia. We all know the
sayings about you, right? “Poisonous like one
of Sdubo Florp”. Or "It’s better to have a
dead daughter than one married to a
Venenumphallus". You hid up here to escape
discrimination.

Many VENENUMPHALLUS MEN look at PALLOK with hostility

PUSPIL
They also discriminate against you Mutantis

PALLOK
Yes, they did, for centuries. But now they’ve
got to the point where they want to kill us
all

PUSPIL
(sarcastic)

And now you will tell me that after killing
the Mutantis and the Magnauxors, the Space
Army will come to conquer Sdubo Florp. Your
reasoning is flawless

PALLOK
I see that we understand each other
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PUSPIL
Not even a little. When the Space Army is
done with you, will it come here? Then I will
await them here. I do not leave my city
unguarded. Also here we have a better chance
of defending ourselves, it is an inexpugnable
city since we built it. Following you would
only decrease our chances of survival.

PALLOK
Now I understand. Surviving is the only thing
that interests you. And, as you said before,
"Enjoy the show from your throne". Go on.
Stay on your throne. Laugh at our losses.
Fight only in danger of death. And continue
to rule this arid mountain, which you call
Sdubo Florp

PUSPIL
First you try with emotions, now with insults

PALLOK
We are fighting, but not to survive. Not only
that at least. We fight not to be
discriminated against. For our right to be
Homo Mutantis. For our right to live in our
city, as we say. For our right to change sex
every time we fight

Some VENENUMPHALLUS MEN giggle

PALLOK
Yes, it is our right to change sex. For the
Magnauxor it’s a right to have female
warriors and male slaves. For you it’s a
right to have a poisonous cock

Some shout their approval, others are outraged by the
comparison
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PALLOK
You can stay here and defend your city.
History will remind you, at best, as guys,
who no girl wanted to have sex with, who
defended themselves from a siege. Or you can
go to war today. You can exterminate whoever
wants to exterminate us. And go down in
history as the warriors who saved the Great
Red and perhaps all of Vrokja

PALLOK remains silent for a minute

PUSPIL
I have decided. We will not be locked up in
our city while you play war. But we will not
be under you, we will never take orders from
you or from Karrok. We will be your allies,
as long as we deem it right to be. We will
fight, because we want it. And we will save
your ass, so that we can face it for
centuries

Everyone of VENENUMPHALLUS MEN screams with excitement

177 INT. SDUBO FLORP/BEDROOM OF THE KING - NIGHT

COSTRILLA (the Queen) is sucking the penis of PUSPIL
(the King).
A blue liquid continuously comes out of the penis as it
is sucked

COSTRILLA
Damn, it had been years since you had so much
poison with one blowjob.

PUSPIL
I hadn’t been so horny for years. Tomorrow
morning we leave for the war. This city will
regain the glory lost for too many centuries
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COSTRILLA
It will be such a great glory

PUSPIL
It will

COSTRILLA
Maybe a glory that could be divided between 2
cities?

PUSPIL
We’re not talking about your brother Costruk
again, aren’t we?

COSTRILLA
Fighting with the Mutantis and Magnauxors is
fine, but fighting with your brother-in-law,
isn’t it?

PUSPIL
You know the question is more complex than
that

COSTRILLA
No, I don’t know. Go ahead. Explain it to me.
Why can’t Sdubo Florp and Offonbork be
allies?

PUSPIL
We are different species, we are Homo
Venenumphallus, they are Homo Polypusphallus

COSTRILLA looks at him puzzled

PUSPIL
Ok, Homo Mutantis and Homo Magnauxor are also
other species. Indeed, even more different
than us. It is that between the cities of
Sdubo Florp and Offonbork there have always
been tensions
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COSTRILLA
That my father and your father have solved
very well with an arranged marriage. You had
me, and Costruk had your sister Puspilla

PUSPIL
Of course! And if only one heir would have
been born from these 2 marriages, he would
one day rule both cities. If one had been
born for both of us, each would have ruled a
city, as your brother and I already do. But 0
were born. You and my sister couldn’t do the
one thing we asked you to do: get pregnant!

COSTRILLA bursts into tears

PUSPIL
Sorry, I didn’t mean that

COSTRILLA
(with her voice choked with tears)

In so many years you had never accused me of
not having given you a child

PUSPIL
Sorry, I didn’t mean that

COSTRILLA
Yes, you meant it. You wanted to say that for
years. How long have you been keeping it
inside?

PUSPIL
No. Yes. Since before we got married,
actually. Here I said it. I have always been
afraid that, being of 2 different species, we
would never be able to have a child. Or that
your brother Costruk and my sister Puspilla
couldn’t have it. But my father didn’t listen
to me, he was sure the two of us would have
it and the two of us wouldn’t. So that one
day his son’s son would rule over both cities
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COSTRILLA
My father had the same hopes for Costruk. He
also wanted his son’s son to rule. None of
our fathers were interested in seeing their
daughter’s son in power. Not to mention his
daughter’s daughter. We, as women, are just
wombs to churn out babies, ready to move from
the father’s house to the husband’s house

PUSPIL
You know I don’t see you like that. Maybe
before I got married, I could only consider
you as the future mother of my children, but
since our first night of love, everything has
changed

PUSPIL caresses COSTRILLA’s face

PUSPIL
I wouldn’t change you for 1000 women of my
species. I love you and only you

COSTRILLA
But?

PUSPIL
But we are not just husband and wife. We are
King and Queen. We have duties to the people,
as my sister and your brother have duties to
Offonbork people

COSTRILLA
And the supreme duty is to defend the people

PUSPIL
Obviously

COSTRILLA
So let me be the Queen. While you march
towards the Great Red I will go to Offonbork
in disguise. I’ll talk to my brother Costruk
and your sister Puspilla, I’ll tell them
about the threat from the Space Army and I’ll
ask them to send their army to your rescue
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PUSPIL
And would Costruk do it?

COSTRILLA
He dislikes you, but not so much to let you
die

PUSPIL
What would I do without you?

178 EXT. SDUBO FLORP/SQUARE - DAY

VENENUMPHALLUS MEN are preparing to leave

PUSPIL
Are you sure you don’t want to go down to the
valley with us?

PALLOK
I can’t, I have to go find another ally for
Karrok

PUSPIL
There is no city higher than this that I know
of. Surely you will have to go down to the
valley with us

PALLOK
It is true that I will have to go down. But
first I’ll have to go up. The place I am
headed is not on this side of the mountain.

PUSPIL and PALLOK look at the snow-capped peak.

PUSPIL
It will not be an easy climbing. Good luck

179 INT. STRUMTON/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Strumton - August 1, 2050

STRUMKIL (the King) and his 3 STRUMTONIAN GENERALS look
at a map on the table
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STRUMKIL
And so, an army of Radderians and Vadilonians
prepares to conquer us

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
Majesty, we do not yet know their intentions.
Maybe they don’t want to conquer us, maybe it
was a spontaneous alliance between the 2
cities and they might want Strumton to be the
third. Maybe there is a bigger goal they want
to conquer with us

STRUMKIL
Bigger? Bigger than Strumton?

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1 and STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 2 stare
at STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
No, majesty, nothing is bigger than Strumton

STRUMKIL
So are you making fun of your King?

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
No, no, that is, no, I ... I meant a city
much uglier than Strumtom, but bigger ... in
size

STRUMKIL
So Strumton is ugly for you. Good to know.
And always according to you, in an alliance
it must be contacted after Radder and
Vadilonia. Did I get it right?

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
(crying)

No, your majesty, no.

STRUMKIL
So I don’t understand. Evidently your King is
too stupid to understand you.

STRUMKIL nods
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STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
(crying)

No, majesty, not in prison, not in prison

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 1 and STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 2
grab STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1 who tries to wriggle out

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 1
(crying)

No, your majesty, nooooooooooo

The 2 STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN come out dragging officer

STRUMKIL
War Plane?

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 2
Ready. The battle will take place tomorrow
morning in the Plain of Heroes, so that our
beloved ruler can see the troops defeat the
enemy

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 3
Majesty, also by doing so you will be able to
see with your own eyes which swordsmen fight
with little ardor and condemn them to prison
as soon as the battle is over

STRUMKIL
(smiling)

Well

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 3 comes in running

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 3
Majesty, a woman has just come. She says she
is from Vadilonia and that she came to bring
you a message
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STRUMKIL
A woman? How disgusting. War is no longer a
thing for men either

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 3
Do I take her to the prison?

STRUMKIL
Usually I would say yes, but we would not
give the right message to the enemy. Tear her
to pieces and catapult her body into them

180 EXT. STRUMTON/OUT OF TOWN - DAY

a VADILONIAN HEAD is thrown out of town and rests at
HANS’s feet.
HANS plays with his head and then passes it to ARTHUR
with a kick.

HANS
How did you say Arthur? “Let’s send a woman,
they’re so good at talking”

ARTHUR
Eh

FURUT
Arthur’s idea wasn’t wrong in the beginning.
It just didn’t work. Hans, are you able to
infiltrate and bring us some useful
information?

HANS
I’ll be back tomorrow morning

LUSUT gestures

FURUT
(laughing)

Yes, let’s hope he doesn’t come back with the
catapult

181 EXT. STRUMTON/STREET - DAY
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HANS, wearing a cloak to cover his uniform, stalks some
STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN in armor

182 EXT. STRUMTON/OUTER WALL OF THE PRISON - DAY

On a huge wall there are hundreds of enormous holes.
From these, as if they were big glory holes, the
buttocks and testicles of the STRUMTON’S PRISONERS
exit.
Under each one, there’s a sign with the crime
committed.
Most have committed minor crimes such as offending the
ruler.
Lots of STRUMTON PEOPLE rape them in the anus and punch
them on the testicles.
The cries of pain of the prisoners are heard muffled.
STRUMTON SELLER 1 (behind a stall) calls HANS

STRUMTON SELLER 1
Are you interested in buying a brass knuckle?
I have friends who preferred to punch them in
the balls with their bare hands and hurt
their knuckles

HANS
Of course I want a brass knuckles

HANS buys the brass knuckles.
HANS hits many prisoners with it, going up and down the
wall to hit many of them.
HANS is calm and happy as he does it

183 EXT. STRUMTON/OUTER WALL OF THE PRISON - NIGHT

HANS is exhausted and no longer has the energy to beat
more prisoners

184 INT. MARINES TENT - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Strumton - August 2, 2050

FURUT and HANS have been talking for a while.
LUSUT sleeps
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FURUT
Yes, yes, I understand

HANS
If you want to keep them in your hand, you
have to scare them with the prison. That’s
the only thing they fear

FURUT
(raising his voice)

I said I understand!

ARTHUR wakes up

FURUT
Good morning Arthur. Ready for battle?

ARTHUR
Ready to kill

FURUT
Well, that’s the spirit. Wake up Lusut

FURUT
(on the radio)

Aleksandra, are you and Melog in position?
Have you been spotted?

ALEKSANDRA
(voice from the radio)

Melog and me in position. They have not seen
us

FURUT
(on the radio)

Get ready, but do nothing

185 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE - DAY

ARMY OF FURUT (RADDERIAN WARRIORS + VADILONIANS
HOPLITES) and ARMY OF STRUMKIL (STRUMKIL + STRUMTONIAN
GENERALS + STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN) are lined up one
against the other, ready for the pitched battle
FURUT takes a few steps forward
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FURUT
(shouting at the enemy army)

I know why you are here. Your liar King has
told you that we are here to conquer you. He
lied to you when he said we are here to take
your beloved city away from you. Nothing
could be more false. I am here to free you
from the tyrant

186 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN look at each other perplexed

STRUMKIL
(shouting to FURUT and to his own men)

It is not the first time that an invader
pretends to be a liberator. Are you gonna
tell my subjects that they have to get rid of
me? For what, to be your subjects? To march
under the Great Red sun? Your soldiers are
wounded, hungry and tired after so many days
of marching. Mine are fresh and better armed.
Your hope of defeating us in battle is
ridiculous. You will never be the King of
Strumton

187 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

FURUT
(shouting, to the enemy army)

Never wanted to be

188 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN burst out laughing
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189 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

FURUT
(shouting, to the enemy army)

It is none of my business who is the King of
your city. I have come to free you from your
tyrant, I am not interested in the King

190 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

STRUMKIL
(in a low voice, to STRUMTONIAN GENERAL

3)
What is he saying? King and Tyrant are the
same, right?

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 3
Certainly Majesty

191 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

FURUT
(shouting, to the enemy army)

You have been told that if you lose the
battle, you will all be killed by me. False.
I don’t want to kill you or be your King. You
have been told that if you win it, those who
have fought with strength and courage will
have nothing to lose. Maybe true. Just as you
have been told that those who flee or fight
with little enthusiasm will be sentenced to
prison. Certainly true

192 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN listen carefully
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193 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

FURUT
(shouting to enemy army)

If I kill your King, another would take his
place. But the true Tyrant would continue to
lead. Did you understand what I mean?

FURUT stares at everyone in silence.

FURUT
(yelling at the enemy army)

The Prison is your Tyrant. I have come to
abolish the prison. Turn around. Kill your
King. And I will free you.

194 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

Very few STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN turn around.
STRUMTONIAN GENERALS see who turned around

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 4
I have a cousin in prison. Is he serious?

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMAN 5
Fuck if I know. But I have an uncle in prison

195 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/FURUT SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

FURUT
(shouting, to the enemy army)

I hoped to succeed at first try, but I was
pretty sure you would need some help

FURUT
(on the radio)

Aleksandra, Melog, proceed

A laser rifle shot from the sky (the multicopter is not
seen) hits the entrance door of the prison (not seen
too).
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FURUT
(shouting at the enemy army)

The prison door has just exploded. The guards
defending the prison are all dead. My men are
releasing all prisoners

ARTHUR
(softly to LUSUT)

Really? Or is it a bluff?

LUSUT gestures that he doesn’t know

FURUT
(shouting to the enemy army)

In a few minutes your relatives in prison are
here. They come behind you. Pissed off.
Incredibly pissed off. And they will see you.
They will be able to see you facing them in
battle, while simultaneously facing my men. A
perfect pincer maneuver. Or they can hug you
after seeing you cut off the head of your
current King

196 EXT. STRUMTON/PLAIN OF HEROES/STRUMKIL SIDE -
CONTINUOUS

All STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN turns around.
STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 3 stabs the STRUMKIL with his
dagger

STRUMKIL
(dying voice)

Congratulations. I would have done the same
if I were you

STRUMTONIAN GENERAL 3
(shouting to FURUT and to his own men)

Thank you for freeing us, stranger. I am the
new King of Sdubo Florp and I welcome you and
your men to my city

197 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY
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MELOG
And once again the credits go to men! And no
one will ever remember the woman who blew up
the prison

ALEKSANDRA
Exaggerated! I only hit the first door, I
didn’t free anyone. More a vandalism than an
action of war

MELOG
Yes, but I don’t know if those below know how
to fly. If you weren’t here, thousands of
people wouldn’t have seen the laser rifle
shot above their heads. Does it all go to
you?

ALEKSANDRA
Do you want some survival advice from someone
twice your age?

MELOG
Sure

ALEKSANDRA
Never take the merits of what you’re doing
right. So it will be easier not to blame
yourself for the mistakes you make

MELOG
I don’t make mistakes

ALEKSANDRA
You’re an idiot, Melog
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EPISODE 15: Come in peace

198 EXT. MOUNTAIN TRAILS - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Mountains between Sdubo Florp and
Offonbork - August 15, 2050

COSTRILLA is walking along a steep path, looking down
for not falling.
Unintentionally, she slams into the back of CHULUN and
AVGAN and slides to the ground.
She is terrified

CHULUN
Are you alright ma’am?

CHULUN  holds out his hand to help her get up.
COSTRILLA gets up by herself

COSTRILLA
Yes, I’m fine, thanks

AVGAN
Thank goodness, these rocks can be so pointed
and you don’t even have fur to cushion your
falls mylady ... by the way, we didn’t make
any presentations. I’m Professor Avgan, from
Yeti University

CHULUN
And I’m Chulun, also from the Yeti University

COSTRILLA
Nice to meet you

AVGAN
My colleague and I were so engrossed in
studying the ridge that we didn’t even hear
you coming

COSTRILLA
Yes, I was lost in my thoughts too
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AVGAN
Can I assume you are a geographer colleague?

COSTRILLA
No, I’m just passing through. I’m going away
immediately

AVGAN
Too bad! An extra hand would have been useful
for studying erosive phenomena at high
altitudes. I am not wasting any more of your
time. Good day mysterious lady

COSTRILLA
Good day

COSTRILLA goes away. Then she stops and goes back.

COSTRILLA
I am Costrilla

AVGAN
Nice to meet you Costrilla

COSTRILLA
Costrilla, the Queen of Sdubo Florp

AVGAN
I think it is the City-State of the Homo
Venenumphallus, right? I have never had the
pleasure of conversing with you
Venenumphallus. This is turning out to be a
very pleasant day of discovery

COSTRILLA
My husband is a Venenumphallus, and all our
people are Venenumphallus too. But I’m
originally from Offonbork. I am the sister of
King Costruk
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AVGAN
So you must be a Homo Polypusphallus. I beg
your pardon if I have make confusion, you
know, for us Homo Montis, people of other
species are all so similar

COSTRILLA
No offense, don’t worry. Among other things,
the women of Sdubo Florp and Offonbork are
identical for us too. And we only recognize
the men if they are naked

EVERYONE laugh

COSTRILLA
Are you always so kind to strangers?

AVGAN
Yes, of course. There is never a reason to be
crude or rude

COSTRILLA
I would feel guilty if I didn’t warn you of
the danger

CHULUN
Which danger?

COSTRILLA
The war is coming

CHULUN
We have heard rumors of the war going on in
the Great Red, a clash between Similis and
Mutantis, they told us. Is there a risk that
the conflict will reach up here?

COSTRILLA
He has already come this far

CHULUN
We haven’t seen troops go up
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COSTRILLA
Don’t go up, but go down. My husband left 2
weeks ago with the main army, and I’m going
to ask my brother to be his ally. I don’t
know where it will be fought, but if we want
to be sure that the conflict does not reach
us here ...

CHULUN
... we must go to the conflict. Thank you for
the Costrilla information. We will report
this news to the university. Yeti

COSTRILLA
Now I really have to go

AVGAN
Good luck

COSTRILLA goes away

CHULUN
Can we trust what She told us?

AVGAN
As they say on Earth “Trust but verify”. The
university council needs to know that the
conflict is spreading to the mountain towns

199 EXT. OB FESTOKO VALLEY/WEST ENTRANCE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Ob Festoko Valley, west entrance -
August 22, 2050

A very huge new billboard says: “Welcome Furut. Welcome
valiant warriors of Furut. Ob Festoko welcomes you”.
Another older sign says "Ob Festoko, 15 days walk"
(with an arrow).
Another sign, very worn, has the image of a naked woman
with the inscription “Come to Ob Festoko”
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ARTHUR
The sign with the boobs in the wind is so old
that now those boobs will arrive on the
ground

FURUT
Yes, but the billboard with my name is new. I
didn’t think the rumors were going around so
fast in the Great Red

LUSUT makes a gesture

FURUT
You’re right. I cannot pretend to go
unnoticed by wandering through the Great Red,
or through the valleys, with 3 armies.

HANS
For me it’s a trap to kill us all. Shall we
kill them first?

FURUT
Hans, that might be a good B plan

The Multicopter comes from Ob Festoko

ALEKSANDRA
(voice from the radio)

Recon completed. They are preparing
something, they are building some buildings,
and also some wooden structures

HANS
It’s a trap

FURUT
(on the radio)

Aleksandra, Could it be a trap?

ALEKSANDRA
(voice from the radio)

I doubt it, it sounds more like a welcome
committee
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FURUT
Come on soldiers. Ob Festoko is calling us!

200 INT. NATOKA/EXTEMPORARY PRISON - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Natoka - 22 August 2050

Various MUTANTIS REBELS (PRISONERS) are immobilized
with their hands spread apart, handcuffed to a beam at
the top and their legs spread apart, handcuffed to a
beam at the bottom.
They are powerless, injured, bloodied and in a daze.
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 and
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE2 torture
Mutantis while laughing

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Do you want to bet I make the prisoner change
sex at least 4 times a minute?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

Timer started, do your best

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 throws a punch
in the balls of RUMON (a MUTANTIS REBEL PRISONER).
RUMON transforms into a woman, running out of strength,
wounded, bloodied and in a daze.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

(in the ear of the RUMON)
Karrok is back! Wake up! It’s time to fight!

RUMON goes back to being a man

RUMON
Is he ... is he ... is he back?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

No, jerk
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 throws another
punch in the balls of RUMON.
Some parts of the body become feminine, others don’t.
Then the body begins to be "unstable" and each part
begins to change from male to female (and vice versa)
several times.
In the end his body has: a swollen and unrecognizable
face, a single breast, a single pectoral muscle, a
penis without urethra, the vagina from which 2
testicles (no longer protected by the scrotum) exit and
hang

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

What disgust have you become?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

I think you broke it. Challenge lost

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 rips off
RUMON’s balls

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

I keep these as a reminder

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

You’re insane

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE1 and
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA-PRIVATE2 exit

RUMON
(softly, complaining)

I don’t know who I am anymore , I don’t know
who I am anymore

201 EXT. NATOKA/SQUARE - SUNSET

ASDRU’s body is hanged.
The square is full of citizens and
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-*.
NULUL looks at the body with joy.
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Some NATOKA PEOPLE do the same, other NATOKA PEOPLE
look with contempt

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

Satisfied?

NULUL
You have no idea how much

SOUND: Noises of many people walking

NULUL
What’s going on?

PUSPIL enters the city on a litter carried by 6
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN.
Many VENENUMPHALLUS MEN are coming beyond him (front,
back and both sides). They do not look like soldier

PUSPIL
Who’s in charge here?

NULUL
I am

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

I am. At least for military matters. For
those civilians, we’ve delegated everything
to the Mayor

PUSPIL
So I need to talk to both of you. Can we
discuss this in private?

NULUL
Sure, we can go ...

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

In my tent

202 EXT. NATOKA/SPACE ARMY TENT - CONTINUOUS
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PUSPIL
(looking at both)

Let me say that I am grateful to both of you.
As King of Sdubo Florp...

PUSPIL
(looking at the Colonel)

...I know both what it means to fight...

PUSPIL
(looking at NULUL)

...and what it means to rule

NULUL
And what would you be grateful for?

PUSPIL
For having chased the Mutantis from the Great
Red. My people have been confined to the
mountains for years, we didn’t dare go down
for fear of those sex-changing beasts. But
now Similis and Sapiens, united, are fighting
the Mutantis. And the people of Sdubo Florp
want to be with you.

PUSPIL
(looking at the Colonel)

Fighting by your side, Colonel

PUSPIL
(looking at Nulu)

And doing business with you, Mayor

NULUL
I’m there
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-COLON
EL

I have to talk with my superior, who is
currently on Earth, that is, the Divisional
General, who heads the entire Space Army
Search Division. He’ll probably accept but I
can’t promise anything. It will take a few
days to decide. What species do you of Sdubo
Florp belong to?

PUSPIL
I don’t know, in the mountains it is very
rare to receive a visit from some
anthropologist. But I wouldn’t be surprised
if it turns out that we also are Homo Similis

NULUL
It would be great

PUSPIL
Let’s do this: pending a resolution by the
Space Army, I only ask a tiny courtesy to the
very kind Mayor. Could you, by way of
exception, and only for tonight, grant my
citizens lodging in your city? Tomorrow we l
look for our accommodation in the Desert. And
of course tomorrow morning we will pay you
for the trouble

NULUL.
What trouble! We are happy to host our
friends from the mountains.

203 EXT. NATOKA/STREET - NIGHT

PUSPIL
Easier than I thought. Did you find the
wells?

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 1
Yes, my King

PUSPIL
Proceed
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204 EXT. NATOKA/STREET WITH A WELL - CONTINUOUS

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 1 is masturbating and ejaculating in
a well, while looking cautiously for not being seen. As
soon as he finishes ejaculating, he walks away and goes
to VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 1
Done. It’s your turn

205 EXT. NATOKA/STREET WITH A WELL - CONTINUOUS

Many VENENUMPHALLUS MEN wait their turn to ejaculate
without being seen by Natoka residents and Space Army
soldiers

206 INT. NATOKA/SPACE ARMY REFECTORY - DAY

All S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-* have breakfast

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

Guys, it’s me ... or the water tastes like
licorice candy?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE4

I don’t taste anything like that. But the
smell reminds me of lavender

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE5

Better than the crap we drank last week, it
was more sand than water

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SERGEANT approaches

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SE
RGEANT

Complaints about water quality? Do you know
who never complains about the taste of water?
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

No, Sergeant

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SE
RGEANT

The corpses in the middle of the desert.
Either drink this water or don’t drink at
all. The choice is yours: if you are too soft
to drink a glass of bitter water, death from
dehydration awaits you. We are not on Earth
here. Here we have to use our heads to
survive. And using your head means not
rejecting water when it is available.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

Yes, Sergeant

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SE
RGEANT

And then we also had it analyzed the water as
soon as you arrived and it is perfectly
drinkable.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-P1-SERGEANT grabs a glass of
water from the table and drinks it, remaining
impassive.
He walks away from the troop and has an expression of
disgust.
All S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-* drink water

207 INT. NATOKA/SPACE ARMY REFECTORY - DAY

All S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R1-* are poisoned dead

208 EXT. NATOKA/STREET - DAY

Most NATOKA PEOPLE (MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN) are
poisoned dead on the street
The survived ones cry and collect their relatives
bodies

209 INT. NATOKA/EXTEMPORARY PRISON - DAY
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VENENUMPHALLUS MEN free the MUTANTIS REBELS (PRISONERS)
and escort them out of cells

210 EXT. NATOKA/SQUARE - DAY

PUSPIL lays on the litter.
In front of him:
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN, MUTANTIS REBELS, NATOKA PEOPLE
(survived).
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN force the civilians to kneel in
front of PUSPIL.
NULUL’s hanged body hangs in place of ASDRU’s
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EPISODE 16: The Queen

211 EXT. MOUNTAIN PEAK - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Mountains between east and west -
August 31, 2050

PALLOK’s hands are hanging from the top.
He pulls himself up with great effort and reaches the
top.
He stands in balance.
He turn his head and see The Great Red below himself

212 EXT. DESERT - DAY

View of the Great Red and half of the mountain that
PALLOK has climbed

213 EXT. MOUNTAIN PEAK - DAY

PALLOK looks at the Jungle below himself

214 EXT. JUNGLE - DAY

View of the jungle and half of the mountain that PALLOK
has to descend

215 EXT. MOUNTAIN PEAK - DAY

PALLOK
If I think that I am only halfway...

216 INT. OB FESTOKO - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Ob Festoko - September 1, 2050

In the streets there are thousands of people, both OB
FESTOKO PEOPLE (MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN) and the ARMY OF
FURUT (RADDERIAN WARRIORS, VADILONIAN HOPLITE WOMEN,
STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN).
Hundreds of tents have been set up, stalls filled with
food, drinks and drugs.
Everyone is celebrating
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217 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

The multicopter is parked on a lawn.
MELOG and ALEKSANDRA are both with their legs dangling
over the counter.
Both smoke a joint

MELOG
Ale, I challenge you to get out, stay out for
30 seconds, and then back

ALEKSANDRA
I could do it if I wanted

MELOG
Bullshit

ALEKSANDRA
It’s just that I don’t want to do it

ARTHUR arrives.
MELOG takes a joint from his breast pocket and hands it
to him.
ARTHUR lights it up and sits down with them.

ALEKSANDRA
Have they deliberated?

ARTHUR
Almost. FURUT and the King of Ob Festoko, are
working out the final details. I came out of
the tent because I lacked air. Lusut is still
there

ALEKSANDRA
And Hans?

ARTHUR
That idiot made a stupid joke, the King
didn’t like it, and Furut kicked him out.

MELOG
So what does the agreement say?
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ARTHUR
Yes, the agreement. In the end it’s not all
that different from the others we’ve done. In
Radder we promised their chieftain, now
corpse, the ancient hunting grounds

MELOG
Ah yeah. I forgot it

ARTHUR
In Vadilonia we promised future slaves. I’m
pretty sure we’ll never have slaves. I don’t
even think it’s legal

ALEKSANDRA
Legal? You’re not in Brussels anymore, Marine

ARTHUR
In Strumton we abolished the prison

ALEKSANDRA
That was easy

ARTHUR
(embarrassed)

And here ... we promised a gang bang

ALEKSANDRA
I hope I’m not part of it

ARTHUR
No, no, don’t worry. You and the Vadilonian
are exempt. The King would have liked you and
them in the agreement but Furut explained
that it would have been impossible to
convince you. Practically the King wants all
soldiers present today, from  Marines, Radder
and Strumton, to fuck pussy, mouth and ass of
the Queen

ALEKSANDRA
Why ever?
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ARTHUR
It seems that the queen has already been
penetrated several times by every male in the
city aged 12 or older. If I understand
correctly, today she turns 40, and her
husband wants to give her a fuck that the
whole planet will remember for centuries. And
when he found out that one of the Marines was
half Sphaericus ...

MELOG
Are you telling me I have to fuck her too?

ARTHUR
The King says the Queen insisted too much on
having you

MELOG
That’s disgusting! Just the idea of   putting
my cock in a pussy disgusts me. To put it in
a pussy dirty with everyone else’s sperm,
even more.

ARTHUR
It will be spotless. You will be the first.
They have decided that you will be the one to
open the dance

MELOG
Who would've thought it!

ARTHUR
Maybe you can put it in her mouth instead of
her pussy, if it sounds better to you

MELOG
Better. And I’ll have to be really stoned to
deal with it

MELOG pulls out several bottles of Xulu and drops
random copious amounts of Xulu (not single drops) on
the tongue

218 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA - NIGHT
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The arena resembles the Colosseum.
OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD is composed of: OB FESTOKO
PEOPLE MEN, RADDERIAN WARRIORS, STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN.
FISTY (the King) and FURUT are at the royal grandstand.
PORTERS enter carrying a horizontal pole to which FRIGA
(OB FESTOKO’S QUEEN) is tied by the hands and feet.
They arrive at the center of the Arena, untie her and
drop her to the ground.
She is frightened, traumatized and speechless.

219 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA/ROYAL GRANDSTAND - CONTINUOUS

FISTY
People of Ob Festoko!

OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD acclaims

FISTY
People of Ob Festoko, as the sages say, there
is time for rape and time for kill. Our
friends Marines, Radderians and Strumtonians
share our same passion for rape and war

220 INT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA/INSIDE A NICHE - CONTINUOUS

MELOG is dazed and is waiting to enter.
He has a blank look.
ARTHUR is with him to encourage him

MELOG
I’m ready, I’m ready, I’m ready.

ARTHUR
(condescending tone)

Yes, sure

221 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA/ROYAL GRANDSTAND - CONTINUOUS

FISTY
On this sacred night of covenant, our friends
from afar will rape our beloved Queen with
us. And tomorrow we will all leave for the
Great Red, to kill anyone who refuses to rape
our Queen
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OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD acclaims

FISTY
But it will not be a Homo Similis, nor a Homo
Sapiens, who will start the celebrations. Our
lady will suck the disgusting cock of a Homo
Sphaericus

OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD acclaims

FISTY
Welcome Melog!

222 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA/INSIDE A NICHE - CONTINUOUS

MELOG
I’m half Sapiens. Everyone forgets it

The door opens and MELOG exits the niche

223 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA - CONTINUOUS

MELOG reaches FRIGA in the center

OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD
MELOG! MELOG! MELOG! MELOG! MELOG!

FRIGA looks at MELOG with disgust.
MELOG pulls out his limp penis.
FRIGA smells it and she is even more disgusted

FRIGA
(in a very low voice, almost to herself)

I want to die

MELOG sticks his penis in her mouth
OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD acclaims

224 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA/ROYAL GRANDSTAND - CONTINUOUS

FURUT
I understood that the Queen was consenting

FISTY
I lied
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FURUT
I would have accepted even knowing the truth

FISTY
I preferred not to take the risk

225 EXT. OB FESTOKO/ARENA - DAY

The sun rises.
FRIGA is still in the center of the arena.
She is stained with blood on the vagina and anus.
80% of the OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD (after raping her)
went away.
The remaining 20%   of the OB FESTOKO’S ARENA CROWD are
lined up.
Some are raping her at the very moment.
Some RADDERIANS WARRIORS pass the dried scrots of their
enemies over the Queen’s face.
The Queen is incredibly disgusted by this

226 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

Multicopter on the ground.
ARTHUR, MELOG, FURUT, LUSUT, HANS, ALEKSANDRA are
inside

FURUT
(yawning)

It was a really long night, the King did
nothing but talk bad about his wife. I think
he doesn’t love her so much

HANS
I don’t want a wife like that either

ALEKSANDRA
But if you don’t even know what kind of
person she is

HANS
(showing a blood stain on the
knee-length pants)
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I know that if you stick one knee in her ass,
she dirties you all with blood. I just need
to know this

ARTHUR
Are we leaving for a fifth city?

FURUT
No. Furut ’s army is complete

MELOG
We never called it that. I like it. Indeed,
we needed a name call us

ARTHUR
And what should we do now?

FURUT
2 weeks of training, maximum 3. Then we go to
complete the genocide of the Mutantis, even
if it were the last thing we do

HANS smiles pleased
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EPISODE 17: Octopuses, Gorillas and Yetis

227 EXT. OFFONBORK/SQUARE - DAY

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOYS (teenagers), completely naked,
compete in holding on to the branch of a tree with
their tentacular penis.
A little at a time some let go and the competition
becomes between two guys: POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 1 and
POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2.
POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRLS cheer on one or the other.
POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 1 falls so POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2 wins
Most POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRLS cheer for POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY
2

POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRL 1
Come on, don’t be mad

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 1
He has a stronger tentacle than me

POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRL 1
Really? But he won’t get this

POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRL 1 gives an innocent kiss to the tip
of the POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 1’s tentacle.

COSTRILLA arrives

COSTRILLA
I see that the old contest of who holds on
longer has not gone out of fashion

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2
We don’t like foreigners here in Offonbork.
Go away

COSTRILLA
This is not the kind of hospitality reserved
for foreigners. Didn’t your mother teach you
good education?
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POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2
Maybe. But my father taught me not to trust
someone who does not have a tentacle, and you
do not

COSTRILLA
Sure. I am a woman. I guess not even your
mother and your sisters have the tentacle. Or
do they have it?

Some POLYPUSPHALLUS BOYS AND POLYPUSPHALLUS GIRLS laugh
at POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2
You’ve talked too much for my taste. Get out
of here, stranger

COSTRILLA
I haven’t spoken enough instead. Didn’t I
tell you who I am, for example

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2
I don’t care

COSTRILLA
Not even if I told you I’m Queen Costrilla,
the sister of your King?

POLYPUSPHALLUS BOY 2
Majesty, I, I didn’t mean to offend. I Ask
forgiveness. Do you want me to accompany you?

COSTRILLA
In general, think more with the brain and
less with the tentacle

228 INT. OFFONBORK/ROYAL PALACE - DAY

COSTRILLA sees COSTRUK and runs to hug him.
He is cold towards her, but she immediately does not
notice

COSTRILLA
Big brother, you do not know what a joy it’s
to hug you again after all these years. I
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can’t believe I haven’t seen you since my
wedding day

COSTRUK
It wasn’t just your wedding. I remind you
that when you married Puspil, I was forced to
marry Puspilla

COSTRILLA
Okay, you were ...

COSTRUK
No, it’s not okay. After our mother died, you
were the only person in the whole city that I
loved. And you chose not only to marry that
Puspil, but also to leave town with him and
have me marry your husband’s sister

COSTRILLA
What? Did a salt worm eat the memories from
your brain? Would I have chosen to marry
Puspil? Would I have made you marry Puspilla?
Are you fooling me? It was our father and
their father who organized everything

COSTRUK
But they, fortunately, died years ago

COSTRILLA
Costruk, I don’t know what happened here in
my absence, but once you would never have
talked like that about our father and our
father-in-law. Can I ... can I assume ...
that things went not too well between you and
Puspilla?

COSTRUK
Not too well ? Let’s see, apart from waking
up every day wishing for my wife’s death ...
no, everything is fine.

COSTRILLA
Maybe these words are a bit strong, but I
realize that ...
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PUSPILLA enters

PUSPILLA
They are perfect words. I desire your
brother’s death, how much he desires mine

PUSPILLA puts herself next to COSTRUK

COSTRILLA
I am perplexed

PUSPILLA
Why are you coming to us? Finally my brother
kicked you out and you are looking for a new
home?

COSTRILLA
No, Puspilla, no. Puspil would never kick me
out, just ...

COSTRUK
You are just gone. You did well

COSTRILLA
No, I didn’t go away. I mean, yes, I went
away. You are making me confused. I didn’t
run away. I came here to bring you a message.

PUSPILLA
You haven’t any more messengers, if the Queen
has to worry about it

COSTRILLA
Let’s say a request

COSTRUK
When people come back after so many years,
it’s always because they want a favor

COSTRILLA slaps COSTRUK.
COSTRUK remains impassive

COSTRILLA
Don’t talk to me like that. It’s not me
you’re gonna have to do this favor. I’m here
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to tell you about the survival of both the
cities of Sdubo Florp and Offonbork. If we
don’t ...

COSTRUK
Are you with Karrok or Furut?

COSTRILLA
With Karrok, I’ve never heard of Furut. But
we talked with...

COSTRUK
Pallok, his emissary

COSTRILLA
Then I see that you already know all about
War

PUSPILLA
We never ally nor with Karrok, nor with the
Space Army, nor with Furut

COSTRILLA
Forget for a moment all these people, I don’t
give a damn about. I’m only interested in 2
things. The first is to save the city where
my brother and I were born, where my brother
reigns, and where my sister-in-law is the
Queen. The second is to save the city where
my husband and his sister were born, where he
reigns, and where I am the Queen.

COSTRUK
Offonbork, I have already saved it when I
chose to keep it neutral regarding the
conflict. As for Sdubo Florp, I don’t care
what happens to the city that gave me this
one here as a wife

COSTRILLA
(to PUSPILLA)

I guess you still care about your city or
your brother
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PUSPILLA
Caring for a city that gave the King’s
daughter in marriage to this here? Caring for
my brother, who had nothing to complain
about, when my father was organizing our
double weddings? For me Sdubo Florp must fall
off the mountain like an avalanche

COSTRILLA
What happened to you to become like this?
What are you not telling me?

PUSPILLA
And what are you not telling us?

COSTRILLA
I’m not hiding anything from you. You don’t
even let me talk

PUSPILLA
How many children have come out of your cunt?
Huh? How many children did my brother have?

COSTRILLA
Ah. I understand. You have had the same
problem as us. Costruk and I also had some,
well, some little quarrels, however, we have
passed over them with time, I understand that
it is a difficult matter

COSTRUK
(screaming)

How many children have you had? How many? How
many? How many?

COSTRILLA
Do you think you would not have received a
messenger if you had become uncle? Do you
think it is different for us?

COSTRUK
I understand. You haven’t had any either.
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PUSPILLA
That asshole of my father! And that asshole
of your father!

COSTRILLA
Let’s try to stay calm and stop insulting our
parents. Indeed ... the idea of   a double
marriage between 2 different species was
nonsense. They were too optimistic, they
believed that both couples would probably
have children. They were afraid that one of
the two would not be able to have them, hence
the clause that, in the case of a single
heir, it would have both cities. But it was 2
fools. None of us could ever get pregnant.
But Puspil and I managed to go further, to
love each other, even though ...

PUSPILLA
So you never got pregnant with him?

COSTRILLA
No, never

PUSPILLA goes away
COSTRUK

She always did. She got pregnant every time
we had sex. But they were never born. They
are all dead before they can be born

COSTRILLA
I am so sorry, really

COSTRUK
I have seen the fetuses that she aborted.
They were monsters. They were repulsive. We
didn’t try anymore

COSTRILLA
(crying)

Listen big brother, I’m your sister and I
will always want you ...
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COSTRUK
Your King orders you to leave town
immediately

COSTRILLA
My husband is my King. But don’t worry, I’ll
leave immediately

229 EXT. JUNGLE HILLSIDE - NIGHT

Feverish PALLOK comes down from the mountain in a heavy
rain

PALLOK
(feverish voice)

No more rain please, no more rain please

PALLOK faints

230 EXT. JUNGLE HILLSIDE - DAY

PALLOK is passed out.
In front of him: TIPNUK, GORILLA PARLANS 1, GORILLA
PARLANS 2

TIPNUK
Wake up human. What are you doing in our
land?

PALLOK opens his eyes

PALLOK
(feverish voice)

I have to speak to the King of Tipna. I have
to tell him that ...

PALLOK passes out.
TIPNUK puts a hand on his forehead

TIPNUK
He has a fever

GORILLA PARLANS 1
What do we do?
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TIPNUK
We can’t leave him here, especially if he has
information for the King.

GORILLA PARLANS 2
Maybe he was lying. Maybe it’s a trap. Maybe
he just wants to find out where we are to
kill us

TIPNUK
You may be right but we’ll never know if he
dies. Let’s take him to the King, he will
decide whether to let him live or kill him

TIPNUK grabs him and puts him on his shoulder

231 INT. TIPNA/TIPNUK HUT - DAY

PALLOK wakes up in a hammock.
He no longer wears her clothes but bandages made of
leaves

TIPNUK
Good morning. I was convinced you weren’t
going to spend the night. You were very hot

PALLOK
Good morning to you. Why am I covered in
leaves?

TIPNUK
Because you were too weak to eat them. And
maybe you can’t even eat them, I’m not too
much expert of human alimentation

PALLOK
Thank you. My name is Pallok, and I am the
ambassador of Karrok

TIPNUK.
I am Tipnuk. If you feel like getting up, my
King, Tipke, awaits you

PALLOK stands up
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232 INT. TIPNA/KING TIPKE HUT - CONTINUOUS

TIPKE
I will not welcome you human. No humans are
welcome

TIPKE turns around PALLOK

TIPKE
You look like a female Homo Terribilis

PALLOK
Am I a Homo Mutantis

TIPKE
Male or female?

PALLOK
Question they never asked me. Let’s say male

TIPKE
What did you want to tell me?

PALLOK
All the Great Red is at war

TIPKE
I don’t care about the wars of you humans on
the sand. I care little about the humans who
inhabit the Jungle, why should I care about
the other half of the Continent?

PALLOK
War will also come here. As I have crossed
the peaks, others can

TIPKE
A human alone, completely insane like you,
can cross them. A whole army: no. And if they
did, we would see them arrive in time
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PALLOK
There are other ways to go from one continent
to another. You have valleys both north and
south.

TIPKE
And why didn’t you go through those valleys?
Maybe they are not so easy to cross

PALLOK
I didn’t go through the valleys for not being
seen. As I said everyone is at war, even the
cities of the valleys, by now. Everyone is
going to war, and the war will come here too

TIPKE
So you humans are tired of killing yourselves
only in half of the continent, and you will
come to kill yourselves here too. Do you
know what we will do?

PALLOK
Will you intervene?

TIPKE
No. We will enjoy the show. Humans killing
other humans, it would be my fourth wish come
true.

PALLOK
The first 3?

TIPNUK
The first wish I ever had was to have lots of
girls. And I have hundreds of them. I can
fuck whenever I feel, I always find one who
is no longer breastfeeding to get pregnant
again

PALLOK
This desire is common to many humans

TIPKE
Do humans like to fuck Gorilla Parlans
females too?
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PALLOK
No. I meant that humans like to fuck a lot of
females of their kind, not gorillas. Or even
fuck females of other species, but always
human. Maybe some even fuck non-human
females, but that is considered an oddity for
a few. What was the second wish?

TIPKE
Having a mighty army to defend my females.
And I have it. The strongest gorillas this
mountain has ever seen. And to prevent it
from backfiring my first desire, I found a
way to prevent some young male from taking a
female away from me.

PALLOK
And how?

TIPKE
I ripped all their balls off by biting them

PALLOK
I was wondering why theirs are not exposed
and yours are. I thought they were hiding
them

TIPKE, TIPNUK and other GORILLA PARLANS laugh

TIPKE
And then my third wish: to see the Homo
Terribilis disappear. Years and years of
struggle just to prevent them from growing
too high, without ever being able to defeat
them. The tears of females when a cub
disappeared in the jungle are a memory too
painful even for a king. Many have fallen in
a desperate attempt not to become the
Terribilis’s lunch. After years of fighting,
we finally managed to make those beasts
understand that they had to leave us alone.
We saw them go away into the Jungle and were
happy. Then one day, a few months ago, we saw
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the Terribilis flee to the North, and they
have never returned since.

PALLOK
(in a low voice, reflecting)

I understand

TIPKE
Now you come to tell me that humans want to
exterminate each other on both continents? No
more hunters to hunt us down? It’s beautiful.
I wanted to kill you a few hours ago, but you
brought me too good news. I will let you live

PALLOK
(with a blank look)

I understand everything now

TIPNUK escort PALLOK out

233 INT. TIPNA/TIPNUK HUT - CONTINUOUS

TIPNUK
It is since you spoke to the King that you
gazes at void. Everyone thinks you’re crazy,
and soon they’ll think so of me. Is it
possible to know what you would have
understood?

PALLOK
Everything

TIPNUK
Everything?

PALLOK
The past, the present and the future. Tipke
is the cause of everything. Those are not
desires, they are causes and consequences.

TIPNUK
I don’t follow you
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PALLOK
The first 2 things your King did was get more
females and have more fighters. I hypothesize
that the females gave him many puppies

TIPNUK
You would not believe how many

PALLOK
I can imagine that over the years Gorilla
Parlans’s Kingdom has become bigger and
bigger

TIPNUK
Sure

PALLOK
And at a certain point you could only go up
or down. But at high altitudes it’s cold and
rainy. So you come closer and closer to the
Jungle. The Terribilis would never have
climbed up here to eat you, but, if your
female, and your puppies, go down the
mountain ...

TIPNUK
... the Terribilis discover a new source of
food

PALLOK
But with years of war you have rejected them

TIPNUK
It was our duty to the Kingdom of Tipke

PALLOK
And you pushed them to some village in the
Jungle. Maybe a group of Terribilis will have
eaten some Earth scientist. I bet an
anthropologist. They are so naive!

TIPNUK
And then?
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PALLOK
Earthlings have sent the Space Marines. And
the Marines killed almost all of the
Terribilis. And those few survivors used one
of the valleys to reach the Great Red

TIPNUK
Your problem

PALLOK
The Terribilis tried to eat Tisha and Risha

TIPNUK
Who?

PALLOK
Two guys I know. Girls, most of the time. The
Marines saved them

TIPNUK
Well

PALLOK
And this led to the war

TIPNUK
Less well

PALLOK
And I guarantee you the war will come here
too. You, Gorilla Parlans, and the
Terribilis, unwittingly, are already part of
it

TIPNUK
Then it’s our problem

PALLOK
You have 3 possibilities. You ally with
Karrok, my lord. You team up with one of his
enemies. Or do you not ally at all

TIPNUK
Our King has already chosen the third
hypothesis, when you spoke to him
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PALLOK
Yes, but it is the choice that gives you the
least hope of survival. Karrok’s enemies hate
those who are different from them. Karrok
loves who is different

TIPNUK
I already understand where you want to go

PALLOK
No, I’m not asking you to fight on the
battlefield

TIPNUK
What then?

PALLOK
To hide Karrok if needed. To give him refuge
here when his enemies seek him

TIPNUK
If you, his ambassador, give him up for
defeat ...

PALLOK
Hiding does not mean being defeated. And it’s
not running away. It means hitting without
being seen. It means using your brain. How
you and I are doing right now

TIPNUK
You will never be able to convince King Tipke

PALLOK
I don’t need it: I’ve already convinced King
Tipnuk, right?

TIPNUK
No, you are not right. Now I’m back to
thinking that you are insane. I’m not King,
and I never will be, but have you seen how
big and muscular Tipke is?
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PALLOK
Yes. And I saw that he tore the balls off all
the males

TIPNUK
Because is stronger than all of us

PALLOK
And is it okay for you to obey a King who
won’t let you fuck? Wouldn’t you like to have
your own females and puppies?

TIPNUK
You’re right, we don’t like it. But it’s too
late now. Our balls are gone, and even if I
defeat him in combat, and I become King, I
won’t be able to impregnate any of his
females.

PALLOK
But would you guarantee a future for your
people

TIPNUK
It’s not that simple. Nobody wants a king
without balls.

PALLOK
You know, you reminded me of something. One
thing that the Sapiens do on Earth and that
the Similis in the Great Red do now too

TIPNUK
What do they do?

PALLOK
Usually a Sapiens or Similis male can find a
woman who wants to mate with him

TIPNUK
Do the females choose?
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PALLOK
Yes. But it happens that some males doesn’t
find a female that loves him, and usually
that male becomes full of rage.

TIPNUK
And what does he do?

PALLOK
Virtually nothing. Until one day someone puts
a laser rifle or neutron grenades in his hand

TIPNUK
What are they?

PALLOK
The laser rifle is a big stick that looks
like a cock. And the neutron grenades look
like balls

TIPNUK
I understand. And with that rifle and those
grenades, he finds a woman who wants to mate
with him

PALLOK
No. He uses the rifle and grenades to kill
other males

PALLOK pulls a grenade out of his suit.
TIPNUK grabs it

TIPNUK
It really looks like a pair of balls

PALLOK
You will use this to kill Tipke and become
King. And you will tell your people that if
they are on Karrok’s side, they will have
plenty of these

TIPNUK smiles

234 INT. YETI UNIVERSITY - DAY
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Overlay: Vrokja - Yeti University - September 1, 2050

STEVEN
Dear colleagues, I am truly amazed. I don’t
have the words to thank you. What I have
learned in a few months here in this great
university will completely revolutionize the
study of anthropology. And of history. And
linguistics. And I’ve only read a small
fraction of your books

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 1
You are too good Professor Steven J. Yuval.
We have limited ourselves only to making you
read the studies we have written and
preserved over the last millennia. Indeed,
it’s us, who thank you for having read and
appreciated them

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 2
And we will be even more grateful when you
will publish them on Earth. For too many
millennia these volumes have been waiting to
be read, and not only by us, Homo Montis

STEVEN
Since the dawn of time you have documented
the evolution of all human species in great
detail. Even the earthlings species you have
documented. Even the extinct ones. Now
everyone will be able to know how lived
Neanderthals or the first Sapiens

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 3
Certainly. Among other things, some names
should also be revised, those you have
identified as Homo Neanderthalensis are
actually 2 completely different species, but
only with the same physiognomy of the
skeleton. You couldn’t have understood it, a
bona fide mistake
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STEVEN
Crazy. I am incredulous how it was possible
that no one, on Vrokja or on Earth, ever came
to know about all this accumulated knowledge

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 4
Our ancestors have tried continuously to
educate other species, both Earthlings and
Vrokjans, but we are always been treated with
distrust

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 5
Or we should say open hostility, especially
in recent centuries. When one of our
expeditions, through a worm hole, reached the
Himalayas, on Earth, they were all
exterminated. They certainly tried to explain
that they were professors at this university,
the Yeti, but evidently that was the only
word that remained

STEVEN
What a crazy misunderstanding. Abominable
snowmen, they called you

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 6
In any case, even here we have had more and
more problems with the advancement of
civilizations.
50,000 years ago we were welcome everywhere.
Now it is better if we do not show ourselves
too much, so as not to remind others of our
existence.

STEVEN
But why would anyone do this?
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QUATCH
We were telling the truth. We debunked myths
and legends with facts and evidence. We
removed the false legal bases from the
rulers. The only ones who appreciated our
thirst for knowledge were the Homo
Sphaericus. And in fact they made the same
choice we did: isolate themselves. It is no
coincidence that today they live only in the
Vrokjan North Pole

ALDAS
Isolation that has led them to cultivate a
passion only for science and technology

QUATCH
And drugs

ALDAS
How to forget them. However, even if their
heads are darkened by their xulu, they have
discovered how to artificially open the Worm
Holes. Without them, no Earthling would ever
know about Vrokja

STEVEN
And I wouldn’t be having this pleasant
conversation with you

AVGAN and CHULUN enter.
Everyone greets each other politely

AVGAN
I’m sorry I interrupted this conversation,
but I must again remind you all of the threat
of war
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MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 1
Colleague geographer, you will certainly be
among the top experts when it comes to the
mountains of the Central Continent, but we
assure you that the conflicts of the Great
Red are certainly nothing new. As this
conflict started, it will end. Thousands of
humans will die on the battlefield, as has
sadly always happened, on both planets, among
all human species

AVGAN
It is not the loss of human life that worries
me. You know what I think: saving someone
today just means seeing them die tomorrow.
And surely you anthropologists care about
their lives even more than I do. It is the
death of our knowledge that worries me. It is
the destruction of our tomes that does not
make me sleep

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 2
Are you sure? Is it a real risk or is it
talking about remote possibilities?

AVGAN
More than a risk. Chulun and I went ahead.
The rumors are true, most of the cities of
the Great Red, or the mountains, have chosen
which of the factions to join. Some are with
the so-called "Army of Karrok", others with
"Army of Furut". Not to mention the Space
Army which receives more and more troops from
Earth every day. We saw Army of Furut enters
the Ob Festoko valley a few days ago. It was
immense

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 2
I understand the concern, colleague. But why
would anyone attack us? The 3 factions will
surely clash, and we, as always, will
document everything. But they have no reason
to attack us
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AVGAN
You forget the mother of all evils:
geography. There is a possibility that the
fighting takes place in the middle of the
desert, or in a valley to the north or south.
In that case, my concern would be
superfluous, and I would be the first to
rejoice to be wrong. But the war could reach
this far, it would be enough for someone to
remember that, passing through our
underground tunnels, it would save days of
walking

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 3
I must agree with this. It doesn’t take a lot
of knowledge to realize that a straight line
is faster than a zigzag path through the
paths and valleys. Even the most ignorant of
generals should understand this

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 4
Furthermore, someone could attack us in
advance, just to prevent others from passing
through our means of communication. Certainly
it would not be the first time in history
that a nation has been invaded because it is
on the war path of another 2. And they could
set fire to everything, even without any
valid reason

STEVEN
It would be terrible

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 5
If you want a precedent, history is full of
them.
100,000 years of detailed records would end
up like the library of Alexandria. It would
be the most tragic event in the history of
mankind. We cannot allow that to happen

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 6
Does anyone have a plan?
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CHULUN
I do: let’s shut ourselves in. We will seal
some entrances with controlled avalanches.
Others will we have to defend them by hand

QUATCH
By hand?

CHULUN
Fighting. Better to die defending the culture
than to experience the regret of not having
defended it

ALDAS
None of us could agree more. If there is no
less dangerous plan, then we will do so

STEVEN
I want to help you

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 1
Don’t worry, we’ll take care of defending
ourselves

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 2
Well, however, Professor Steven J. Yuval, you
can be helpful. You can begin the process of
digitizing tomes on Earth as soon as
possible. So, even if we die, the culture
will survive. A sort of B plan

STEVEN
Maybe I could ask my Earth colleagues to
bring here what they need to digitize
everything

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 3
But doing so would show the earthlings
unfamiliar paths. And then to the Space Army.
And then to the enemies of the Space Army. We
would increase the chances of losing our
culture instead of decreasing it
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STEVEN
What if instead of asking Earthlings to come
and digitize them, I ask Homo Sphaericus?
Their technology is superior to that of
anyone else

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 4
The idea is not entirely wrong. We would need
something to get them to take the risk. I
certainly do not want to say that they are
cowards, however, it cannot be said that they
love the risk of dying in war

MONTIS ANTHROPOLOGIST 5
We could tell them that, thanks to this
knowledge, they will be able to bring peace
to the whole planet. You know how this idea
has teased them all the time

STEVEN
Perfect. I’m leaving today

AVGAN
Alone? Forgive me but you would not even be
able to reach the north coast of the Central
Continent. And from there, up to the North
Pole, well, there is literally the ocean in
between

STEVEN
So what?

AVGAN
So if you don’t mind traveling in company,
Chulun and I will accompany you

QUATCH
Knowledge of geography is not enough for a
trip like this if you want to survive. You
will also need an anthropologist who knows
the customs of the peoples we will meet. I
join the expedition
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ALDAS
Me too, if you don’t mind

STEVEN
2 geographers, 2 anthropologists and 1
earthling. It seems like a perfect team to
me. I propose to leave immediately

235 EXT. OB FESTOKO - DAY

ARMY OF FURUT (RADDERIAN WARRIORS + VADILONIAN HOPLITE
WOMEN + STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN + OBFESTOKIAN MEN) is in
training

FISTY
You could save a lot of time if, instead of
taking the path you did on the way in, you
cut through the caverns of the Homo Montis

FURUT
It seems excellent to me idea

236 EXT. MOUNTAIN - DAY

Some MONTIS cause a controlled avalanche

237 EXT. MOUNTAIN - DAY

Avalanche (seen from FISTY and FURUT)

238 EXT. OB FESTOKO - DAY

FURUT
It doesn’t seem like a good idea anymore. 3
weeks of training and then off to the path we
know and know to be safe. It is decided
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EPISODE 18: Press

239 EXT. NATOKA - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Natoka - September 5, 2050

PRESS is wearing a bib that says “Press” and has a
microphone in her hand.
Behind her S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA-* are
collecting corpses

PRESS
I am in the city of Natoka, where together
... no, no .... We are in Natoka, the city
where the soldiers ... no, worse ... We have
just arrived in Natoka: as you can see behind
me the Space Army is picking up the corpses
... no, no, no ... We have just arrived in
Natoka and the show is apocalyptic: thousands
of corpses are poured into the street and ...

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Hey Press, can you help us with these bags?

PRESS
No, I’m not giving you a hand, I’m not a
soldier, I’m a journalist, okay? I’m trying
to do my job, okay?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

Ok, Press, there was no need to blame

PRESS
And stop calling me Press! I have a name!

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Ok, Press

All the S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA-* laugh

PRESS
Children who don’t grow up become soldiers
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Let me understand, so if we have a laugh and
give you a friendly nickname for you, are we
kids?

PRESS
I don’t think I’ve seen you behave like
adults in the last few days.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Easy for you to judge us from top to bottom.
But the truth is, you can’t look beyond the
uniform

PRESS
I see perfectly well what’s inside the
uniform. It’s in your heads that I see
nothing

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

No, you don’t see what’s there. You think you
see children, as you call us, playing war.
Sometimes you see us as puppets in the hands
of powerful people. Sometimes like
bloodthirsty killers. Now I’ll tell you what
I see. I see men and women who have left
their comforts on Earth, who have left their
loved ones on Earth, who have enlisted, and
who have come to this tremendous red desert.
And they didn’t do it to play, there are much
safer ways to have fun. They didn’t do it for
the salary, there are jobs that are paid 10
times more. They didn’t do it to kill, for
machismo or for whatever reason you’re
thinking

PRESS
Ah yeah, then tell me, if you know, why would
you do it?
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Because it was the right thing to do. We
understood we cannot just say "someone else
will do it anyway". Because the government of
Earth, which is also your government, decided
that Vrokja’s security was important. And
when you care about the safety of a place,
you don’t send opinion leaders and showgirls.
You send soldiers. And don’t send them where
they would be safe: as you can see we are not
at the North Pole with the Sphaericus. You
send them where thousands of people die
everyday, like here, in the Great Red. And
when they call us, we go because we are
adults

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Yes!

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

Well said

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Do you want to know what I see when I look at
you?

PRESS
Let’s hear

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

I see a rich and spoiled girl, who always
looks at everyone badly. With the money of
mum and dad, she traveled the world, but
always and only in beautiful and fashionable
cities, to understand what her "vocation"
was. Then she decided to become an imitation
of a third-rate journalist. Obviously a
pacifist, because it’s so nice to say you’re
a pacifist, it makes you feel clean, right?
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But then, as soon as the Ministry says we’re
at war, you run to ask permission to come
here as a war correspondent.

PRESS
To document the horror of war

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

You could have done it without us. This
planet is full of undercover journalists, but
they don’t ask for an escort even to go
pissing. Some have arrived completely alone,
risking everything. But not you. You wanted
to look like the tough girl who goes to war
with soldiers and criticizes everything they
do. If I’m wrong, tell me. But I dare you to
tell me, without being pedantic. For once say
something without thinking to be the only one
to know the truth. Show me that things didn’t
go as I described them

PRESS stares at him speechless

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

As I thought

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Do you know what bothers me more?
You put that red and white "Press" on your
chest and back, as if someone here could give
a damn. You are convinced that these people
will not kill you if they see that you are a
journalist. Look at these corpses. Thousands
of poisoned people died. Do you think whoever
did it is interested in your harness? Because
if you think it’s safe to go to a war zone,
on another planet, with a piece of cloth
attached to make you invulnerable, here, the
only child is you.
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

Yeah. And if you die, we adults are in
trouble. That’s the only reason we always
keep an eye on you.

PRESS walks away crying but trying to cover the tears
and goes towards a pile of corpses

240 EXT. NATOKA/PILE OF CORPSES - CONTINUOUS

PRESS kicks a stone.
The stone hits the pile of corpses, accidentally
knocking out the safety pin of a grenade.
The grenade explodes.
PRESS is thrown away by the explosion as shreds of
corpses cover her

241 EXT. NATOKA/HOSPITAL TENT - NIGHT

PRESS wakes up.
She has a bandage on her head.
She staggers and walks in a daze.
She grabs a laser rifle and grenades.
She exits the tent

242 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - 12 September
2050

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Mr. Minister, our forensic doctors and our
chemists have provided us with the report we
requested. It was a question of poisoning,
but of completely natural origin. The toxin
was present in all the wells in the city of
Natoka, but it almost certainly came there
from a polluted aquifer, as the toxin had
previously also been found in the river where
the sewage from ...

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST) reads from a sheet
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S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
(reading a paper)

... the sewage from the city of Sdubo Florp
ends

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Never heard

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
It’s not in the desert, it’s in the
mountains. Moreover, citizens of Natoka and
even Mutantis prisoners have also died, which
shows that this was not a deliberate action

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
You couldn’t give me worse news

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I don’t understand

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
It wouldn’t have been a problem to tell the
public that a hidden and cowardly enemy had
hit us with poison. To say that thousands of
our people died because no one had checked
that the water was safe to drink, well, that
gets us into trouble. Destroy that
relationship. The truth will be that they
have been poisoned

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Yes, Mr. Minister

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
And send new troops

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Yes, Mr. Minister

SPD DIRECTOR
I’ll take care of the news

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
I trust you
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243 INT. NEWSCAST - DAY

The screen behind the ANCHORMAN shows Natoka with the
overlay “Poisoned by a cowardly enemy”

ANCHORMAN
Vrokjan brutal campaign of hate and violence
against us continues. The Mutantis poisoned
our sons and daughters at the battlefront. We
went to their rescue, offering a hand as a
sign of friendship, and they repaid us by
poisoning the water our soldiers drank. Our
revenge will be quick and agile. Right now
new troops are being trained, ready to leave
today for Vrokja. The report of our sexy
correspondent

244 INT. COMMON SHOWERS - DAY

SEXY JOURNALIST is interviewing NAKED FEMALE SOLDIERS
and NAKED MALE SOLDIERS in the shower while they wash
themselves

SEXY JOURNALIST
What a nice hot shower. It makes you want to
stay naked and wet all day. Will you also
have them on Vrokja?

NAKED FEMALE SOLDIER 1
I’m afraid not. Our Search Regiment has been
assigned to the Great Red, where rainfall is
practically zero. And with the poisoning of
the Natoka wells we will have to bring
drinking water from Earth, so this is the
last shower for the next few months.

SEXY JOURNALIST
Nooo. But your hair is so curly and fluffy,
won’t it get messy with sand without ever
shampoo and conditioner?

NAKED FEMALE SOLDIER 1
I can say that my hair will be the least of
my problems
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SEXY JOURNALIST
And what worries you instead?

NAKED FEMALE SOLDIER 2
I’m only worried about ambushes. The Great
Red is full of tunnels and caverns, often
almost invisible from the surface. Some lead
up to the mountain range that cuts the
central continent in two. The enemy can use
them to keep troops and supplies coming in

SEXY JOURNALIST
But there will be these handsome musclemen to
protect you, right?

The video shifts to the NAKED MALE SOLDIERS and then
back to SEXY JOURNALIST and the NAKED FEMALE SOLDIERS

NAKED FEMALE PRIVATE 3
Who tells you that we won’t be saving their
lives?

SEXY JOURNALIST
Oh, that would be romantic. Tell me: has any
love story already been born? Is there anyone
you like?

NAKED FEMALE SOLDIER 3
Sure. I have a serious relationship with my
laser rifle. I pull the trigger and he kills.
Until the battery runs out, I have nothing to
complain about

245 INT. DESERT/KARROK’S TENT - NIGHT

Overlay: Vrokja - Karrok’s Refuge - September 19, 2050

KARROK, PUSPIL and GARAT are there with their own
bodyguards

KARROK
Garat, Puspil, I am happy that you accepted
my invitation and that you were able to come
here safely to my shelter
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PUSPIL
And I am happy that I was invited

GARAT
The same is true for me

KARROK
Let’s begin by the heart of the matter.
Puspil, my people are grateful to you for
liberating the city of Natoka from the Space
Army. And we do not criticize the use of
poison per se as a weapon.

PUSPIL
I feel a "but" is coming.

KARROK
Puspil, you have also poisoned the civilians
of Natoka

PUSPIL
So what? They were all Homo Similis, not Homo
Mutantis like you, or Homo Venenumphallus
like me or Homo Magnauxor like Garat. What’s
the problem? They were enemies

KARROK
Prisoned Mutantis also died. Think about it:
prisoners drink water too. And that’s not the
point: the Similis are not our enemies. The
Similis who enlist in the Space Army, with
the intent to exterminate us from the first
to the last, those are enemies. And you can
poison them all. But not all Similis are so

PUSPIL
They could have enlisted in the future

KARROK
Of course not! They had agreed to hide our
children among theirs. They had put their
children’s lives in danger to save ours, and
so we betrayed them.
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PUSPIL
In war it happens

KARROK
In war it happens! But do you hear what you
say? Tell me, how are we going to ask other
cities to hide the children now, if everyone
in the Great Red thinks of us as poisoners of
wells? Nobody will be crazy to do us a favor
anymore, our reputation is now zero

GARAT
I agree. We Magnauxors have been respected
for millennia. Everyone, in the Great Red and
in the mountains, has always seen us as
fierce fearless warriors. I don’t want anyone
to think we are too cowardly to face the
enemy on the battlefield. I don’t want
anything to do with the poison

PUSPIL
Finally some honesty. As I understand it,
your only problem Karrok is losing your
reputation as a good guy who kills very
little. And your only problem Garat is to
lose that of the worthy Queen of your people.
Well, since we’re on the subject, I’ll be the
one to tell you. Your reputation was worth 0
before Pallok even came to bother me. Do you
want to know what they really say about you?

KARROK
I’m all ears

PUSPIL
Karrok the coward, they call you. Karrok
fleeing the Space Army. Karrok who attacks
only when hidden in the shadows. Karrok
digging tunnels like a sandworm. Ask anyone,
everyone thinks this of you

GARAT
Well, it’s true
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KARROK
Do you agree with him?

GARAT
Where were you when Natoka was under the
control of the Space Army? We looked for you
everywhere

KARROK
I was hiding here, where I am now. It was the
Space Protection Department that told me to
escape, and if I didn’t, I would be dead now.

PUSPIL
The SPD? Are you taking orders from the
earthlings while we wage war on the
earthlings?

KARROK
I don't take orders from anyone. I give
orders. But I can accept good advice, whoever
gives it

PUSPIL
So I’ll give you some good advice: don’t
trust the SPD

KARROK
It’s obvious that I don’t trust the SPD. I
don’t trust anyone

GARAT
Frankly speaking none of us 3 trust the other
2. Each of us entered this tent with his own
bodyguards. It is not a sign of trust. We 3
are also all armed. So we don’t even trust
our bodyguards

EVERYONE looks worried

PUSPIL
Who would ever trust a Mutantis?
Who would ever trust a Magnauxor?
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GARAT
What did you dare to say?

PUSPIL
Garat, how did you become Queen?

GARAT
By killing the previous Queen, as decided by
the ancient law

PUSPIL
What did you do after becoming Queen?

GARAT
I fucked her husbands, as the as decided by
the ancient law

PUSPIL
And someone should trust you? You fuck
anything that has a dick! You also fuck the
males of other species

GARAT
I heard that your wife is also of another
species. Isn’t shw a Homo Venenumphallus?

PUSPIL
Yes, and I have been faithful to her since
the day I saw her. How loyal to his own wife
each of my men is

GARAT
Of course, if you come in contact with the
sperm of another male you die. Easy to be
faithful when you fear death. We conquer our
males by fighting with honor between females.
We do not poison anyone behind

GARAT
(to Karrok)

... and we do not change sex when the fight
goes wrong
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KARROK
Now it is not okay with how we Mutantis fuck?

246 EXT. DESERT/OUTSIDE KARROK’S TENT - CONTINUOUS

3 armies (MUTANTIS REBELS, MAGNAUXOR WOMEN,
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN), are outside the tent waiting.
PRESS is talking to people of all armies.
She still has the bandages on her head

PRESS
So, correct me if I’m wrong, you Mutantis
just wanted your families to be safe. And
maybe rebuild your homes, right?

MUTANTIS REBEL 3
That’s right

PRESS
Were you ever interested in waging war on the
Space Army?

MUTANTIS REBEL 3
Yes and no. If by making war we can make them
return to their homes, and we return to our
lives, then we accept war. That’s why we
followed Karrok. But we certainly don’t like
killing. We just like to hit each other,
punch each other in the balls, change sex and
fuck on the field. This is how children are
born, by the way

PRESS turns to MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3

PRESS
And if I understand correctly, even for you
Magnauxor this conflict is not what you
expected

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3
That’s right. We thought we would kill other
women in battle and steal their husbands. And
that after a few weeks we would return to
Vetrameco full of males to hatch our eggs
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PRESS
Eggs?

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3
Yes, eggs. We only do the beginning of the
pregnancy. Then the egg is given to the male
who hatches it until it opens. If you’ve had
sex with multiple men that’s not a problem:
each male recognizes his egg by the smell and
knows whose father it is. But Garat brought
us here to this desert where the males are
ugly, tall and don’t hatch eggs. I think I
expelled one drunk a few weeks ago, and lost
it. I feel terribly guilty

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
Puspil had promised us that no one would
despise us anymore. Because we know what they
say about us. Nobody wants a man whose sperm
is poison, even if women are completely
immune to the poison.

PRESS
What if a man puts it in another man’s mouth
or ass?

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
Well, he dies. But who would be crazy enough
to do such a thing?

PRESS
Most human species do it. I have many friends
who do it

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
Crazy. But if you are not a Mutantis, a
Magnauxor or a VenenumPhallus, who are you?
Are you a Similis?

PRESS
Let’s say i’m a member of the species that is
similar to the Similis
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MUTANTIS REBEL 3
Are you a Sapiens ?????

PRESS
Guessed

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
But you were born here on Vrokja?

PRESS
No

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
(incredulous)

On Earth?

PRESS
Almost. I was born on the moon. My parents
worked at CERN on the Moon

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3
What is the Moon?

PRESS
It’s like a tiny planet orbiting the Earth

MUTANTIS REBEL 3
Wow! I can boast of having met a woman who
has been to 3 different planets! Speaking of
getting to know each other, what’s your name?

PRESS
My name is ... my name is ... I don’t
remember my name

VENENUMPHALLUS MAN 2
How can you not remember your name?

PRESS
I can’t explain it

MUTANTIS REBEL 3
And what were you doing on Earth?
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PRESS
On Earth I was a ... I don’t even remember
that. Now that I think about it, I don’t even
remember getting here. Where the fuck are we?

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3
In the middle of the desert. You must have
taken a good hit on the head. Are you sure
you feel good?

PRESS
Yes, never felt better.

PRESS gets up, goes to the tent, from which the meeting
between KARROK, GARAT and PUSPIL is taking place.
PRESS grabs a grenade and throws it into the tent

247 INT. DESERT/KARROK’S TENT - CONTINUOUS

KARROK, PUSPIL and GARAT are yelling at each other.
The grenade explodes.
KARROK, PUSPIL and GARAT (and their bodyguards) die

248 EXT. DESERT/OUTSIDE KARROK’S TENT - CONTINUOUS

The 3 armies (MUTANTIS REBELS, MAGNAUXOR WOMEN,
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN) watch Press in amazement

PRESS
My name is ... My name is ... My name is
Karrok Garat Puspil. I am your Leader, your
Queen and your King. Follow me and I will
give you peace. Follow me and I’ll let you
fuck whoever you want, the way you want.
Follow me and you will have hundreds of
children. Or leave now, but know that if you
do, you will be outcasts for your entire
life. If you accept me as your supreme
commander, prove it by following my first
order: have an orgy!

The 3 armies cheer her and the orgy begins
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EPISODE 19: Press is back

249 EXT. OUTPOST 16/GATE - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 16 (Space Army) - October
10, 2050

PRESS is in front of the entrance gate with her hands
up

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Halt!

PRESS
I have to speak to the General in charge of
this Division

250 INT. OUTPOST 16/GENERAL'S OFFICE - DAY

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Let me understand, you, alone, would have
found where the Mutantis are hiding, while
the Search Division has been looking for them
for weeks

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

The Mutantis would have welcomed you without
suspicion, despite the fact that you told
them you are an earthling

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

They would have told you they just want the
war to end
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PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

To go home to fight and fuck

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

And they would spontaneously surrender to us

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

If we make them come here to surrender

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

And if we fuck them all

PRESS
Yes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Miss, I can see from kilometer away that it
is a trap

PRESS
No, it is not

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Of course it is. As soon as they enter they
will kill us all
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PRESS
Then go to them. I have the coordinates of
both their current location and all the
hiding places they have used in the last few
months

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Karrok would have given you false coordinates

PRESS
Karrok is dead

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Are you sure?

PRESS
Seen with my own eyes

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

They will try to avenge him

PRESS
I don’t think so. They had an orgy when he
died

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Maybe it’s their way of paying homage to the
defunct leader

PRESS
Or maybe they just want to fuck

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

In any case only a madman would let them in
or leave the base completely unguarded

PRESS
Send only the men and leave women in command
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

If it were a trap, I would lose even more
than 50% of my troops

PRESS
Send a few soldiers on a reconnaissance
mission. If they are killed you were right,
you would have lost a few expendable men, but
you will have all their positions. If they
are not killed, I’m right and you win the war
today

251 INT. INSIDE A DPTAV - DAY

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Guys, I’ll be honest with you. The mission is
dangerous

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

Who would've thought it!

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

We will enter the territory controlled by the
Mutantis to see if they want to trap us or if
they are really giving up. For me, 90% is a
trap. But that 10% chance. that they want to
end the war, is worth the risk

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE2

Anyway, those in charge don’t give a shit
about anyone if we die

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

I’m in charge here. And if things go wrong,
I’ll die with you. So stop playing victims.
Today we can save the lives of all our fellow
soldiers. Or die with weapons in hand
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

But do we really have to fuck the Mutantis to
make them surrender? I’m not gay, I don’t
want to fuck a man in the ass

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

As usual, you didn’t understand a word of the
briefing. First we make them give up with a
couple of punches in the balls. Then they
become women. Then we fuck them

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

Corporal, when you say women ... do you mean
they have pussy?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Yes. And also the boobs

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

And if we don’t punch them ...

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Until then, they have cock, balls and no tits

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

This still leaves me a little perplexed

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE1

It will be like fucking your girlfriend, but
they have tits

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE3

My girlfriend has tits, they are just a
little small, that’s all
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EVERYONE laughs

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-PRIVATE4 (DRIVER)

Arrived

252 EXT. DESERT - DAY

All 5 S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA-* get out of the
DPTAV.
Thousands of naked and unarmed MUTANTIS REBELS await
them.
Some have prepared a huge table with food and drink

MUTANTIS REBEL 3 (nude man)
Only in 5? Well, worse for you. The deal was
clear: you have to defeat us and fuck us all.
I don’t know how so few will succeed but it
is a problem for your

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

Do you authorize me to hit you with a slap in
the balls?

MUTANTIS REBEL 3 (nude man)
Space Army usually don’t ask for permission.
If I have a choice, I would prefer a kick in
the balla

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA-CORPORAL kicks with
little force

MUTANTIS REBEL 3 (nude man)
Auh. A little harder please

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA-CORPORAL kicks very
hard.
MUTANTIS REBEL 3 becomes a woman and touches
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA-CORPORAL over the pants

MUTANTIS REBEL 3 (nude woman)
And now fuck me

253 EXT. DESERT - DAY
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All 5 S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA-* are having sex
with MUTANTIS REBELS (nude women)

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

(speaking on the radio)
General, we need a lot more men

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

(voice from the radio)
Fuck I knew it was a trap

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R3-P1-SA
-CORPORAL

(speaking on the radio)
No, no, it’s not a trap. We just can’t fuck
them all and they’re starting to get offended
a lot. I’m afraid their surrender risks being
compromised if no more cocks come to fuck
them

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

(voice from the radio)
I’m sending more troops, Corporal

254 EXT. OUTPOST 16/GATE - DAY

Hundreds of DPTAV exit

255 INT. OUTPOST 16/GENERAL'S OFFICE - NIGHT

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Miss, I did as you said. Aside from me, all
the men from the base have gone out. I still
fear it may be a trap to attack us and take
the base. But I totally trust every female
soldier in every regiment of the Search
Division. In fact, I trust them more than men
when it comes to waging war on Mutantis.
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PRESS
Because ... men only think about fucking,
even in the face of mortal danger?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Yes, something like that. Now that I think
about it, I haven't heard your name.

PRESS
I don’t remember it

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Don’t you remember your name?

PRESS peels off the bandage showing her open skull.
A piece of brain is missing.

PRESS
(pointing at the open skull)

Probably my name was here, in the part flown
away with the grenade

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

That wound needs to be treated immediately. I
don’t understand how you manage to be still
alive

PRESS
I don’t understand many of those things. Who
knows how many memories there were that I
lost. Maybe even a part of my personality was
there and is no longer there.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Plausible

PRESS
In any case I have found a new way to replace
the old one. Even better, I have 3 names now
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

And what are they?

PRESS
Now my name is Karrok Garat Puspil, Leader of
the Mutantis, Queen of Vetrameco, King of
Sdubo Florp.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENE
RAL

Oh shit

PRESS pulls out a knife and cuts the throat of
S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-DIV.GENERAL

256 EXT. OUTPOST 16/ROOF - NIGHT

PRESS gestures with his arms towards the MAGNAUXOR
WOMEN in the distance.
Then PRESS takes a camera and begins filming all the
battle

257 EXT. DESERT - NIGHT

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3 with binoculars sees PRESS make the
gesture

MAGNAUXOR WOMAN 3
The new Garat has kept his word. Attack!!!

Thousands of MAGNAUXOR WOMEN yell

258 EXT. OUTPOST 16/INNER CAMP - NIGHT

Thousands of MAGNAUXOR WOMEN storm the outpost,
overwhelming and killing the S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-*
female soldiers.
The battle lasts all night.
PRESS films the whole battle from the roof

259 EXT. OUTPOST 16/INNER CAMP - DAY
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Happy MAGNAUXOR WOMEN watch the corpses of the female
soldiers

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN
Karrok Garat Puspil! Karrok Garat Puspil!
Karrok Garat Puspil! Karrok Garat Puspil!
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EPISODE 19: Shame

260 EXT. DESERT - DAY

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-* (only naked men) and MUTANTIS
REBELS (naked men and women) sleep embraced.
Some Mutantis returned men, others remained women
because they were pregnant.
The VENENUMPHALLUS MEN have all surrounded

VENENUMPHALLUS MEN
(jokingly shouting)

Wake up! Breakfast is ready

Space Army soldiers wake up terrified.
Some have reactions of disgust at seeing MUTANTIS
REBELS (naked men)

VOLTUS
(yelling)

Who is in charge? Is there a general?

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLONEL stands up

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

Me. The general delegated me, because I’m the
Colonel with the most seniority

VOLTUS
Colonel, while you and your men slept, we
surrounded you and removed the battery from
your laser rifles

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

You said you wanted surrender

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

No. That was what the Mutantis said
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

And who are you? Are you Homo Similis?

VOLTUS
No. We are the Homo Venenumphallus, we come
from Sdubo Florp, in the mountains.
As surely you will have guessed I now have
only 2 possibilities

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

Which ones?

VOLTUS
I can accept your unconditional surrender,
accompany you to your headquarters and see
you leave for Earth. Or I can give the order
to open fire and see you all die. I’m sure
others in my place would have already killed
all of you tonight. Karrok, Garat and Puspil
would have done so. And you would have done
so too. But for us at Sdubo Florp, honor is a
serious matter. And we don’t like acting
cowardly

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

I’m happy to see that certain rules are
important on Vrokja too. We surrender

VOLTUS
Well. I must give you a message for Earth.
From today the entire Central continent of
Vrokja belongs only to us Venenumphallus, to
our friends Mutantis and to our friends
Magnauxor. Everyone else is no longer
welcome, be it Sapiens, Similis,
Polypusphallus, Montis or any other species
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S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

The entire continent? But you haven’t
conquered the entire continent

VOLTUS
But we will. The Great Red, the mountains and
the Jungle will be one Great Kingdom, only
for these 3 species. The others will be able
to decide whether to walk away or face us and
the Magnauxors on the battlefield.

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

What about the Mutantis?

VOLTUS
They fought too much. And probably many of
them are on the first day of pregnancy. Let
them rest

S.ARMY-SAPIENS-SEARCH-R2-COLON
EL

Good. I will immediately report to Earth

261 INT. OUTPOST 16/INNER CAMP - DAY

Selfie Video by PRESS

PRESS
My name is Karrok Garat Puspil, and from
today the Central Continent is ours. Space
Army fuck you!

PRESS shows the middle finger

262 INT. NEWSCAST - DAY

Behind the ANCHORMAN the still image of PRESS’s face on
a screen with the middle finger raised, and the images
of the MAGNAUXOR WOMEN killing the Space Army female
Soldiers on the other
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ANCHORMAN
This is the face of Karrok. This is the face
of evil. Don’t be fooled by her feminine
face. Mutantis can change their appearance
from man to woman at will. As long as he
lives, there will never be peace on Vrokja.
As long as he lives, there will never be
honor on Earth. He inflicted heavy casualties
on the Space Army with a vile and merciless
attack, but such an attack must be avenged.
We need to send more troops. We have to find
him. And we must kill him

263 INT. TALK SHOW - NIGHT

Behind the HOST WOMAN, the images of the corpses of the
female soldiers.
Especially those who died in the most brutal way
(severed heads, etc.)

HOST WOMAN
General, can you confirm that 100% of the
women of the Search Division of the Space
Army died?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Unfortunately it is correct

HOST WOMAN
And that these women had been left alone to
defend the outpost?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Yes, this is correct too

HOST WOMAN
And is it true that while women were being
massacred, men were in the middle of the
desert having sex?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
No, no, no, you can’t put the question in
that way. The men were indeed in the desert,
but on a mission
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HOST WOMAN
And what did the mission consist of?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Making the Mutantis surrender

HOST WOMAN
How?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
... er ... fucking them

HOST WOMAN
That’s exactly what I said. Do you confirm
that after the orgy the soldiers fell asleep?
And then, the next morning, as soon as they
woke up, they gave up?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Of course they had to surrender because ...

HOST WOMAN
Is it true that no soldier fired a shot?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
They couldn’t have fired

HOST WOMAN
And why?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Their laser rifles batteries had been removed
as they slept after the orgy

HOST WOMAN
So, no one noticed that all the rifles were
being unarmed?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Yes
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TALK SHOW
Did they still have grenades?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I don’t know

HOST WOMAN
Don’t you know?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
In any case, no one would have thought of
using them. If they had done so many of them
would have died

HOST WOMAN
Maybe they would have died avenging the
female soldiers. How many women surrendered
while defending the base?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
None

Cheers from the AUDIENCE, especially by the young girls

HOST WOMAN
So 100% of women died fighting and not giving
up, while 100% of men had a fuck, gave up and
went home safe and sound

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
One man died

HOST WOMAN
Indeed! And who would this hero be?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The Divisional General. He was not present at
the orgy but remained at the outpost

HOST WOMAN
How come? Doesn’t he like to fuck Mutantis?
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S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
What are you saying! The General could not
leave the outpost

HOST WOMAN
And why?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
The protocol provides for it. Generals cannot
leave the outposts, it is too dangerous to
send them to the battlefield with the troops

HOST WOMAN
I understand. So the only man who died, died
of cowardice. If he had had the courage to go
with his men, he would have been saved. I
don’t think there is need to say more

FATHER IN TEARS stands up from the audience and goes in
front of the S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)

FATHER IN TEARS
A month ago you showed my daughter naked
while taking a shower

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Those shots were not authorized and would
never have ...

FATHER IN TEARS
Shut up! You enjoyed showing the female
soldiers with their pussies out. Who knows
how many perverts jerked off looking at them.
I called her as soon as I saw the report on
TV. I was furious. Do you know what she told
me? That it was normal for male soldiers and
female soldiers to be naked together. That
sex has nothing to do with war. That there
was no shame. That men and women fight
together, as brothers and sisters. That they
were all there to do their duty.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
Your daughter is right
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FATHER IN TEARS looks at the screen which still shows
the bodies of the soldiers

FATHER IN TEARS
I see my daughter’s body on one side. And the
head not far away

S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST)
I offer you my condolences for your loss

FATHER IN TEARS
Does sex have anything to do with war? She
was wrong, it has to do with it. Is there
anything to be ashamed of? There she was
right, at least she had nothing to be ashamed
of, but the same cannot be said of you
others. What are women for you? Meat to show
to propaganda cameras? Bodies to be tortured
by the enemy? Soldiers are not brothers and
sisters. And I don’t know what their duty is.
I just know what’s my duty as father

FATHER IN TEARS draws a laser gun and points it at the
S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST).
EVERYONE (except the General) is terrified.
FATHER IN TEARS shoots.
S.ARMY-GENERAL (FIRST) dies instantly

264 INT. HOUSE - DAY

SPECTATOR 1 and SPECTATOR 2, on the couch are watching
TV when an image of PRESS with the words "Karrok"
passes by

SPECTATOR 1
Wait...I know that girl

SPECTATOR 2
What are you saying?

SPECTATOR 1
Her name is not Karrok. And she isn’t from
Vrokja. She was studying journalism with me a
few years ago
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SPECTATOR 2
Are you sure?

SPECTATOR 1 takes a photo from the phone

SPECTATOR 1
Here she is. 100% Sapiens and earthlings. I
don’t know what she’s doing there but she’s
not who she says to be

SPECTATOR 2
So.... they lied to us about everything. It’s
all fake. The whole war with the Mutantis is
a colossal lie. The General they shot
yesterday is also fake

SPECTATOR 1
Well, I don’t know that now

SPECTATOR 2
Well, yes, of course it is. First they invent
an enemy with an absurd name like Karrok. So
the Parliament gives money to the armed
forces to make war on them. Months and months
of war and they don’t find it. Don’t you
think it’s strange?

SPECTATOR 1
I don’t know. Maybe the desert is huge

SPECTATOR 2
Oh well! Then after burning billions looking
for someone they know doesn’t exist, they
take a porn actresses and shoot the scene in
the shower. But do you think real soldiers
would do such a thing?

SPECTATOR 1
Boh
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SPECTATOR 2
Then they send all the real soldiers far into
the desert. Maybe they blackmail them and say
that if they talk they kill them or they kill
their families on earth.

SPECTATOR 1
It’s impossible, they should have made
thousands of people lie

SPECTATOR 2
And do you know one in person?

SPECTATOR 1
No okay, but what’s that got to do with it?

SPECTATOR 2
Then they take special effects experts and
make us believe that women died heroically
while defending the base, without even a man
with them. Come on! Do you think that in 2050
people are fighting by detaching their heads
with their bare hands?

SPECTATOR 1
This thing about the detaching head is
strange, but everything is possible

SPECTATOR 2
Please open your eyes and don’t believe this
bullshit! And then, last night, icing on the
cake, they took a loser actor, they put him
in a General’s uniform and they pretended to
kill him

SPECTATOR 1
No, he’s really dead. The news is everywhere

SPECTATOR 2
And why was everyone in the studio afraid and
he wasn’t? It seemed as if he wanted to say
to the guy who shot, obviously an actor too,
"Come on shoot me, I know it’s a blanks"
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SPECTATOR 1
An actor, however, would have acted to be
afraid, so as not to make it clear that the
gun has blanks

SPECTATOR 2
Because they used a real soldier to play the
part of the General who dies! So he didn’t
know how to play the part of the one who’s
afraid because he wasn’t a professional actor

SPECTATOR 1
But sorry, do you think they make such a plot
and can’t find an actor who knows how to be
afraid? But anyway that’s the real General,
it’s full of videos of him

SPECTATOR 2
Of course! The General has always been an
actor all these years. An actor who had to
play the part of the fearless General. Maybe
he wanted a pay raise, or threatened to tell
the truth. Did you notice how the reporter
always silenced him?

SPECTATOR 1
I only agree that the journalist always
silenced him. And was the reporter part of
the plot?

SPECTATOR 2
Obviously. The fake general had been told
that the gun was blanks, and he was calm to
let us at home understand that he knew it was
blanks. But the reporter knew it was actually
true. For this he was afraid. She feared she
might be hit by mistake. Do you remember that
he said that a man was also dead?

SPECTATOR 1
Yes, the Divisional General, the one left at
the Outpost with the women
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SPECTATOR 2
Left at the outpost while the make-up artists
put fake corpses here and there. 2 Generals
out of 2 killed. Don’t you think it’s a
coincidence? The reporter also said that if
the other General went where he needed to go
he would be alive. They killed the only 2
actors who had evidence of the conspiracy!
The world must know

265 INT. TOROT’S VILLA/LIVING ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Torot’s villa - October 15, 2050

SPD SPY 1 and TOROT are seated.
TOROT’S BODYGUARD 1 is standing

SPD SPY 1
Do you know why I’m here?

TOROT
Yes. Half of the time the SPD sends someone
to ask me a favor, the other half sends
someone to give me information

SPD SPY 1
And this time which one would be of the 2?

TOROT
None of the 2. This time the SPD sent you to
ask me for information. I find it funny, you
who ask me for information, but that’s it,
right?

SPD SPY 1
And what information would I have come to ask
you?

TOROT
You want to know what happened to those
imbecile Marines you sent me last May

SPD SPY 1
At least they got this far
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TOROT
Yes, and they left my house safe and sound

SPD SPY 1
I feared you had killed them

TOROT
I am a man of business, I won’t kill if I
don’t earn something

SPD SPY 1
And where did they go?

TOROT
I don’t know what they did as soon as they
left my house. I also gave them up for dead.
But luck would have it that one of mine saw
them a few days ago. At the head of 4 armies

SPD SPY 1
4 armies?

TOROT
Yes, your Marines were in charge of 4
different armies

SPD SPY 1
Fantastic. And where?

TOROT
I don't give free information. But luckily
for you, they are very cheap

SPD SPY 1
What do you want?

TOROT
Access to one of your port spaces. And some
space from time to time on the departing
rockets

SPD SPY 1
To trade what?
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TOROT
So there are 2 things you want to know. The
price goes up

SPD SPY 1
Tell me where I find the Marines and you will
have all the space you want

TOROT
Ob Festoko’s valley. But you better hurry up

266 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

Overlay: Earth - Ministry of Defense - October 17,
2050

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
I only had 2 days to analyze the situation on
Vrokja but ...

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
But?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
But my suggestion is to let go

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Surrender to the enemy? After what they did
to us? Do not avenge the slain soldiers?

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
As a soldier, there is nothing I want more
than to avenge the comrades who have fallen
in battle. As a man who believes in honor,
the death of all those girls is a shame to be
washed with the blood of the enemy.
If I were still a simple soldier, I would
have asked for permission to volunteer for a
punitive expedition. But I am no longer a
simple soldier. My duty today is to be in
charge of the entire Space Army.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
And what does this duty entail today?
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S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
To do some calculations. First of all we need
to calculate how many troops could die if the
war continued. How many at best and how many
at worst. Then calculate the probability of
winning. Finally weigh the results obtained.
My predecessor, rest in peace, had too much
optimism and was never able to foresee any of
the defeats that have taken place. We have to
admit some truths. The first is that the
enemy knows the Great Red far better than we
do. The second is that the enemy has an
extraordinary talent for finding new allies
who always provide fresh troops. The third is
that civilians and enemies for our troops are
indistinguishable. The fourth is that our
troops are used to fighting having the
technological advantage on their side. In
some warlike aspects it seems to have
returned to the 20th century. On Vrokja we
don’t even have spy satellites and real-time
communications networks. If we could get live
images….

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
The Sphaericus do not want. Their, as they
call it, "collective will" ...

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
"Shared Will"

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Yes, that. I still haven't figured out what
it is. A Parliament? A Government? A
Constitution? An internal regulation? A
series of values? In any case, they are
against it. No satellites, mobile networks,
etc. But you soldiers always tend to forget
the political aspect of the question.

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
That is?
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
The purpose of this war is not to conquer a
Vrokjan desert. We are full of deserts on
Earth, and we have for decades stopped waging
war to control them. And our deserts at least
had, I know, oil, or methane, or valuable
minerals. The Great Red, if I understand
correctly, is a gigantic mold. There is
absolutely nothing inside

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
So the purpose?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Show our friends in the Vrokjan North Pole
that we can bring peace to their planet. That
we are able to do the one thing they can’t
do: War. If they had known how to wage war,
they would have been the ones to conquer, not
only the Great Red, but all the Vrokjani
continents. But if that had been the case,
who knows, maybe they would never have even
contacted us. Today none of us would know the
planet Vrokja, or the Sphaericus technology.

We would still believe we live on the only
inhabited planet in the Universe. There
wouldn’t even be a Space Army. Or a Space
Navy. Or a Space Air Force. Or the Space
Marines. Or the SPD

The 4 generals look worried

SPD DIRECTOR
Minister, as usual I agree 100% with you. And
this time I also agree on something said by
the new Space Army General: that the Space
Army cannot win this war, at least not
without a huge cost in human lives. And I’m
sure the same also applies to Marines, Navy
and Air Force. Furthermore, I would point out
to you a second political question much more
serious than the first
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
More serious?

SPD DIRECTOR
The survival of the state itself is in
danger. Today public opinion is clamoring for
2 things First: that Karrok, and all his
troops, die. Second: no more dead in our
troops

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
Fucking civilians! They want everything but
without getting their hands dirty

SPD DIRECTOR
I have the solution. We can create a
mercenary army, something that will never
even have our uniforms, and launch it without
hesitation against Karrok. If it wins, we’ll
say he was our army from the beginning. And
ours will be the victory. If it loses,
patience! It’s still half a victory because
it will have inflicted losses to Karrok’s
Army

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
How much time do you need?

SPD DIRECTOR
A few weeks

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
Impossible. Thousands of people are not being
recruited and trained in such a short time.

SPD DIRECTOR
Mr. Minister, I guarantee you we can do it.
If you authorize me, obviously

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
I authorize you

267 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/CORRIDOR 1 - DAY

SPD DIRECTOR takes his mobile phone and writes
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SPD DIRECTOR’S PHONE MESSAGE
Authorization granted. Contact FURUT

268 INT. OB FESTOKO VALLEY/FURUT TENT - NIGHT

Overlay: Vrokja - Ob Festoko valley, west entrance -
October 21, 2050

FURUT, LUSUT and HANS are having dinner.
ARTHUR and MELOG enter the tent staggering drunk

ARTHUR
Furut, there’s someone out there who wants to
talk to you

FURUT
Did you search him?

ARTHUR
Melog, did we search him?

MELOG
No

HANS
I’ll do it

HANS exits and soon comes back with SPD SPY 1

SPD SPY 1
I have to speak privately with FURUT

FURUT
I have no secrets for my Marines

SPD SPY 1
Good. The SPD sends you a gift

FURUT
Oh really?
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SPD SPY 1
Yes. Karrok’s coordinates, and the estimate
of his troops, and of the weapons in
possession

FURUT
Not a gift. You came to give me the order to
attack. But I don’t take orders from you. I
will attack if I want to attack. And I’m more
than sure that if I attack, at the end, the
glory would all go to the Space Army

SPD SPY 1
So you didn’t know?

FURUT
What?

SPD SPY 1
The Space Army escaped from the planet

FURUT
From the entire planet?

SPD SPY 1
Not quite, they still have troops on the
other continents, but not on this one. Karrok
has put to flight all the soldiers present in
the Great Red, forcing them to flee

HANS
And the Space Army has never had troops
neither in the jungle, nor in the mountains

SPIA SPD 1
Precisely. So unless you have a boat, you
won’t see any Space Army soldiers. Of course,
now that I have told you that the greatest
army of all time has been put on the run, you
will be too afraid to attack, I understand
that if you say no to me
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FURUT
You really hope that I am stupid enough to
say:

FURUT
(mocking)

Okay, let’s run to certain death, to show the
SPD that we are not scared

FURUT
These means are used with children

SPD SPY 1
That was plan A, but I knew it wouldn’t work.
My plan B is to make you understand what is
at stake. Defeat Karrok, avenge the Space
Army, and all earthlings will love you. Your
name will end up in our history books, you
will be considered the greatest general of
all time

FURUT
(laughing)

General!

FURUT
Pass me that map

SPD SPY 1 hands him a map, FURUT opens it on the
ground.
On the map indications about Press’s troops, indicated
as Karrok’s troops

FURUT
So so so ... the Magnauxor and Venenumphallus
are with them. We can destroy them without
problems

FURUT
Excellent. I run to report to the SPD that
you will attack

FURUT
Hans, you know what to do
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HANS jumps at the SPD SPY 1 and strangles him with his
bare hands while smiling with joy

ARTHUR
So are we attacking or not?

FURUT
Of course we attack

MELOG
Yeeeeeeeeeah!

MELOG fires a couple of laser rifle shots in the air
piercing the curtain.

MELOG
Sorry. I’m going to piss. I’m drunk
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EPISODE 21: The final ruler

269   EXT. OUTPOST 16 + NEW BOUNDARY WALLS AND DOOR/OUT -
DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Outpost 16 - November 1, 2050

ARMY OF PRESS is composed of:

VENENUMPHALLUS MEN: with laser rifles and grenades;
over the walls

MAGNAUXOR WOMEN: bare hands; deployed outside, forming
a C, with the aim of striking and surrounding ARMY OF
FURUT

ARMY OF FURUT (few hundred meters in front of the
boundary walls) is composed of:

OBFESTOKIAN MEN: with improvised melee weapons; on the
first line; less trained, considered expendable

VADILONIAN HOPLITE WOMEN: with long spears; on the
second line; ready to withstand the impact of the
MAGNAUXOR WOMEN

RADDERIAN WARRIORS: with bow and arrows; to the right
of the second line, lined up diagonally

STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN: with swords, heavy armours and
shields; to the left of the second line, lined up
diagonally

FURUT, LUST, HANS, ARTHUR and MELOG: with laser rifles
and neutron grenades; behind all

ALEKSANDRA: in the multicopter; hovering over and
protecting the ARMY OF FURUT while trying to avoid
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN laser rifles.

The battle goes in this way for all day:

1) OBFESTOKIANS run and scream at MAGNAUXORS
2) MAGNAUXORS instinctively set off against them
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3) This makes harder, for VENENUMPHALLUS, to offer
covering fire

4) MAGNAUXORS have the better over OB FESTOKO. An
average of 5 Ob Festoko die for each Magnauxor.

5) OBFESTOKIANS retreat. VADILONIANS open passages to
let them pass and then regroup. When the
MAGNAUXORS impact against the VADILONIANS line,
they cannot even penetrate the first row of spears
because the VADILONIANS have a high morale.

6) STRUMTONIANS make a pincer maneuver and close the
MAGNAUXORS between themselves and the VADILONIANS

7) MAGNAUXORS, unwilling and unable to retreat, fight
to the death (for many hours) inflicting heavy
losses on VADILONIANS and STRUMTONS

8) At the same time, the RADDERIANS advance under the
boundary walls firing arrows at the VENENUMPHALLUS
above. RADDERIANS use the Cantabrian circle
technique, but on foot.

9) VENENUMPHALLUS shoot the RADDERIANS with rifles,
but often miss their aim because the Radderians
are never stationary. VENENUMPHALLUS , on the
other hand, are all stopped at their positions.

10) Somme VENENUMPHALLUS throw grenades inflicting a
casualties on the RADDERIANS

11) ALEKSANDRA focuses all the fire on the front
door, always flying in a zigzag way to avoid being
hit by the laser rifles

12) When the door gives way, the RADDERIANS enter.
Many RADDERIANS are shot down upon entering
because the bottleneck makes them more vulnerable
to VENENUMPHALLUS fire, but they manage to enter
because they are in large numbers.

13) ALEKSANDRA lands and picks up FURUT, LUSUT,
ARTHUR, MELOG and Hans. Then they take off

14) The battle between MAGNAUXOR, STRUMTONIANS and
VADILONIAN continues.

270 EXT. OUTPOST 16 + NEW BOUNDARY WALLS AND DOOR/INNER
CAMP - DAY

The battle between VENENUMPHALLUS and RADDERIANS moves
from outside to inside.
ALEKSANDRA lands in a relatively clear spot.
FURUT, LUSUT, ARTHUR, MELOG and HANS exit.
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ALEKSANDRA takes off again and provides covering fire.
FURUT, LUSUT, ARTHUR, MELOG and HANS take part in the
clashes.
The battle continues for hours in all the buildings and
clearings of the outpost.

271 EXT. OUTPOST 16/INNER CAMP - SUNSET

The VENENUMPHALLUS surrender and throw down their
weapons.
The MAGNAUXOR are all dead.
Entire ARMY OF FURUT (who survived) is inside the
courtyard.
Thousands of corpses everywhere

272 EXT. OUTPOST 16/GENERAL'S OFFICE - NIGHT

FURUT, LUSUT, HANS, ARTHUR and MELOG stare at PRESS.
PRESS is bloody and tied to a chair

FURUT
Crazy. All this toil and you’re not even
Karrok. You don’t know who you are. And
you’re not even from this planet

HANS
If you think she’s lying, I can continue the
interrogation.

FURUT
No, I believe her. Look at the hole in her
head, I believe she doesn’t remember

LUSUT makes a gesture

FURUT
Yes, you’re right Lusut. If after killing
Karrok, Garat and Puspil she did nothing,
absolutely nothing, the War would be over.
But luckily for me, she wanted to play war.
And here we are all. Hans, you can kill her
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HANS
I really wanted to keep torturing and raping
her

FURUT
Why? She has already said everything

HANS
Just for fun

ARTHUR has an expression of disgust towards HANS

FURUT
Ok, go. I want her dead before sunrise: she
knows too many things. Marines, let’s leave
him alone and go to get drugs, we deserve it

ARTHUR, MELOG, FURUT and LUSUT exit.
HANS tortures and rapes PRESS
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EPISODE 22: Happy birthday

273 INT. SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL'S OFFICE - DAYS

Overlay: Earth - Space Air Force Headquarters -
November 3, 2050

SPD DIRECTOR
Here I am. What did you want to show me?

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Some photos

Photos scroll on a screen behind the General

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
In this one, 2 days ago, the mercenary army
recruited by the SPD defeats the enemies of
the Space Army. A big success

SPD DIRECTOR
Ok

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL changes photo

Then there is this one from a few weeks ago
in which your agent talks to the madman at
the head of this army. Then there is this
other, even older, where your army conquers a
city, then this other where it conquers
another different city, this other photo,
this other, this other ...

DIRECTOR SPD
I got it, I got it, you are the greatest
voyeurs in history

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Did you think we would believe the lie of the
army of mercenaries enlisted in a few days?

SPD DIRECTOR
No, I just needed the Minister to believe it.
I think it worked
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SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
You had an army for months. Months. And you
let the Space Army be annihilated. All those
earthlings lives lost

SPD DIRECTOR
You didn’t call me to blame me. Nor to tell
me that you will tell the Minister
everything. If you wanted to, you would have
already done so. Of course, you would have
run the risk of the Minister using his brains
and realizing that you too have known about
this army for months

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
I can tell the Minister we didn’t know it was
your army

SPD DIRECTOR
Even worse. You knew of such a threat and you
have not warned anyone. Nor took initiative.
The voyeurs of the skies just watched. Not a
great defense. But do you know what I’m
telling you? You did just fine spying on us.
As you are doing just fine now in
blackmailing me

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Blackmailing you? But if I didn’t ask you
anything

SPD DIRECTOR
Yeah, but we both know I’m not the kind of
guy that needs things to be told explicitly.
Especially when it comes to blackmail. You
have to admit I have a natural talent for
that

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Undeniable
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SPD DIRECTOR
You know, it bothered me too that I knew your
sordid little secrets and you none of ours.
It almost made me uncomfortable. Now we are
even. You called me to tell me this: that if
I continue to keep my mouth shut on you, you
will keep my mouth shut on us. I’m sincere,
double blackmail is a situation that I like
very much

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Sincere? When have you ever been sincere with
someone

SPD DIRECTOR
The last time I was sincere I was with my
mother. I was 5 years old

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
I know you are an orphan for birth. You lie
even when you admit to lying. You are amazing

SPD MANAGER.
Seeing how good I am? You, on the other hand,
would not know how to keep a secret even if
you wanted to, this worries me a little, but
for now I will ignore it

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Empty words

SPD DIRECTOR
Earlier you said "earthlings lives lost". You
didn’t say "human". In one word, you admitted
what I know from before you were appointed
General. That you don’t care about the
Vrokjans. And mind you, I’m not criticizing
you. It doesn’t matter to me either

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
You don’t care, unless it’s convenient for
you to care. You think only to your personal
interests
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SPD DIRECTOR
Ok, but now let’s avoid the cliché of the
hard and pure General who puts ideals first.
More to say or can I go?

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
One last question. How many Space Marines are
aware of your plot?

SPD DIRECTOR
Only those you see in the photos

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
What about the General?

SPD DIRECTOR
He only knows that I “stole” some men from
him, he doesn’t know the purpose

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Didn’t he ask?

SPD DIRECTOR
No. Maybe he thinks his conscience is cleaner
that way. Can I ask you for a microscopic
personal favor?

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Let’s hear

SPD DIRECTOR
Would you print the first picture for me? It
turned out so well and I want to show it to
the Minister. And I will say that you have
given a hand

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
You are incorrigible

274 EXT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/SQUARE AHEAD - DAY

SEXY JOURNALIST, dressed in an excessively provocative
way, interviews the MINISTER OF DEFENSE, very
embarrassed but also excited
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Today is a day to be celebrated and
remembered forever. Karrok is dead. With him,
or with her, all his troops. Our female
soldiers have been avenged. Now the Vrokjans
need no longer fear anything. The Great Red
is the safest place on Vrokja

SEXY JOURNALIST
And how did we avenge them? Was it the Space
Army?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
No, no, no. It was another army that I
personally created, using only troops from
the Great Red

SEXY JOURNALIST
Some thought it was the SPD that created it

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Nonsense. As I have already said in the past,
the only power of the SPD is to give advice
to our armed forces on how to move around
Vrokja and how to interact with local
populations. Nothing more

SEXY JOURNALIST
Thank you Minister

275 INT. NEWSCAST - DAY

ANCHORMAN
(right hand on the right earphone)

A video has just arrived from Vrokja, from
the troops who defeated Karrok. Let’s watch
it together

276 EXT. OUTPOST 16 + NEW BOUNDARY WALLS AND DOOR/INNER
CAMP - DAY

FURUT is dressed like Julius Caesar (toga, laurel
wreath, etc.). He is seated on a throne.

Near to him:
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LUSUT has a neutral expression.
HANS smiles with happiness.
ARTHUR has an incredulous expression.
MELOG is drugged and absent-eyed.
The Marines have their uniforms perfectly clean,
patched and ironed.

ALEKSANDRA is hovering the multicopter a few meters
high.

In the background:
VADILONIAN HOPLITE WOMEN
STRUMTONIAN SWORDSMEN
RADDERIAN WARRIORS
OBFESTOKIAN MEN
VENENUMPHALLUS MEN

FURUT
My beloved Vrokjan subjects, it is your new
emperor speaking to you. My name is Furut
First. I have brought peace to the Great Red.
I defeated the evil Karrok. I killed the
soldiers who were still loyal to her, and
accepted those who surrendered to me into my
arms. Thanks to me, the whole Central
Continent is at peace. No species or people
will be forced to abandon it. But I can’t
stop there. I will bring peace to all of
Vrokja. Today I declare the entire Planet
Vrokja as my Empire. From the North Pole to
the South Pole, every emerged land, every
ocean, every mountain, every island, every
desert, every cavern, is now part of the
empire of Furut First. Accept me as your
rightful emperor, and you will live in peace.
Refuse to do this, and you will die

HANS
(shouting)

Long live Furut First!

ARMY OF FURUT
(shouting)

Long live Furut First!
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277 INT. SPULLAGOF’S OFFICE ON EARTH - DAY

SPULLAGOF has just seen on the news the scene of FURUT
proclaiming himself emperor.
He turns off the volume on the TV, takes his cell
phone, calls the number under "Minister of Defense"

SPULLAGOF
(on the phone)

Good morning, have you seen the news?

278 INT. MINISTRY OF DEFENSE/WAR ROOM - DAY

MINISTER OF DEFENSE, S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND), SPACE
MARINES GENERAL, SPD DIRECTOR are yelling at each
other, red in face.
AIR FORCE GENERAL says nothing.
SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL is doing pen calculations on a piece
of paper

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
(yelling and banging his fist on the

table)
Hush! You are 5 dickheads. That’s what you
are

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
But the most stupid in here is me who
listened to you all these months. Your every
plan has proved a failure, all the time. And
now everyone says I’m the idiot in this mess
and they want my resignation. But if my head
falls, so do yours

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
(shouting)

Admiral! Stop scribbling numbers!

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
(in a low voice)

Maybe I found
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MINISTER OF DEFENSE
I don’t hear it

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Maybe I found the solution. Not only for this
Furut First, but a long-term solution for the
whole Central Continent

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
If it’s another bullshit I swear I’ll punch
you

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
I calculated that a 100 gigatons thermobaric
bomb would surely destroy the Great Red and
the West side of the mountains with a single
shot. Maybe the jungle and the eastern side
of the mountains would be saved, maybe not.
In any case we are talking about losing from
half to 1 continent

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND), SPACE MARINES GENERAL, SPACE
AIR FORCE GENERAL and SPD DIRECTOR burst out laughing

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
(laughing)

100 Gigatons! Ah, ah, ah. 100 Gigatons!

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
(shouting)

Silence!

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Continue Admiral
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SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Obviously we couldn’t say that we committed a
genocide of an entire continent just to kill
Furut First and his troops

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Couldn’t we?

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
But we could do better. We have an advantage:
such a powerful device does not exist. The
most powerful thermobaric bombs stop at 1
megaton. This should be 100,000 times more
powerful.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Why would it be an advantage?

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Because no one could accuse us of using a
bomb that does not exist. We should build it
in great secrecy, and then say that Furut
First created it. We could make it look like
an accident. We could say that while his
engineers were building the most powerful
bomb ever, it "exploded in his hand"

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL makes the gesture of quotation marks
with his fingers

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Also to say that it exploded by itself, would
not force anyone to take revenge in a later
fight. To public opinion it would only seem
like a deserved punishment. They dared too
much and their pride punished them

SPD DIRECTOR
Furut First has no engineers capable of
building such a bomb. They fight with stolen
rifles and medieval weapons
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SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
The Sphaericus, however, could build it. We
blame them. Let’s say it’s a bomb built by
the Sphaericus to eliminate other vrokjan
species

SPD DIRECTOR
Nobody would believe us. Everyone knows that
they are too pacifists even to throw a punch,
imagine a genocide

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Then the opposite: let’s say that some
Sphaericus were forced to build it by Furut
First. Sphaericus kidnapped and forced under
death threat to build a bomb to destroy their
own homeland, and who died in the explosion
itself

SPD DIRECTOR
The Sphaericus would like to know the names
of their fellow citizens who would have made
it

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Of course, the names ... they will have their
names. It will be enough for the SPD to
kidnap, even today, some Sphaericus, perhaps
some thermobaric engineers. After that you
just have to kill them and pulverize the
corpses

SPD DIRECTOR
It is impossible to infiltrate agents at the
Vrokjan North Pole

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Kidnap them here on Earth. It’s full of
visiting Sphaericus scientists
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SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
We can build the bomb in a couple of months.
We are not launching it directly from a
submarine, that would be too obvious. Our
landing troops will carry it by hand. We will
bring it to the exact center of the Great Red

SPD DIRECTOR
After that, we will tell the public that we
have just discovered that Furut First is
creating a weapon of mass destruction and
that we will try to convince him to dismantle
it with diplomacy. Maybe we even set up a
peace meeting, a summit, something like that

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
And before even the negotiations start, we
detonate the bomb

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
You can see that when you don’t fight but
collaborate together, you manage to formulate
good ideas. Perfect. Plan approved. Maximum
secrecy, obviously

SPD MANAGER
Obviously

SPACE AIR FORCE GENERAL
Obviously

SPACE NAVY ADMIRAL
Obviously

SPACE MARINES GENERAL
Obviously

S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
Mr. Minister, if this is the plan, I cannot
accept to be part of it. I resign with
immediate effect

MINISTER OF DEFENSE.
And will you keep your mouth shut General?
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S.ARMY-GENERAL (SECOND)
Sure. I am always bound by military secrecy.
Violating it would go against the rules.

MINISTER OF DEFENSE
Not enough for me. Arrest him and keep him in
solitary confinement until further notice. No
lawyer or conjugal visits

279 INT. SUBMARINE/BRIEFING ROOM

Overlay: Vrokja - Deep Fighter 21 - December 5, 2050

All the SAILORS are there.
MAYA is naked as always

ROBERT
Sailors, while we were fighting against the
Homo Maris, things have precipitated on the
Central Continent

ROBERT presses a button and a frame of FURUT’s speech
is projected.
ROBERT points to FURUT

ROBERT
This madman proclaimed himself emperor

MAYA
Oh shit! Uh, sorry

ROBERT
You’re right Maya: a shitty situation. Due to
the incompetence of the Space Army, a
complete stranger has taken power by force.
And of course we have the task of settling
the matter. An experimental model of a
thermobaric bomb will be delivered to us in a
few weeks. A 100 Gigatons bomb. It will sweep
through the entire Central continent in one
fell swoop. I need 2 volunteers to take the
bomb to the center of the Desert, trigger it,
and then escape as fast as possible.
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CARL
I volunteer

ROBERT
I was sure of it. I imagine that Boris will
want to come with you too

BORIS
Well, I didn’t offer myself immediately just
because I’m perplexed about how we will
carry, in the middle of the Desert, a device
that will weigh several tons

ROBERT
Don’t be afraid sailor: a friend of mine who
owes me a favor, well more of one, will have
us find a truck along the north coast of the
Central Continent. You and Carl will take
turns driving so you don’t get too tired

ROBERT exits
MAYA walks up to DYLAN

MAYA
(whispers in ear)

Could you come in my room for a minute?

280 INT. SUBMARINE/MAYA’S ROOM

MAYA
Are we crazy? Exterminate every single man,
woman and child of the Central Continent? It
would be the worst genocide in history

DYLAN
I thought the exact same thing

MAYA
We can’t stain our hands with all those
innocent lives

DYLAN
I didn’t sign up for this madness
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MAYA
You have to stop it!

DYLAN
Me?

MAYA
You’re the only one who can do it

DYLAN
The Captain would never listen to me

MAYA
Of course not. You have to go there and
prevent it

DYLAN
How?

MAYA
The bomb will arrive in a few weeks, okay?
And then it will have to be taken to the
coast. And then from there to the Center of
the Desert

DYLAN
So?

MAYA
Escape tonight in your diving suit. Swim to
the coast. From there, run to where that kind
of emperor is and warn him. An entire army
will have no problem with Carl and Boris
alone

DYLAN
But this is desertion. If not high treason

MAYA
Yes it is. It’s important?
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DYLAN
I don’t want to be remembered as someone who
has passed to the enemy

MAYA
Nobody would want that. But would you prefer
to be remembered as one who did nothing to
prevent his chief comrades from exterminating
entire peoples? Do you prefer to be
remembered as someone who only knew how to
obey orders, even when they were madness?

DYLAN
Of course not

MAYA
And then you could kill Carl and Boris. Don’t
tell me you don’t desire it more than
anything else

DYLAN
I’ll go tonight. But not to kill those 2
assholes, I do it for the good of humanity.
Of Vrokja and Earth. May the next generations
never be ashamed of this crime. However,
before leaving, I want to make love with you
for the last time

DYLAN and MAYA make love very romantically

281 INT. IMPERIAL PALACE (FORMER OUTPOST 16)/AUDIENCE
HALL - DAY

Overlay: Vrokja - Imperial Palace of Furut First
(formerly Outpost 16) - January 16, 2051

FURUT is seated on the throne.
HANS and LUSUT have the places of honor by his side.
ARTHUR, MELOG, RADDERIAN ADVISER, VADILONIAN ADVISER,
STRUMTONIAN ADVISER, OBFESTOKIAN ADVISER,
VENENUMPHALLUS ADVISER have less important places.
DYLAN is standing.
FURUT stares at DYLAN
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FURUT
At this point the hypotheses are only 2:
either you lie on purpose or you tell the
truth. Or the Space Navy is really  going to
kill millions of people with a bomb no one
could ever build, pulverizing an entire
continent, just to kill me. Or is it a trap
to catch me

HANS
Do I torture him?

FURUT
No Hans, can’t you see he’s more dead than
alive? And you can’t say that in the last
times I haven’t let you entertain

HANS
And I am grateful to you, my Emperor

FURUT
Sailor, For 99% I do not believe you. No, for
99.9999% I don’t believe you. Yet the
possibility that you are telling the truth
cannot be ignored. But I’m not going to
expose myself in person, I need volunteers to
...

HANS
I offer myself a volunteer

FURUT
No, Hans, you and Lusut serve me here

ARTHUR
Me, Melog and Aleksandra will go. With the
multicopter we will intercept the convoy
carrying the bomb from above. So, if it were
to be a trap, only the 3 of us would die. Is
it okay for you, Melog?

MELOG
Of course yes! And I’m sure Aleksandra would
say the same
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HANS
But if you die, we will also lose our only
multicopter. In case of attack it would be
our only chance of safety

FURUT
It’s true. But it is a risk that we must
take. And an emperor doesn’t need an escape
vehicle.

HANS
I beg your pardon

FURUT
Arthur, Melog, try to survive. And bring the
scared sailor with you

282 INT. MULTICOPTER - DAY

ALEKSANDRA sleeps naked embraced by 3 NAKED GIRLS.
ARTHUR, MELOG and DYLAN enter

MELOG
Wake up Ale! We leave

ALEKSANDRA and the 3 NAKED GIRLS wake up

ALEKSANDRA
(yawning)

The party is over, get down from my
multicopter

3 NAKED GIRLS get up and go off offended

ALEKSANDRA
Where do we go and who the fuck is him?

MELOG
We leave for a suicide mission, at the
suggestion of Arthur. He is a Space Navy
deserter who will lead us to kill his former
comrades
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DYLAN
My name is Dylan Bounty and I am not a
deserter. I’m just trying to do the right
thing

ALEKSANDRA
Nice to meet you. My name is Aleksandra
Pavolv, the fat guy is Melog, and the kid is
Arthur Tchaikovsky

DYLAN
Tchaikovsky? Are you related to Maya
Tchaikovsky?

ARTHUR
I have a cousin named like that, but I
haven't seen her in a while. I doubt you know
her. Last time I saw her she gave me a blow
job, I was at a funeral, if I remember

DYLAN
(hysterical laugh)

Ahhhhhhh! Now I understand! Now I understand!
Now I understand! Now I understand!

ALEKSANDRA
You’re not too well, sailor

DYLAN puts a hand on ARTHUR’s shoulder and DYLAN seems
to get calm

DYLAN
I’ll do everything possible to make you
survive Maya’s cousin

ARTHUR
How nice, today everyone cares about my life

283 EXT. DESERT - SUNSET

A civilian truck is crossing the Great Red.
The Multicopter arrives from afar and stops in hover
before being completely above

284 INT. MULTICOPTER - SUNSET
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ARTHUR and MELOG are inside
DYLAN is looking out the open door and holding his
harpoon

DYLAN
(speaking to himself)

Now I’ll show you what it means to be a man

285 EXT. TRUCK - SUNSET - SNIPER HARPOON VIEW

The harpoon’s optics frame CARL and BORIS inside the
truck.
One at a time they are killed by harpoon shots that
pierce the glass of the truck.

286 INT. MULTICOPTER - SUNSET

DYLAN
Anyone can drive a truck?

ARTHUR
No, but I can learn

DYLAN
Ok, then we escort you from above. It will
take all night to get back to the Palace

287 EXT. IMPERIAL PALACE (FORMER OUTPOST 16)/INNER CAMP
- DAWN

The truck is parked.
Behind the truck are ARTHUR, FURUT, LUSUT and HANS.
ARTHUR has the laser rifle slung over his shoulder.
The others are unarmed

ARTHUR
(agitated)

Furut, I drove this beast all night but it
was worth it. Dylan was right

FURUT
(yawning)

Who is Dylan? And what is this thing?
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ARTHUR
(agitated)

Watch

ARTHUR presses a button.
The back of the truck opens to show a giant thermobaric
bomb

ARTHUR
Calm, it is not active. There is a need for a
code and luckily the Space Navy sailors
hadn’t entered it. But it’s exactly what it
looks like. A gigantic 100 gigatons
thermobaric device. Enough to blow up the
whole Central Continent

FURUT
So I did well to trust the sailor

FURUT undresses completely.
He has an erection.
He gets into the back of the truck and has sex with the
bomb.
LUSUT, HANS and ARTHUR laugh
After ejaculating on the bomb, FURUT gets dressed

FURUT
Thank you very much Arthur. It was certainly
the best fuck of my life, but that’s not the
only point. When last November I proclaimed
myself Emperor of all Vrokja, also following
Hans suggestion ...

HANS makes a gesture of thanks with his head
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FURUT
... I was afraid that I would never find a
way to conquer the other Continents. That
mine would be just an empty proclamation, and
that I would have to be satisfied for being
the emperor of the Central Continent alone.
Or even worse, only the Great Red and the
Mountains, without the Jungle. In fact, when
I think about it, I don’t even control all
the cities in the Mountains. Offonbork, for
example, has not yet given up. But this bomb
changes everything.

This bomb is the gift I needed.
And I’m incredibly grateful to you for
bringing it to me. We’ll find a way to
activate it.

HANS
I’ll find someone who can bypass security, my
Emperor

ARTHUR
Why?

FURUT
Simple. If it’s good for blowing up the
Central Continent, then it’s good for any
other Continent. Especially good for
exploding the North Pole

ARTHUR
What does the North Pole have to do with it?

FURUT
When the Vrokjans see that I have incinerated
all the Sphaericus, the entire planet will
surrender at my feet. And then, of all, it is
the continent that I would least like to
conquer. It’s just ice and scientists

ARTHUR backs away
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ARTHUR
You can’t kill 1 billion Sphaericus. It would
be the worst genocide in history

FURUT
Come on Arthur, Melog doesn’t care about
Sphaericus, and he’s half Sphaericus. No one
will cry

ARTHUR points the gun at FURUT

HANS
Arthur, lowers the gun. Don’t you dare point
the gun at your emperor

ARTHUR
(in a choked voice)

I have to

FURUT
You too Arthur, my friend

ARTHUR shoots and kills FURUT with a shot in the head.
Then he kills HANS in  the same way.
Then points the rifle at LUSUT.
LUSUT remains impassive.
ARTHUR lowers the rifle after a while.

ARTHUR
Lusut, maybe I should kill you too, but I
can’t.

LUSUT walks away.
MELOG arrives

MELOG
Did you just kill them?

ARTHUR
Yes

MELOG
I expected that sooner or later you would
kill Hans, but not Furut
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ARTHUR
Is that all? Is that what you have to say?

MELOG
No, actually I came to tell you something else

ARTHUR
What?

MELOG
I just realized it’s January 17th 2051. Happy
17th birthday Arthur

ARTHUR
Happy 17th birthday Melog

MELOG takes out 2 joints and hands one to ARTHUR.
MELOG lights his own and passes the lighter to ARTHUR
who lights his own

ARTHUR
Exactly one year since we joined the Marines

MELOG
Do you say we’re still Marines?

ARTHUR
I don’t know. I don’t know who I am anymore,

MELOG
Maybe it’s better if we go from here

288 EXT. IMPERIAL PALACE (FORMER OUTPOST 16) - DAWN

The view moves from ARTHUR and MELOG higher and higher
until showing all the Great Red, then the Central
Continent and finally the entire planet
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